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,the extent of budgetary F., thority of state higher education agencies.
It is emphasized that th process of budgeting is affected by a 1

complex web of social, %,,onomic, and organizational factors. During
the next few years, it .1s rIgclested, higher education appears likely
to continue to lose its hiT., priority, making it more
vulnerable to criticism: (LBH)
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The Center for Research and DeVelopment in Higher Edu-

cation is engaged in research 'designed to assist individuals and organi-

zations responsible for American higher education to improve the
quality, efficiency, and availability of education beyond the high school.

In the pursuit of these objectives, the Center condUcts studies which: '

1) use the theories and methodologies of the behavioral sciences; 2)

seek to discoNiK and to disseminate new perspective§ on educational

issues and new solutions to-educational problems; 3) seek to add sub-
stantially to the descripti, r! and analytical literature on colleges and;

universities; 4) contribute to the systematic knowledge of several of the

behavioral, sciences, 'notably .psychology, sociology, economics; . and

political .science; and 5) provide models of research and development"

activities for colleges- and universities planning and pursuing their oWn

programs in institutional research.
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Under the general title State pudgeting for Higher Education thc:

Center is issuing nine publications, each with its own 'ubtitli, and

authors. The volumes report three.separate hut interrelated proj-

ects carried on from July 1973 to August 1976, funded as follows:

one on state fiscal stringency by the Fund for thc Improvement

-of Postsecondary Education tF'IPSE), another on state general

revenue trends by the Lilly Endowment and the American Coun-

cil on Education: and the third ou selected aspects of state budg-

.etai-v theory and practice by a joint grant from the National In-

stitute for Educatitm and the Ford Foundation.. The principal
investigator for all the projeas was Lyman A. Clenny; the princi-

pal author or authors of each volume carried the major tespon-

sibility for it. To varying degrees, all members of the research

team contributed, to most of the volumes, and their contributions

are mentioned in the acknowledgments. This report is the sixth to

be issued ir` the series.
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Preface

.

'From July 1973 to AugUst 1976 three studies of state

budgeting and financing of higher education were con-

ducted by the Center for Research and Development in

,Hi.gher Education at the UniversitY of California, Berkeley.

The present study began in July 1973 when the Center

Undertook a three-year., 56-state study of the processes

used.by state agencies to formulate the budgets of col-

leges and universities: Seventeen gtates-were studied.

inten-sively,*

Financial support was furnished jointly by the

National Institute of Education (60%) and The Ford

Foundation (40%). The study was endorsed by the follow-

ing organizations:

American Association of Community.and Junior

'Colleges
American Association of State Colleges ,uld

'UniVersities .

American Council on Education. '

'Education Copmission of the States

* The 17 states were: 'Califo4nia, Colorado,

Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,

Mississippi, Nebraska, New York, Pennsylvania,, Tennessee,

Texas,. Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin:_)

vi



National Association of State Budget Officers
National Association of State Upiversities and

Land-Grant Colleges
National Center for Higher:EdIcation Management

Systems
State Higher Education Executive Officers

a

Its twofolcl purpose is to advance budgetary theory and to
give state and insitutional budget professionals a

t.broader understanding of: 1) the interrelationsAips,
roles, functions, and objectives of the several state 4

. agencies in the budgetary process; 2) the congruence or a'
incongruence_pf such objectives among the several agencies;
and 3) the praztices and procedures that build confidence
in the fairness-of the budgetary process.'

,

'Reports based On the study describe and analyze the
organizational Structures and staffing of state-level
agencies and'i'ile progress of institutional Joudget ee- -

quests through these agenbies from the time that"pre-
-loudget submission instrpctiOns am-first issued by a-
state "agency untii appropriaiOns,are enacted. The
primary emphasis is on the budget review and analysis

1- pross and theprocedures used by the state agencies;
the stUdy concentrates on the administrative interfacea
among the several state agencies that review and analyze
bUdgets and'between these agencies and the institutions,
or systems of institutions,.cf higher education.

'Intensive interviewsdocument review, and question-
naires in the 17 states selected formed the basis' for7a
narrative and tabular description and comparison issued .

in 1975. Less detailed data were collected from 50 states .

by questionnaire only; these are examined and presented
in a secOnd descriptive zeport.

The other volumes resulting froth the three-year
study are analytic in nature. This volume focuses on
the dilemmas involved in the design of budget processes,.
along With a step-by-step analysis of budget'progress
through the labyrinth of state agencies and processes.
Others contentrate on the creation and use of.budgetary
formulas: the cooperation, redundancY, and duplication

Vii



of.effort.aliOn4tthe several state agencies that review .

budgets; andAhe demlopment and k!se of information

systemis and analYtic te6hniques. 4

'Thp second study, Sponsored by the Fund for the

Improvethent of Postsecondary EdUcation (FIPSE), examines

how state colleges.and universities respond when states

'make substantial reductions in their appropriations.

This one-year study. endomPasses experience with fispal

itrinqency in.about a dozen states, primarily,in the five

states presented'in the case, studies. The latter have'

'beeri brought up-to-date as of late spring 1976.

C.
-The third study, sponsored b'y the Lilly'Endownent -

'gild the American Council on Education, analyzes the trends

ift state general rqi,enue appropriations 2or higher educa-

tionTrOm 1968 to .1975.. Refining earlier work at.the

Center, the study compares trends ambng the states for

'the, Several.types Of institutions in both appropriated and

,consfiant dollars, comparing dollar increases with enroll-

-ment.trends in each case and also:comparing dollars appro-

priated for higher education with those for elementary and

ieconciary education.

ELh volume resulting from the three studies draws

dn sigiificant findings of the other studies yet stands

alone s a complete book. However, awarenesb of the full

panOpl of social,.political, and economic variables that

foun in state budgeting for higher education can be

, gained by review of all-the'volumes.: We earnestly hope

the rea ers learn as much fromour research as we did.in . .

,conducti g it. ,A complete list of the volumes is found

on the b ck coverof this book.
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Introduction

REASONS FOR THE STUDY .

The impetus.for this study came from state agency
.staffs engaged in the complex task Of.allOcating re-.
sources for-higher education; New approaches to budg-
eting being advocated promi§ed to complicate an already
inherently.difficUlt task. In aaditiochanging birth-
,.rates, enrollment, pattern's, sources of 1:venues, economic
trends, and social preferences added to these difficul-
'ties.

Furthermore., little literature, either of a Practi-
cal Or theoretical nature was available to guide.practi-
tioners and scholars.. In the midst of these trying
circumstandes, state and federal officials were placing
ever greater demands oh budget staffs forinformation
and carefully developed analyses of higher educatiOp's

performance. In response to these demands,'new budget
and program evaluation staffs were being created anid

existing.staffa augmented, leading to condern over
duplication of functions and shffts of.agency influence.

The following were among the factor's exerting con-
.siderable impact on.the budgetary .process and reqtaring

accominodation:

New approaches to budgeting ,riu&-.! as program

plannin4 and budgeting systems (1,75%5), zero-based
'budgeting, and'management by objectives were

Id



advocated as replacements for earlier "line-item"

and performance budget techniques.. Formula

,
budgeting techniques were becoming more complex

and increasingly controversial.

Sophisticated guidelines and Models for improv-

.
ing planning, budgeting and management of post-

secondary,institutions were developed by the
National Center for Higher Education Management

Systems (NCHEMS). However, the,state-level agency
Context in"which these innovations were being

.introduced had not been adequately assessed.

The rate of birtht was rapidly declining, lead-

ing to a leveling.of the vast enrollment.growth

experieticed by most public and_private institu-

tions:in the 1960s. This leveling hAd a direct

impact on 'funding since 'institutions priMarily

are'funded on the basis of enrolled students. ,

Rapid shifts were taking place in enrollments-

- amOng academic.prograMS, and new methods of pro-

lading postsecondary sducation were beinTadopted.

These new method's often were.difficult to clas-

:sify using standard data-gathering.practices.

Increasing proportions of state general

revenue funds.7devoted to funding other social

-services created pressures on higher education

to inciease institutional productivitiand

accountability:
_

A The growing pressure on states.to fund private

-institutions resulted in aid programs .specificaLly

designed for this purpose. These programs, felt

by many to be funded from monie's which normally

would haye gone tothe public institutions, cre-

ated political tensions in the legislature.and

among the differerpt types of institutions.

The controvertY.over the proportion of'educa-

- tional costs to be borne by the'student ahd is '

... . _
family as against a.subsidy by the-government------

2



required budget officers to consider tuition levels,
student aid.prograns, and grants to institutions in
a context which permits them considerable influence
on ultimate state policy.

The federal policy shifted from.categorical
grants which aided institutions to programs which
aided students, encouraging "free market" condi-
tions among-institutions, including proprietary
schdols. Consequently, state budget reviewers
were forced to take a:position on this issue and
on the extent to which the state,should fund pro-
'grams formerly.suppeirted by federal grants.

Because the federal government sought to reduce
.or eliminate many categorical programs for states
'and municiPalities in favor of revenue sharing
(block grants), states were-forced to set priorities
through their own budget machinery. However, this
shift in policy was advocated Without foreknowledge
of the effectiveness of:state budgeting processes
or of the attitudes of4profeesional staffs toWard
sdkvices,previously supported by the categorical

.programs. .

The increasinglycritical role playedhy state-
level budget staffi, particularly by the new
coordinating hoards and ledislativebudget staffs
created overlap among the functions, domans,.and
roles'of the agenciei and professional staffs.

'e The.apparent lack'of intercOMMUnication and
cooperation among the state agencies appeared'to
proMote divergent or even conflicting objectives.

Budget agencies, because of their crucial roles',
were the focal points of demands for Information

. and analyses. ,

Statewide mastet.plans for higher education,.
.had not been assessed as to whether'they assisted 'ft.
ii overcoming pese difficulties.. Nor had there
been:adequate-investigation of the barriers to-a

3
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rational structure for state budget review raised

by conflicting personal and political goals.

Because many state budget agencies Were under heavy

,pressure.to improve,higher education budget practices,

despite the uncertainties surrounding the'effectiveness

of various.policy formulation and budgeting techniques,

the National4kssociation of State Budget Officers actively

promoted this study. .-They recognized that. institutions

were caught in the swirl of debate on technology and in

the conflicts among state agencies-,-with little practical

guidance in the purposes and consequences of particular

budget processes. 'Increasing
coMpetition for state__

revenues; lack of increases In productivity,,redistribu-.---

tioh of enrollments among
institutions,'demands for cogt

and productivity information, and incongruity.betweem

edudational expectations-and available resources-7all

placed strains on the budgeting process.

In acknoWledgment 3f these problems, majdr higher .

'education.associations encouraged the studyto obtain

someguidance on thesematters and clarification of

institutional budgetary
relationships with state-govern-

ment.
, -

I

STATUS OF RESEARCH AND LITERATURE OU

STATE HIGHER EbUCATION BUDGETING

- Information regarding state budgeting processes is.

-scattered and not readilY available. Documentation of

the budget process.is in fragMentarTform in agency files,

and geems to be exchanged between states on.a. person-toi

Person boasis. There is a lack of analyses, classification,

and description of the procedures, practices, and tech7:

.nologies employed by the states in.establishing priorities,

setting educational policy, and allocating funds for the--

-myriad purposes served by instittitionsof. higher education,.

Existing literature is scarce and deals only with limited

aspects of the total process.

19
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Financing of-Higher Education

Numerous studies have been made of financing higher
education from an economic point of view. Millett (1952),
Harris (1962, 1964),.Chambers (1963), and Mushkin and
McLoone (1965), among others, have explored this approach.
Hartman (1972) prepared a paper for the L. S. Office. of
Education on ."The Rationale for Federal.Support of Higher
Education," which examines market imperfections, the
relationships of federal to state roles, juStifications
for federal support, and the case against public support
of higher education. The formula bases for'fund.alloca-
tion:have been reviewed by:Glenny (1959), Martorana and
Hollis (1960),.Miller (1964), and'Berdahl (1971). Only
Miller, however, has conducted thorough analyses of fdrmula
..ements, and the factual content.of his work is now dated.

_Institutional Relationships to State Government

'The historyof resource allocation amcing institutions
of higher education from 1930-1967, reviewed by O'Neill
(1971),...found little change in productivity patterns, con-

-:-.firming ...the 'speculations of: other,s. The relationship
betWeen_academic institUtions, and.state.government has
been examined.7* Brumbaugh (1956); Glenny (1959)., Moos and
Rourke (1959),:Heriderson (1,960), McCohneli'(1962), Wilson
.(1965), Paloialnd Padgett-(1971),'and others. Most of

, . .

these authors were concerned about state interference with
. the autonomy of Colleges and universities rather-than with'
effective allocation procedures.,

State Budgetipg

Some state budget techniques have ,been examined by
Shadoan (1963), Doubleday (1967),' and Schick. (1974.
Sharkansky (1965, 1968, 1970) , and Sharkansky and Hoffer-
bert (1969),have researched the relationship of,certain
political and agency variables to the amount of appropria-
tion received by several.different kinds of state service
agencies. Howard (1973) has looked broadly at state
budgeting. .None of these studies_have

9



-budgeting in term of its structure, strategies, tactics,

and tools, especially in relation to postsecondary educa-

tion. Interagency relationships haVe not been system-

Atically analyzed. .

Theory

Little general theory is available on interorganiza-
'tional relationships', although EVan (1966), Blair (1967),

Warren (1967), and Baldridge (1971) have developed con- .

ceptual'models which may, in part, be applied to budg-,...

eting. Thompsor0196.7) provides a theoretical framework. .

for interorgani*ational cooperation useful for this etudy.

Theoretical critiques of the assumptions underlying such

techniques as PPBS have:been made by Lindblom (1959),
.

Wildavsky (1964), and Landau (1969). Schultze (1968). has

.zought to.spell.out,the limitations.andscontributions of

bOth the analytical-and political approaches to policy

lormulation. Such techpiquestd 'modern management as PPBS,

management by objectives, policy.analysis, and computerized

information systems have been criticized by Wildavsky .(1966),

' Kelleher (1970), Boos (1972), and.Heim (1972). Balderston.

and'Weathersby (1972) described the Univereity of Calif-,
ornia's experience in attempting to implement PPBS:

METHODOLOGY

-. This study is primarily based on a review of docu-

ments used for budgeting for higher education in 17 states

and on.inteilsive interviews with nearly all officials con-

cerned with state-level.higher education budgeting in

those states. A total of 363 ind.ividuals. Were intAtviewed:'
.

The ofIicials interviewed are classified by agency in

, ,Table 1. The. criteria used to-select the states are de-

scribed in.Glenny et al. (1975).

One of the major methodological dilemmas that con7

fronted the study was the need to develop, in advance,

assumptions to.guide the selectiod of data while,at the x

,same,time not foreclosing-completely acceptance Of new

"assumptions-and-collecting-additional data_in_order to
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Table 1

NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS WITH STATE AND INSTITUTIONAL BUDGET OFFICIALS

.

States

,

,

Executive branch Le islative branch

State

education

aeIcy

Execu

tive

offi-

cer

higher

Staff

Other

state-

level

higher

educa-.

tion

staff

Institutions

,

,

Total

State

budget

direc-

tor

Budg-

et

office

staff

Per-

form-

'ance

audii

staff

Other

staff

Direc

tor

budg-

et

staff

Budg-

et

staff

Per

form-,

ance

audit

staff

Other

offi-

cials

Presi-

dent

or
,

chan-

cellor

Other

sta6

California 1

Colorado 0

Connecticut 1

Florida

Hawaji

Illinois

9 9 2 1 4

1 0 0 .1 0

7 0 1 1 1

1, 4 0 .0 1,

0 ; 2 0 0 0 0

1 1 '0 1 2, 4

Kansas 1 1 0 0 1 0

Michigan 1 3 , 0 0 2 0 0 1

Mississi 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1

Nebraska 1 5 0 .2 9. 0 0

New York 1 6 2 2 2 ;0 U 1

.t 4 1 0 0 0 5 1

Tennessee .1 2 0 0 1 1 0 0, 1

Texas I/ .0 OP 0 1 I 0 1 1

V192:a I 3 0 3 1 0 1 0 1

WashimIton I 4 0 1 1 5 0 4 0 2 3 1 , 28

42 WiscoLin 1 2 0 . 0 1 3 0 0 0 11 1 2 . 1 22
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exploit emerging insights. 'A study that-attempts.to
affect policy cannot be limited,,for thp sake of method-

,

ological-purity, only to those assumptions held before
any facts have been :;athered. On the.other hand, our
inquiry had to have some well-defined fotus to provide

..coherent results and tO keep its scope within feasible

bounds. The strategy'adopted was to use a semistructured
interview guide to assure obtaining data on a basic set
of budgetary processes and issues. This technique allowed
'-open-'ended discussions that provided many new insights and
Permitted revising 'the 'priority of areas for examination
during the course of the study.

As a further safeguard, to assure the-pertinence of

data collected, interviews were held first in six statps.
After a preliminary analysis of this data, the interview

guides were redesigned. These revisions required obtain-
ing.'gome additional data from the initial six states but
these telephOne calls and letters were well worth-the

extra effort.

Before proceeding with the interi.riews in'each state,:

many spebific documents were solicited and read. In

addition, a sliort qu.."Istionnaire was'Sent to agencies in
'each state to provide us with more knowledge, to permit
more-sophisticated interview questions, and to rednce the

need for ascertaining facts. These questionnaires addi-
tionally provided much of the:data on staff characteris-
tics employed in subsequent.analyses.

An early determination,was made thatothe major em-

phasis ih the reeearch would.be on thorough interviewing
rather than on a broader questionnaire survey. Although

the latter would_permit quantitative analysis Of selected
relationship's, it did not appear well suited for, the
highly.complekeocial phenomenon,with which the study !

dealt. Although a questionnaire was sent to all 50 states
subsdquent tO the.collection of .interview data, most of,
the findings of this volmme rest on interpretations of

interviewdata. The re'sblts o'f,the questionnaire survey

are reported elsewhere "(Bowen, Ruyle, & GlennY, 1977)..
.
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Nearly all state agency budget staff members con-
::cerned-with highereducation were interviewed in the 17
states, as well as three or more officials in-two-public
higher education institutions in most.states. Comments

were cross-checked and differences.explor.A to discover
. different staffperspectives:and interests. To guard

againsitFintery4ewgr bias, .two esearcheraparticipated,
In aimost ail cases, in each.interView. This had the'
added benefit of letting one researcher formulate ques-

,
tiOns and take notes while the other ptirsued a line,of
inquiry.

In practically every case, the comments Of those
interviewed were exceptionally frank and they cooperated
fully with the study. This tremendous cooperation.and
openness on often publically or personally sensitive
issues no doubt.reflected some confidence in the Integrity
and sensitivity'of the research staff in .presenting find-
ings. We earnestly hope that we have merited this con-
fidence.

Finally, this study'drew on the'limited literature
available on state higher education budgeting, and the
Mbre extensive literature on budgeting in general. Writ-
ings on organizational theory And.political science. were
examined.for.theory that would help interpret findings,
corroborate data, and for examPles of practices. The
broad theoretical perspective guiding this vOlume is

- based on social open syste theory. The application of
this bpdy of theory to aate higher education budgetin4
is described in Chapters 2 and 3.

Chapters 4 through 6 describe and analyze the organi-
,zatión and staffing of the budget process. The remaining
chapters deal with the stages of budget formulation and
review and include .tate.guidance of the development of
institutional budgets, the character of these budgets, ,

and the review of budgets by state-level agencies. The
final chapter speculates on trends affecting the future
of state budgeting for higher education:.

el



2. 3

Theoretical Perspectives on the Orocessei

of Higher Education Budgeting

Whether the work of fifty to'a hundred years
offers eVidence enough or,not, there is a
growing conviction,among scholars; philoso-
phers, and,educators that pure empiricism
wilf)have a limdted success,, if any) out-
side the study of physical reality, and
that it May have reached the end of its
great usefulness there. There is evidence
that specializatinn, where not guided Ly 4,
strategic concept, amounts to little more
than '!puttering around"--a kind of indus-

trious dilettantism., (Hofstadtee$ Hardy,
1952, p. 192)

THE IMPORTANCE OF EXPLICIT.THEORETICAL
ASSUMPTIONS

All attempts tO-deseribe social phenomena are based

on-assumptions about the forces that impel social action

cand the resulting relationship& that take place in spe-

cific contexts to create the forms and substance of

'observed behavior: ,Weber (1949) noted that:

A chaos of "existential judgments'about
countless individual events would be the

only result of a serious attempt to analyze

reality without presupposition. .(p. 78)

16
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Presuppositions, or assumptions, provide a framework and'
.criteria for the selection and interpretation,ofempiri- .
.cal data, Thus it is important to examine the assumptiOns-
about_organizational behavior that lie behind studies of
phenomena:to realize the full implications of,the Con-
tlusionsthat are drawn.

The asSumptions that underlie researCh`on social
phenomena vary in comprehensiveness. Some are based on
broad-philosophical considerations, others On'what'Kuhn
.(1962) calls "paradigms,4 ora. general frameWork for ,

viewing a broad rahge of phenomena
,Less comprehensive'assumptiOns. are based op particuiar.'7.,
theories, hypotheses,-or propositions. Assumptions also
vary.ihelabOrateness, logical consistency,-and
neSs. -Thesej.1,iariations areoften a consequence ofthe
stages of'deVelopment of social science theOry,

,

Authors are frequently not aware'Of the'bäsit
assumptions on whidh their analyses-rest,'or they donot
mike them explicit for,fear"that their unverified c6n-
clusiont and the inevitable omissions and inconsistencieS'.
will be exposed to'experts,and critics. Yet little of
practical importance could be written if an author had
to have unambiguous empirical supPort fOr,all his,asser-
tions.

It is difficult to recognize fully,the lOgic and
import:of moist .research efforts in the social sciences.
without-an explicit stateMent.of the basic. underlying ,
assumptions: Difficulty is experien6ed in distinguistiing
.whether difgering conclusions are derived from 'cOnflict-
.ing assUmptions,-from differing data, or from lapses ilk
logic.

For example, in higher edu6ation a great deal of-
attention is currently focused on the-concept of account-;

,
ability. One set of assumptions holds that tax-supported.

' institutions of higher edUcation'perform a public service,
and should therefore be accountable to the elected offi-
cials who represent the takpayers.. A second set holds
that these institutions'perform an intellectual and

U.



critical role in society that transcends popular And

often transitory interests and fads; therefore, theY

need to be insulated from an overly rigokous account-.

Ability to the public that.might Stifle their.longer-

-term, lessinmediately practical interests and their

function as havens for social'ciitics. From this per

spective, accountability to.the public must be. balanced .

by Accountability,tothe members of the institution

particularlY the researchers and sChOlars, to protect

their freedom of 'inquiry.

Thus, depending.on the basic assumptions about 'the

,primary purposes of higher education, an analysis of

accountability could proceed in very divergent direc-

tiona: Furthermorei' even.when agreement exists cm the -

purposes of higher education, major differences"can

occur over the means employed to achieve accountability.

One.set of assumptions can emphasize bureaucratic con-

trol by means ot planning-and coordination,vhile.another

set can emphasize_negotiation and bargaining between

interested parties within_a structure of checks and

balances.

' Certain assunOtiOns about human.behavior rule oUt

) 'social science research as an effective means for analysis

nd prediction of events. For example, if hunan'events

are' belieVed to take place in random or unpredictable

ways, it is'impoSsible;to discover and generaliZe about-

relationships. Similarly, if the world is'thought to b6.

governedby metaphysical forces, analysis may:be viewed,-

asless*uSeful tharrattempts to.influence theseforces

bY neans.such as prayer and offerings. If ond believes

that the true value's in life cone from impressionittic-

feelings, 'such as enjoying-a sunset or a concerte4then

,analysis, by fOcUsing on the parts.rather than the

totality, may destrOy the very thing that is important.

While We do not discount the factors that.give rise to

such beliefs, -this study proceeded on the assumptions

, of cause and effeCt and a budget process that will not-

lose ita fundamental-utility,and'appeal if it is sub-

jected to ,analysis.



We attempt to state explicitly the fundamental as-.
sumptions.thatguided the,selection of data.and the

analyses. These:assumptions are based as muCh as possible

on research findings And emerging theoretical points of._:

.'iriewe and Are as.internally consistent as time and ability.

permitted. We do.not pretend that they.rpflect:verified .

fact or the best thinking on these topics,sinCe no'per-
son's knowledge can span all the disciplines that are
relevant to understanding state budgeting for,higher edu-
cation.. We present our assumptions because, in fairness,
critics should be helped to distinguish between quarrels
over the validity of apsumptionsmand:quarrels 6ver empiri-

caraccuracy and_interpretation of data within the param-
eters of basic assumptions.

THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS GUIDING THIS STUDY

:The primary assumptions behind this study are drawn
fromorganrzational operi systems theory, which aPpears

.at present to-bethe most'coMprehensive and.analytically'

useful paradigm'available.for.the analysis of organiza-

tionAl behavior.' .It providdsa.framework for explain-
ing a broader range ofbehavidi than do other available
paradigms (Georgiou, 1973).. Its usefulness, hoWever,
.has-only recently been .explored in the social' sciences

'outside the discipline of economics.

Throughout the study we State our conclusions and
explicitly or implicitly make recommendations; for
example, we-believe that many proposed budget ref(Drimr-

.

involving comprehensive analysis of higher education

Are Unrealistic. .To a:large extent, our'conclusions
and recommendations are based on the eXtensive data

that'has been collected.and is presented in this an
,-qther studies:in our State Budgeting fok Higher Education

series. They are also based, in-part, on assumptions
_thatnot only caused us to lOok for certaih facts but

-also provided an Overall framework for understanding the,

enormously complex relationships involved in state budg-

eting after theafacts'were ascertained.



These assumption; are critical, but they are sOne- .

what too complex and Abstract to detail in'a volume

intended for pradtical Use. Consequently, they ate:inter=

Woven into,the,discussion in subsequent chapters. fftiefly,

-these assumptions are:'

.0ren systemS theory conCeives cf an Organiza,

tion ..tsg a system obtaining.inputs, which.are

-transf:cmed.throu4h-a process'int outputs, which

are errlhanged fOr additional inputs*, thus main-

taiLing a dynamic state oZ equilibrium.

The primary force that shapes organiiational

behavior 12'the need to maintain satisfactory

exChange relationships.

Systems contain subsystems,. some systems cut

across a number-of other systems, and.there.are

levels of systems (physical, biological,_psycho- -

logiCal,.soCial,,and cultural), with,higher-

level systenp mediating:the behavior of lower-level

'systems.

-

. .

_ An examination of the soCiOeconomic system level

of organizations is likely to.provide tore useful

policy guidance than studies-of the psychological

or cultuial levels.

The b.oundaries Of tYstems are defined by' the

volume and nature of eichange relationships among

.meniers..

. : .

An almost infinite Variety of other postible asump-

tions could be used in an analysit of organizational

phenomena.. Sets of assumptions could be developed that

give primacy to interpersonal relationships'anong staff

members to the view of,organizations,as goal seeking,

orto the VieW of:organizations as bodies of routines,

procedures, and common expectations (Allison, 1971). .

Each Of these approaches would illuminate different--------:

aspe4s Of the budget-processi-hUt we' do not knoW whether

----tould lead to different conclusions than the ones '

we found. Indeed, the complexity of the topic Is tuch

14
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that it is possible that the same conclusions would have
resulted from.judicious astrological observatians.--an.
-alternative not considered,.we hasten to add.

AN OPEN SYSTEMS VIEW OF STATE BUDGETING FOR
AIGHER EDUCATION.

The organizations-and individuals involved in)ligher
education,budgeting cah be-viewed as a Subayatem within
larger statewide higher education and goliernmenial systems.
This-subsystem performs the primary function of_procure-
ment: the acquisition oi the resources needed to operate
institutions of higher education.. The Subsystem is com-
posed of up tafour Major organisational participants:
.1). the executiVe budget:office, 2) the legislative budget-
Staffs and committees, 3) the State. higher education .

.agency, and 4) the institutions of higher education.
Some states do nOt have one af these organizations.. -For
example, Mississippi Aoes. not have an executive.budget
office,'Delaware does.not have a state-higher education,
agency, and.until redently Kansas did not have aqegisla-
tive budget staff.: In a number of States, for.example,
Michigan.and.New York, the istate higher education agendy
does not play a significant role in-the budget process..

THE SYSTEMS CONTEXT.,..OF STATE-HIGHER EDUCATION BUDGETING

ilgure 1 illustrates the relationship of the state
budgeting, subSystem to the larger state higher, educa-
tion and governmental systems, depicting the eXchange
prooesses that take placebetween institutions ef
higher_education and their environment, together with
the role of state government in the exchanqe.cycle.-

---

-Gf --variupes a:- -_

variety of. outputs. (boX'2) that are of value to society.
$aciety at large (box 3)" makes'its:preferences for out-
puts.known to state-level agenciebox 4). .At. the same

time, institutions make their preferences knaWn through
. .

budget requests (box 5) to state-level agenCies. The '

r
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state-level agencies conduct a budget.feview process and
make decisions.subject.to constra.alts, such as available
revenues, student demand, time for analysis, availability
of information! and provisions of lawsl(box 6Y. As a
'result'of these decisions, institutions are provided- .

with.resources.by means of appropriations, substantiye
legitlation, and_policy d4cisions(box 7).:

THE STATEWIDE HIGHER EDUCATION BUDGETING SUBSYSTEM

The state agencies-engaged in budgeting'assess and -.

articulate social preferences, impleMenting thete through
.budget recommendations and appropriation acts. The staffs

. engaged in state'budgeting for higher education are usu-
ally a unit within a larger agency of.state gOvernment
or institution,..,While their primary function is to pro-
vide resource's for institutions Orf higher education, they
also produce their own outputS,. such as pOlicy decisions
and information', and they must_exchange these with'other
systems' to obtain the'inputs'they require to effectively
pdrform thcir:.functions. Figure 2 on the neXt page'

. .

illustrates the exchange cycle of these agencies.

Budget staffs concerned with higher education .(boXes
1, 2, 3, and 4) are provided resources (box 5) so that,
they may prepare requests tor, and recommendations on',-----
fundt. Institutional budget -requestsbox,6) go.to one '

--or:more state-level budget staffs (boxeS 2, 3, and 4),
In some states the state higher education agency budget
staff '(bOX 2) keceives the institutional request-and
prepares recommendations (box 7),.which,them go to the.,
executive budget office higher education staff (box 3)
and sometiMes to the legislative highe'f education budget ,

1
staff (bdx 4). 'The executive budget office staff's..
recommendationt are incorporated into a state budget
recommendation (box 8). -.This.state'.budget is frequently
referred to as the governor's budget ok.the.executive
biidget, ,The.governor's budget is transmitted td the
legislative budget ttaff MeMbers responsible for higher.
education. (bax.4)! who help develop recommendations..
that lead to appropriations (box 9). The appropriations
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Figure, 2
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are.transmitted to institutions (Box 1), authorizing them
to expend state funds. Assessments of the outputs of.the
-various budget staffs are made by pUblic and state and
institutiohal officials (a= 10). Political bargaining
takes place over these assessments, culminating,in new:-
retoUrce inputs (box 5) to the budget staffs, thus com=
pleting the cycle:

The state-level budget agencies vie.with each other
for needed resources to .give them mixiMum influence
during the bUdget formulation process. YtheperforMance
of-each.agendy is evaluated and it is granted the re=
sources needed to maintain and improve its tole.. litca-
sionally'resources arewithdrawn to signal displeasure
with an agency's performance, even though itS value may
in theory be recognized. However, this strategyifor
influenting an agency's, behavior tango only so iar.
before, the act of withholding.resources itself becomes'
the reason for the failure.' Similarly, unitaare some-

,

times given additional funds to.correct.perceivqd weak-
nesses. Again;:this can:proceed only so far before
toncerns ovet marginal returnt'and.eguity among_organiza--
tions emerge.to-limit-increases. Changes in'allocations
Of tdSdurtes to units caniesult from:imbalance amongy
the perspectives brought'to bear on'budgets as weII-es-
from assessments of' the effeCtiveness with which units.
.carry out current functions. 'New authority'may be given
to a unit together with additional financial resources.

DIMENSIONS OF THE' STATE BUDGETING FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION SUBSYSTEM P

) ,
.

There are anumber of. Major dimensions of state
budgeting for higher education that a study could focus
on. yigure 3 dePicts sOme" of these, including: -.

10 the environmental trends that.affect the de-
mand,for higher.educAtion and act as.constraints
on the budget' procesS;,

*e .The sources of inputs into the budget process;

.19
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Figure 3
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witigo°'

the structure resources, and iirocesses that.

are involved in.the act of budgeting;

'the sequential phasesof the budget process
-from formulation through administration.to retr0
spective performance evaluation'; and

the resource allocation and policy outputs.of
the budget process. .

Thil.f. study is concerned with the.formulation phase of
budgeting and, within that Phasp,.the structures, re-.
sources, and-processeS of budgeting.- The study examines
the state gency review of operating budgets for public
four-year inStitutions. This focus_may seem somewhat
limited, but in terms Of the'range of topics covered and
the time ayailable,-even these areas cannot be fully
explored. .

A brief-description-of these major dimensions of
the budget process will help clarify the process of
formulating operating budgets for four-year public insti-
tutions.-

'Environmental Trends. A number of shifts in histbric
trendi are'likely.to have profound implications for.higher,

,education budgeting. Cartter (1971) and others have
pointed out the changing deMographic factors that appear'
likely to reduce the demands for higher education. March
(1974) 'desctibed some potential consequences of these

. changeS. Bowen-(1974).and Millett (l975)_described the
changing composition of the.labor.force and the implica-
tions of.these.trends for the demand for higher educa-
tion., The Soint,Economic Committee (1975) and .The

ut."411*:5 econd. War BetWeen the States (1976) noted regional dif-

_ ferences in demographic.and economic ,trends. :Bailey
(1974) and others oted thechanging social valuations
of higher eduCation s measured by opinion polls, and the'
costs imposed on high r education through implementa-
tion of national sociel\initiatives, such as equal
opportunity and occupati\ onal safety programs. .The

impact of long-ranger-econOthic trends 1Forrester, 19763

,-
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and inflation on institutional budgets (American Council
on Education, 1974) ,are.currently receiving major
attention; the rising'cOsts of basic commodities, such

as oii, metalilandfood, appear.likely to absorb a

growing,proportion of our national Income; reducing the

monies available for the service sector of the economy,

including higher education. There is-considerable don-

cern, undoubtedly justified, that institutional budgets

will not keep pace with inflation. Student demand for

particular fields of study has shifted considerably over
the past_few years4--FOr example, enrollments in the
phySidal.sciences, languages, and history have declined
lyshile they have gratin rapidly in professiOnal fields

such as medicine, law; and business. The drop in demand

for teacherdis also reducing enrollment in education.
'.

. The stability>of these trends-is open todebate but
the prospects they_pose are having a significant tftect

on higher education budgeting. An examination of these

trends and their long-term implications for state budget-

'ing_for higher education would Make:an important and

fasdinating area.for-research.

.

Inputs Into the.Budget Process.', Another dimension

is thejmputs into the budget process, or the revenues

that are available forlallocation to higher education. ,

An assessient could he made.of whether the.costs of °

higher education are properly allocated amongrits bene-

fiCiaries. Some studies of.financing higher education

examine the distribttion:of its costs'among income levels

and'ethnic:groupa- (Hansen & Weishrod, 1969). 'Economists
are concerned with the measurement of.individual as'

well as' social benefits of higher education: 'The ques-

.
tiOns raised lead to issues' of taX'andtuition policy.

.A second_input area is the adequacy of the:quantity

and quality.of the resources.devoted to higher education,

in terms of social. objectives.. Studies deal with such

topics as higher education seen as an investment in

economic productivity, and the cultural values obtained

from higher education, including social mobility, preserva.

3 6 ."
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. tion'of knowledge, and transMission of culture. These
questionn essence concern whether the funds and man-
power deVoted to higher education are in proper balance.'
with those devotedto Other social.objectivea.

A third area, related to inputs,-is-whether the,mix
of resources devoted to higher education'is efficient in'
terms of achieVing desired purposes, given existing.
teaching, research,. and service technologies.. For example,
the relationships among facilities, equiriment,.and Staffs'
are explored, including such problems as whether.the dse
of existing community facilities can be expanded, whether
more use,could be made of teleVised lectureS, Whether
campuses can share library.facilities, and whether more
use_san_be made of-teaching.assistants.

OutpuLs of the Budget Process. nalyses of the Out-
puts of the budget process could examine the distribution,
of higher education's benefits in terms.of social equitY,
probing the distribution of benefits among various socio-
economic Segments,of the population and between individual .

and publiá objectives. This dimension of outputs is
closely related to ihe input issue of who pays the costs
of higher education. Inotheory, distribution of the costs
of higher education should haVe some relationship to the
distiibution of its benefits. n-practice, standards of
sOcial.equity lead'to income.redistribution and it is
hard to determine precisely who pays and'who,benefits.

A second output-related issue concerns whether ihe
mix of higher education's_outputs isappropriate.in
terms Of social preferences. IS toonuch research.con-.

. ducted On defense requirements.in contrast. with com-
peting sOcial objectives-such as health, energy, or
welfare? Does the.curriculum give too much emphasis- .

to liberal rather than vocational Subjects? Questions
can also be asked about the factors that influence
recommendations and the size of Appropriations for
.institutions;'the amounts appropriated each year.could
be examined and the factors associated with any variations
analYzed.
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Budget Processes. Studies in the area of the process

of budgeting for higher education could 4xamine the degree

to which the organization of_the budget process, the re-

sources available,to budget agencies,:and-the concepts-

and techniques employed efficiently provide the resources

needed by higher education. :One process issue is whether.

the distribution of function's among state agencies, their

organizational strUctures, and their relationships with,

_onee.nother contribute to.effective budget decisions:

second.,issue is whsthet their resources ate suffiaint-

fdr them IO accomplish their purposes and are distributed

_equitably in terms. of theit functions. A third issue'

'deals with whether the concepts and tedhniques employed

by,state budgeting agendles are appropriate andefficient.

in terms of their objectives. This issue is of primary'

interest in our study:

Phases of the Budget Process. There are three primary

Phases_in the budget cycle for institutions of higher educa-

. tion: 1) formulation of the bUdget and.its:enactment. by

the legislature; 2) administratiOmof the budget durj.ng

the One- Cr two-year period in which it is expendeduand

'3) eValuation'of the tesults after the budgetis expended.. .

'Evaluation often.occurs over a period of years following

expenditure and takes9the,form'of special studies, examina-

tions of statistical-data,'and audits. The results df

evalbation provide
information for use in current.and

future budget formulatiOn and administration prodedses.

0
The Council'of State

Governments (1952) has examined

k state,budgeting for-higher education. The state role

-in.the administratión of.higher education:budgets has ,

-been examinedby Moos.and Rourke (1959) and by'Hakdleroad

(1975). The Carnegie Commission on Higher-Education

(101), the Education
Commission of the States_ (1973)1,

and others have specified appropriate roles,for state-.

level.agencies and institutions. Little attention has,

been given to the
eValuation'phase of the budget process,

but recently thee has beema gtoWing interest in state-

level perfOrmance auditin4.in
higher.educatidniBrown &

1974).."
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Structure, Resources,,and Procedures Ass9ctiated

With BUdget Formulation'. The structure ortyA budget
prOcess is related to"the organization of the agencies.:
and institutions involvedl the allocationlof functions'
to:these organizations, their 'legal authdrity, where
decisions are Made within themvand the relationships
among them. :Resources are the dollars, staff, informa-
tion, legal authority, prestige, and other inputs that
enable the organizations to perform their roles more or
less effectively. Procedures include technologies
routines, regulations, timing,,decision rules, and
decision criteria applied in makimpresource alloca-
tions.

FOCUS OF THE STUDY

- Theshaded areas ih Figure 3 (p20)s denote the
areas of concentration of oux study. gsingle investiga.

tion Of a Phenomenon as complex as'higher'education,budg-
'sting obviouSlycannot do juStice-to all. dimensions of-
'the budget process. The'present study, thereforeilcOn-:'
centrates primarily on the 'state-level structurei.ftaff-

ing and processes involved in formulating operating
budgets for four-year institutions'. The' study exi10.nes

only the budgeting of-state revenues fOr'bigheredUca--
tion. Because of the unique ways in which states budget
two-year institutions (Wattehburger & Cage, 1974)'and
'private.institutions (Millard, 1975), budgeting Lac

" - these organizations was not examinedoexcept where the
.process waSsimilar to that Of the public senior7ihstiL.

tutions-6-Eyen digerwmes betWeen'practices fOr
,-Thajor reseatch uniyerSities and other four-year insti=

tutions make analysis and. generalizations difficult.
Other dimenSions orthe budget.process.nottOuched are,-
budgeting for capital, predects,,for'StUdeht-finanCial-
-aid, and for specialized units suc4 as hospitals and
experiment stations when they are budgeted separately.
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3.
The Analysis of Budget Process

Effectiveness

ergate was a rr..-r(der that we mdst judge
public orgdnizations,not only.by what they
do, but bg how they do itand the remdnder
Was particularly timely aftertsome years
during which concern for outputs had almost

tota//y eclipsed concern over the standards

governing the production Of those outputs.
(ffeclo,'1975, pp..80-81)

ENDS VERSUS MEANS

- DiScussions of.effective higher education budgeting .

have tended.to focus on the relationship between inputs

into higher education and its Outputs. There'also.has

heen considerable discussion of models for "rational"

decisionmaking. Political values such as."due process,"

"access.to decisionmaking,'" and "checks and balances"

tend to have gotten lost in discussions of economic

effectiveness. This concern with economic effectiveness
and rationality has led to neglect of the intrinsic

values of processes. Yet,both organilational and politi-

cal theorists point out that process design affects the

substance of decisions,'and that the quality:of decisions

can be maintained through procedural safeguards even

when ends are controversial or obscure. In this study

we focUs on the process Of budgeting for higher edtca-

tion, not On the resources that go into higher education

Or'the consequences of higher,education's use of those

resources.

4 6
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THE CONCEPT (MF BUDGET PROCESS EFFECTIVENESS

The,difficulties,of dealing with.the concept of organi-
j zational effectiveness axe described by Katz and Kahn (1966):

Organizational effectiveness has become one-
of.those handy but treacherous pseudo con-
cepts, connoting a sort of totality of
organizational goodness--a suni of such ele-
ments as productivity, cost,performance,
turnover, quality of output, and the like.
This rudimentary model, as Seashore (1962)
states, "is false to most of the data we
have examined so far, and more complex
models need to be involved." (p. 150)

These problems are readily apparent when it comes to
developing 'Criteria for judging the effeCtiveness of the .

,process of,state budget foratulation for higher education-
A primarY reason for confusion in.defining "effectiveness"
has been, as suggested by Katz and Kahn, the lack of a co-
herent model.for describing organiZational behaVior, The
:open systems model of organizational behavior alleviates
somewhat the lack of a conceptual framework for defining
the components of.effectiveness. From aJsystems perspec-
tive,.economists have identified some Of the dimensions
of,effectiveness.. These-Concepts are desbribed briefly
below.

TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY

Technical efficiency denotes the degree to which an
organization produces a set of outputs of specified quality
and quantity using the least cost set Oft'inputs and pro-
cesses, either

by holding outputs constant and decreasing the
costs of inputs and processes, or

by holding input costs conStant and increasing
the quality or quantity of outputs through use of
the least costly mix of inputs and processes.

27
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In theory,, tO obtain the desired number and quality Of

the graduates of institutions of'higher education,'techni-

cal efficiency consists in finding the least costly set

.pf.resources and processes needed to meet that'objective.

Conversely, if.one identifies the.amount of resoUrces
.available to an institution, of higher education, techni-

cal.efficiency consists in finding the mix Of these. .

resources and the Set of processes-that will produce the*

'most outputs of a given quality.,

ALLOCATIVE EFFICIENCY
r.:*

Allocative efficiency denotes the degree to which an

organization produces and distributes a mix of outputs

that best satisfies social preference functions by

identification and reconciliation of collective
and individual preferences for different outputs,

and

identification and reconciliation of collective

, and individual preferences for the allocation-of

the costs of inputs and the benefits of-outpnts

among populations.

Allocative efficiency thus is concerned with determining

the relative preferences of society for the various out-

puts of higher education: teaching, research., and service.

In teaching, choices must be made between subject matter .0.

areas, such as political science and Eftlish, and between

liberal and vocational studies. The identification of

both individual and social preferences for the outputs of

higher education is very difficult (Johnson, 1974). The

reconciliation of individual,and collective preferences

elso'presents a. difficult problem (Friedland, 1974;

.
Hardin, 1968; .01son, 1971).

Another facet:of allocative efficiency is concerned'

with determining the distribution of the benefits and .

costs of higher education among various segments of the

population. Since higher eduCation is in part a public

;gipod, a.direct relationship does not exist between con-
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sumers and producers. Consumers can only partially in-
dicate their demand for,higher education by paying insti-
tutions for the benefits they receive.through tuition and
user's fees. Preferences for benefits.of higher education, .

the distribution Of these benefits, and the distribution
of costs largely are determined through political and -

governmental processes and are-enacted by substantive and
appropriation legislation.

The analysis and determination of technical efficiency
is dependent first on specifying the outputs desired from
higher education, and second on the constraints in obtain-
ing resources--both allocative efficiency issues. These
issues are settled polititally rather than through emPiri-

.

cal analysis and are subject to constant revision (Meisinger,
Purves, & Schmidtlein, 1975). Policymakers rarely'have
unambiguous guidance, and this creates the major impedi-
ment to using a direct,'analytical approach to increase
organizational effectiveness.

RATIONALITY

Philosophers, political scientists, and mathemati-
cians have been concerned with rationality, a concept
closely related to effectiveness. Pepper (1961) identi-

fies two dimensions of rationality: decisions that,

are congruent with evidence, and tho6e that are in-

ternally logically consistent. The problems of applying
conceptsfof rationality to decisionmaking i4ore explored
in considerable depth by Friedland.(1974), and the major
problem was summed up by Llewellyn (1960):

. The Method of Reason does not require that
men shall do what they lack time to do, or
lack experience to do, or, for that matter,
lack brains to do. I get impatient with
the scholarly critic who sets up as the
first step of the Method of Reason a clean
and searching analysis.of the.problem: I
get impatient not because that is not a
good first step (after the information has
been gathered) but because it is not part

29
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- of the Method of.Reason to demand duch,
analysis of men to whom the problem is
stubbornly refusing to open for anaiysis.

.-(p. 460)

The constraints and dilemmae that confront decisiOn-

': Makere in achieving rationality-hivebeen listed by

$chmidtlein (1974). 7Lindblom (1968) suggeSts that when

oUtputs are obscure orcontroversial,-attentiOn is focused

,On the procees. A proCess isdesigned that pernits affec-.

ted parties to evaluate the'COnsequences of decisions and

to'bargain fer.favorableoutcomes: Outcomes reeult from
thismultilateral bargaining procees and not from tom-
preheniive analysis and decisions bY a central:decision-

maker.

-,THE' PROCESS 'FOCUS OF THIS sinty
This etudy focusee op the proceed of state,budgeting

for higher education, not its input's and outputs. Despite.

this 'restriction there remain many dinensions'ef the budget

fOrmulation process.and many evaluative approaches. This

etudy has not eXclusively adhered to the evaluation,of a

particular aspect of process or pf a partidular approach;

.comnents are made on issues as they are illuminated by

the data. However, primary attention has been.given to a.

niniiber of .dilemmasthat beset the design and conduct.of

the budget formulation procees. An attempt has been_made

to identify and comment on these dilemnase to increase

awareness of their existence, and to sensitize policy-

makers te the trade-offs involved. .Hopefully, as a .

result of this analysis, these trade-offs will.bp rec-

.
ognized More clearly ancesolved more satisfactorily

in the future:

The trade-offs involved in the design and Conduct

f budget formulation processes can be classified under

five Noad headings: 1) consensus versus conflict,

'2) efficiency versus redundancy, 3) flexibility vbr:Flas

control, 4) stability versus change, and 5) simplici;y

Versus coMplexity.

4 4
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CONSENSUS/CONFLICT f:

oP

The consensus among.state-level agencies is
sufficient'to:produce timely and'consistent de-
Oisions but is not so pervasive that it frustrates..
new idea§ and weakens checks and.balances.

The level of trust and confidence among agencies'
and institutions provides for an efficient:coordina-
ted cooperative review of budgetswhile it maintains
the crititism and challenges that.identify and il-
luminate.important issues.

There iS.a balanced concern for the time devoted

.
to efficiency issues that are subject to technidal
solutions, and to allocative issues that are set-
tled primarily by political bargaining.

.There is a balanced-toncern for assuring*that
state agency staff reMain uncoopted, and for
assuring that they are familiar with.institutional
programs, processes, and problems.

There.is a balanced concern for the expeditious
resolution of substantive issues and the mainte-
nance of procedural standards of due process.

'There is a balanced concern for making informa-
tion available to all interested parties on de-
liberations and decisions and the need for candid
discussion of alternative actions and their con'-''
sequences on a confidential basis.

The deliberations in the agencies engaged in
budgeting for higher education are easily acces-
sible to those who wish to influence decisions,
but this access is structured inTways that avoid
a paralysis of.the decision.process:

The location of authority for making different
classes of budget decisions facilitates a balance
between the need for a broad perspective and the
need for detailed knowledge of local conditions. ,

31:
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EFFICIENCY/REDUNDANCY

The.allocation of budgeefunctions among state

agencies and institutionsresults'in a Satisfactory

trade-off between agency specialization and the

duplications and.overlap needed for accesS, due

process, and-an-effective syStem of checks and.

!balances:

The resourcesavailable tO state-level budget

agencies are sufficient for each to carry out'

their functions but not so great that any one

agendy can dominate decision ProceSses.

The budget agencies perform all functions es-

sential'to maintain their roles but do not per-

form inappropriate or inessential functions.

The:review of budgets exhibits-a balanced con-

cernfor conflicting-policy
objectives such as .

cost'keduction and equal access, maintenande of

program quality and program diversitS7, or employ,-

ment opportunity and liberal education.

The level of resources devoted to analySis and,

'planning is cOmpared with the benefits provided

by these endeavors..

FLEXTRZLITY/CONTROL

.State-level agencies employ sufficient controls

to ensure prograM7coordination among institutions

but do not exercise these controls so extensively

and rigidly that institutions are unable td respond

efficiently_to local conditions.'

An appropriate balance is maintained between

formal bureaucratic
accountability 'and preserving

Suf 'cieneinstitutional flexibility to accommo-

ate the demands of their diverse clientele.
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The legal and procedural environment of'the
-

budget.prodess permits sufficient flexibility'in
the allocation of funds to meet-reVenue fluctu-
atipns and changIng educational demands whila.
avoiding such an unstructured process thatlissues
-are obscured and arbitrary shifts in fund alloca-
.tionS take place from year to year.

ThereI.s a balance between'the use of legal.and
administrative controls on the one hand and per-
suasion and bargaining on the other as a means by
which policy objectives are achieved,

There is balance between the use of intérinstl-
,tutional cooperative mechanisms and direct state-
level agency coordination in resolving policy
issues.

STABILITY/CHANGE

There is a balance between attention to longer-
term, strategic budget issues, and shorter-term
tactical issUes.

There is 4 balance between the need for analysis
. prior to making decisions and the necessity to make
prompt decisions.

There is. a balance between making changes to
meet new conditions and limiting the, size of these:
changes so-that they do not overwhelm the decisiOn
process and destroy the consensus necessary for
action.

_Statewide pAns and analyses provide a context
for making budget decisions, but are not Imple-
mented so rigidly that changing conditionsor
.new insights and evidenceare.ignored.

Budget processes are sufficiently routinized
to avoid spending unnecessary time and resources,'
on repetitive Lunctions but not so routinized
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that difficulty is experienced in adapting to

-unique.or.Changing circumstances.._

The concepts and procedures followed during

the.process of budget.review have sufficient con-

. tinUity to avoid exdessive costs of staff retrain-

ing and redesign of procedures, but are subject.

to sufficient experimentatiOn and revision.to meet
,

changing circumstances and new.demands.

rSIMPLICITY/COMPLEXITY

Agencies obt%in data that are sufficiently de-

tailed and specdfic to permit them to carry.out

their functions effectively but are not too comr

.plex to be understood.
r:

.

'o. Standard and:comparable definitions are'used

to 'classify educational
activities to ensure

.equitable treatment.but these standards:and defini-

tions are:not employed so rigidly that important

and subtle program differences are obscured.

There'is a balande betweembroad. consideration

of the entire budget and the detailed analysis of

the most critical issues.

There is a balance between identifying the

costs of programs and avoiding so complex a sei

of costing procedures t:hat they are inordinately

expensive and hard to understand..

Budget-processes ahd documents cover sufficient

aspects of higher education so that important-con-

cerns are dealt with but are not so inclusive

that important issues are lost in the details;

trivial issues invite undue'attention, or.data

is not used because-of lack of time.

Budgetary decisions are sufficiently specific

-to provide Clear policy guidance to institutions

8
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while avoiding so much detail that they. constrain
:effective institutional responses to 'local con-

ditions.

State7level staffs are%sensitive to the ways in
which decisions are made in institutions of higher
education and take these.circumstances into.con-
sideration in establishing state-policies, but
nevertheless pursue broad state executive and
legislative policy objectives.

There are many dimensions to the process of
budget formulation. For example, evaluations might con- .

aern'the instructions for submission of budgets, budget
,requests, their review, or:appropriation bills. A taxon-
omy of Some of these.dimensions is provided in Appendix A;
each dimension liAted can be:further subdivided; depend-
ing on.'.the desired depth'of analysis.For each-dimension
of'the budget process, a set of process dilemmas, Such as
those listed, can be generated to evaluate the effective-
neSS of practices. One criterion may sometimes.be Used
to evaluate,several dimensions.of the budget process, but-

.' in mos*.t.instances different criteria are needed to evaluate.
,different areas.

The total number of evaluative statements.that can
be made about the budget process is equal to the'number .

of prOcess dimensions multiplied by.the number of design
dilemmas. Too great an elaboration of process dimensions
.and design dilemmas can lead quickly to more analysis
than can be conveniently.covered in one volume. Conse- .

quently, this volume lacks.the detail and specificity
some practitioners max wish,.and the theoretical depth
desired by some academics. 'The analysis itself repre-
sents a solution to a trade-off dilemma.

4 a
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The Organizational Context of the
Budget Process

If men are to remain civilized, or to be

come so, the art of associating together

must grow and improve in the same ratio

in which the ,eguality of conditions is

increased. (de Tocgueville, 1945, p. 118)

THE GOVERNMENTAL CONTEXT OF STATE HIGHER
EDUCATION BUDGETING

The budgetary process for higher education,can.be

understood only in the broader context of the state

government, whose priMary function is to provide goods

and services that cannot be provided efficiently, effec-

tively, or at all through less forbal voluntary, arrange-

\ ments.or private. enterprises (Hofferbert, 1966):

The complexities of existence, the massive-,

ness of mutual needs, and the difficulties

of communicating these needs through.small,

private organizations cieates a set of

claims.which ake reflected in governmental

'aCtivity. (p. 82)

Some goods and services, Including education, benefit

everyonkwhether or not .particular individuals pay their

share; an,educated citizenry and academic research lead

to'economic and social. progress. Such services, there-

.fore,: are to a large extent aupported.through taxes and

administered by governments.
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Government also provides-a means,to regulate the
adverse effects of'individual actions on society as a
whole, a problem illustrated by.Hardin (1968) in his
description of the "tragedy-ol the coMmone": the.un-

coordinated self-interests-of individuals who grazed

sheep on a common pasture caused overgrazing, with con-
,sequent_losses to alh GoVernmental organizations' can

provide common services and-protect people from decisions
based only on immediate and narrowly perOeiVed individual
and organizational self-interests. In higher education,
state:coordination of academic programs and consumer pro-
tection from unscrupulous institutions exemplify such
concerns. .

PUBLIC AND' PRIVATE DETERMINATION OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND

In the private marketplace citizens'purchase goods

and services directly from firms and. individuals. The .

aggregate impact of these private transactions determines

the amount, quality, and qUantity of goods and serVices

.offered. In contrast, the need *for public services is

assessed indirectly, through political processes, and is

translated into.specific goods and services by.public
agencies; government acts as an.intermediary. -Publid
demand for higher education is' determined-through the:

interaction of institutions, state higher education-
agencies, executive budget offices, and legislative -

budget committees. The amount and kind of higher educa-.

tion.to le provided is settled.primarily during-the
budgetary process: The-Agencies receiVe clues to the

public's preferencee from such indicators as consensus
on plans, assessments of unmet needs, alection results, .

the media, and applications for enrollment. This infor-

mation'is balanced,against other indicators,sUch. as.
demands for other state services.and limits on available

revenuee. _Publid demand may shift faster than govern-
mental agencies are able Or willing to modify programs.
For example; during the early 1970s schools of education

produced more teachers than the market could absorb..

The indirect assessment of preferences and the

.political issues of whose preferences are to prevail
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4 leads to the conflicts that accOmpany the formulation

.And,approval of budgets. Publit preferences are con-

stantly shifting and the balance among opposing values .

is often near* equal, further .complicating the search._.1-

for sufficient consensus tatake action. .

The.state budget agencies, caught in the conflict

overpreferences; perform technical.analyses in air
attempt to determine objectively-the appropiiate amount

of money for.higher education. However., in'democratic

theory,the only standards or criteria 'for jud§ing the

value of educational services are those leld by citizens.

Since'there is.no empirical basis for maintaining that
one group's preferences for a particular seE of'optputs

Are "better" than those of another, .copflicts over

preferences are settled by bargaining in the political

arena. This bargaining is influenced by-technical
analyses which settle questions of fact, identify the

constraints'Ob producing services, and assese-the con-
sequences-of providing theM. However, such analyses

are often used by-public officials to gain political

objectives rather, than to resolve tedhnical issues.

AMBIVALENCE TOWARD GOVERrMENT

Conflicts over preferences and the indirect wali in,

which government assespes demand lead to some public

aMbivalence toward government. SerVites musebe pro-
vided for all who are eligible and paid for by all,

.despite differences in preferences and in ability to.pay.

Decisions.on providing new-servites or discontinuing old

Services are made slowly and may lag behind growth or

lessening.of demand. Relevant information is necessarily
oversimplified because of the need to reduce its volume,

and complexity for use by busy officials. Simplifica-.

tion and categorizatiOn of information tends to blur

\ differences' and create false impressions. General rules

\ are created to deal with situations.that are to some

extent unique, and are often enforced without an*der-
standing of their limitations; thus regulations tan

'impede responses to changing circumstances. ConSequently,,

conflict arises over the relative costs and bene4ts of

government (Cleveland,undated;--------,---,
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\\thPirst, "we e people expect public agencies
to take on\rany new or expanded functions
all the time, to provide more and more
.initiative ih the economy as a whole. But

\'second. we the,people all agree that,the.
government shOuld-not becone a bloated
bureaucracy. p. 32)

.This affibivalence towar government iS readily apparent'
. in the attitudes.of those inolved.in state budgeting

for higher education, why wish to'increase the role of
state government in coordinatingand regulating higher,
education while at the saxetixne preserving the'benefits
of instAutional autonomy.

.GROWTH OF GOVERNMENT

The dilemmas posed by governmental growth have been
resoled, particularly.during the,past 40 years, in'favor
of expanded governmental,functions. Growing.affluence
has permitted gieatly expanded public services, such,as
education, and this in turn has created a demand for moie
governmental coordination and regulation.

<,

The origins'and rapid growth of the two-year colleges
aredescribed by Medsker and .Tillery (1971). The growth .

in the size, complexity, and functions of the univers*:ty
campuses are described .by Kerr (1963), and the development
of multicampus sYstems. by Lee and Bowen. (1971). State
government has had a parallel growth. The formatiOn and,.
'enansion of agencies involved in budgeting are.described
by Burkhedd (1956), and their increasing role in the
coOrdination and regulation of higher education. by Moos
and Rourke (1959), Harcleroad .(1975), and the Carnegie
Toundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1976). The
increase in the number-of legislative,kiscal..staffs is
noted in the Book of the States (Council of State.
Governments, 1974). Glenny (1959), Berdahl (1971), and
Millard (1976) described the"growth of statewide coordi-
nating and governing agencies for higher edUcation. ,The
increasing number, Aize, and .programb of educational
institutions, and their growing interdependency, have
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led state policymakers to conclude that the.benefits of

.state coordination and regulation outweigh the costs of,

.governmental growth.

FUNCTIONS OF TRE BUDGET PROCESS.

The system of organizaticns and process for budg-

eting Of higher education is the structure in which state

government: 1) assesses the deman.. for the amount, qual-

ity, and kinds of higher educations 2) balances the con-

'straints and trade-Offs required to provide resources;

and 3) .allocates availabIeresources. The preferences

of citizens for higher education-7as expressed by'insti-.

tutional requests for funds, elected-officials, and
Interest 'groups-.-are translated during the budget,process
into specific policies, programs, and fund aIaocations:

Conflicting public .preferences are identified, cOnstraints

,on meeting dethandsare evaluated, and degreeeof cOnsensus
are. tested; decisions are made on requests fOr new activ-

Aties, continuation of eXisting ones,-and thedistribution.
of rasources'among them. .The major topits of this study

are 'the problems of state budget and higher education

agencies in reaChing these,decisions.

The organizational:framework'and budgeting:proce-
_

:duxes structure decisionmaking by creating methods and

channels for organizing and disseminatinTcrucial infor-

maticnamong interdependent activities, and also by
specifying authority and accountability for particular
decisions...Preecribed standards of behavior increase

the predictability .of the ao'tiOns of a single agency and

re cethe uncertainty of relationships among agencies.

Va iods stages of the budget procees provide access to

th .e making claims on government and due process for

adjudicating these. claims.. The budget procesi also

\ offers a regular means by which the efficiency and

\

\effectiveness ofgOvernmental programs are assessed.
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'ASSIGNMENT OF ORGANIZATIONAL FUNCTIONS

Organizational structure and.functions in budgeting
are assigned through law, political and administrative
decisions, and custom, and reflect agreement among, a

host of contending political forces. Participants may
disagree over idealogical values, such as the effect on

"due process" of various alternatives, or.over the
econdmic impact of staff size and duplication pf function.
:Consequently, the formal provisionS of constitutions and
_laws do notadquate1y describe the diversity of the
structures, assigniients of responsibilities, and, the
extent to which these responsibilities are carried out
in the'50 states, (For an extensive description'and
analysis of the impact of constitutional and. statutory
authority on the relationships between state agencie:,
and institutions see GlennY and Dalglish, 1973.) The/

politiol forces that shape constitutions and laws are
-constant\l.y in a state of flux; xelationships among
agencies*d the.relationship between an organization's_
'legal authority and its actual functions vary with.
current politidal Support, available resources, and
leadership skills. Political tension.that cannot be

I .

'..accommodated by existing organizational patterns
eventually'requires new structurest and as a conSequence,,

laws and even cnstitut!ions are changed,
. a

.

\

.\
.

, .

AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE FOR STATE BUDGETING FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION

The primary agencies engaged fn state budgeting for\

higher education are: 1) an executive budget.offiCei
\

2) one.or more legislative budget staffs; and'3) a state. \\

higher education agency. Only one state lacks an'execu-
tive budget,office,'four have no legislative staff. for
budget review (Council of State Governments, 1974), and
'two lack a state higher education.agency. However, not

all of the 48 state higher education agencies reviewed%
budgets. Other,state-level agencies may play an impor;-
tent role in particular phases of the budget process,
for example, performance, management, and.fiscal audits:.

personnel management; property manageMent; collective
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baxgaining; re enue estimation and demographic forecast-

3.ug; informatio gathering; and planning. .Below the
state level, ins itutiOns may be organized as multicampus,

systems, separate y governed campusus, or bot.)-. Both.

forMal and informa associatiOns of instituticnal'presi-
,

dents and other admInistrators May engage in what Glenny
(1959), termed .-''voluntary coordination" of higher education.

'These associationi often play a role in budget formula-

tion...

STAT'ELEVEL BUDGET AGENCIES

IRE EXECUTIOE BU1X3T OFFICE

Origin and Number. Executive-budget 'offices have

their origins in reform movementS that began early in

this century, for instandeF' in 1909, the People's Power-

League of bregon proposed centering executive power in

.

the governor (Moos & Rourke, 1959). One primaxy effect

of thiS "good gOvernment" movement was to centralize
fiscal control under governort by mdans of an executive

obudget.orfice.' The first law authorizing the governor

/to draft a budget for submission to the legislature was

, enacted In Ohio in 1910 and, by 1920, 23 states had pro-

vided fok'an executive budget (BurkheacL 1956). Thus

the executive brar,ch gained a Much larger.role in'

ADudgeting--in many states.the.most significant role.

Currentlyi formal authority for budget.preparation is

vested in the governor in,46/states', and the state

Midq-6t-is-prepared hy staff/located in the-executive

branch in 49 states.

,Growth. Executive budget offices have gxoWn in

size as well as numbei. Table 2 compares the relative

sizes ofithe professional staffs of17 budget offices

jn:1965 and in 1974. Changes ranged from an iAcreaee

of 590 percent in Illinois to.a decrease of 19 1)ercent

in,Connectidut; the average indrease'in staff size during

this period was 48 percent, and six,states regittered

gains of 100 percent or more. I

"J
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Table 2

CHANGES IN SIZE OF EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICES
IN THE 17 STATES, 1965-1974

.

State 1965
a

1974
b

Btaff
increase or decrease

1965-74
Number Percent

'California 75 101 26 35

Colorado 16 15 -1 -6

Connecticut 44 35.5 -8.5 -19

Florida 13 29 16' 123.

Hawaii 18 36 18 100'

-Illinois 9 62 53 590

KanSas 10 15 5 50

Michigan' 22 30 36
Mississippi

3 9 .200..Nebraska
New York 122 160 38 31

Pennsylvania 21 45 24 114

'Tennessee 6 10.. 4 67

Tekas . 8 10 2. 25

6 12 100

Washington 27". 22 -5 -18

Wisconsin 18 28 10 56

Total -418 619.5. 201.5 48

a
The Coundil of State GoVeinments, 1967.

bGlenny et al., 1975.



Location. Forty-nine states have an'executiwe agency

that prepares or-participates in the preparation of the

state budget. _Only MissisSippi does nOt-haVe an executive

bUdget office; respOnsibility'fOr state budget prearaiion

-lies .with the Commission of,Budget and Accounting, which is

primarily a legislative agency.- its meziers are the

governor as ex.officio-chairman, liedtenant.governor, and

..%.nine legislators. In'South Carolina, budget responsibility

is with. the State Budget and Control Board, of which the

governor is chairman. Other memhts'are the treasurer;

coMptroller general; chairman, Senate-Finance,Committeel-

and chairian, House Ways and Means Committee (Council of_

State:Governments, 1974); However, the comptroller

geniralsupervises an exebUtive.Staff that reviews budgets.

In Arkansas and Texas,. although the budget is pre'-

pared by an executive agency, the governor lacks formal"

budgetary authority. In Arkansas the budgetmaking authority

lies with a legislative council although'the state budget

is actually prepared by the Office Of the 3udget in the

Department Of Finance and AdministratiOn. 7,:n Texas the

state.budget is prepared jointly by the Governor's Budget

Office and-the Legislative Budget Board.

Responsible Official. In the 46 states that vest

.
formal authority for budget preparation in the governor; :

this poW:er is generally exercised through the director of

the department, agency; or bureau that aCtually prepares

the budget. The organizational locations of the officials

that prepare the state budget are shown in Table. 3. :Fig-

ure 4 dt-agrams-the-s-i-x-locationaof these .officials. The

director-of the shaded agency in each diagram is the

official responsible for budgeting in at least one state.

Table 4 lists the locationS of officials responsible

-for budgetmaking in the.17 states in our study: All 17

governors in' this Study.were oersonally involved, to

-varying.degrees, with-budgetary decisions. The number of -

Officials in the "chain of command" between the analysts

...and the governor in the.17 states varied from a,high Of,

.five in Connecticut to a /ow of one in Texas (Glenny

et al., 1975, p. 100). The average number of officials
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Table 3

.LOCATION OF STA'TE OFFICIALS REStiONSIBLE FOR .

BUDGET FORMULATION IN THE 50 STATES

Responsible official

Director of a unit within an.executive
department

Director of an agency-reporting to
the.governor 11

Director of.a unit within an agency
reporting to the governor

Director Of an executive department 4

Diredtor of a commission or bOaxd 2

, Director ofan agency reporting to the
governor in cooperation with direCtor
of a legislative board

iluMber

of
states

27

Source: .The Council of State Governments, 1974.
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Figur, 4

DIFFERING WINCE OF
EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICES AMONG TO 50 STATES
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Table 4

LOCATION OF STATE OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE-FOR
BUDGET FORMULATION IN THE 17 STATES .

..Number
of

Location of state off oials States states'

Director of unit within
an executive department

Director of unit within
an agency reporting to-
-the.governor

birector, of agency
.reporting to the
governor

Director of board or
commission

Director of executime
agency. and director of
legislative.board

-California
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Hawaii
Kansas
Michigan,
Nebraska
Tennessee
Wisconsin

17:4.rginia

Illinois
NewYork
Pennsylvania.
'Washington

Mississippi

Texas

10

Sourte: Glenny et al., 1975.
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through which-an analyst reported tp the governor was.'

3.0 for the states in which-the budget unit was part of

a larger, department; for the states in which the budget

unit waS the prindipal
domponent of an agency reporting

directlyto the governor, the number was,3.25. The

aYerage organizational distance between the governor and _

higher education bUdget Analysis_in the eight states

-whose total higher education appropriation ranked them

in the top quintile of the states, was about the sane

as.for the eight states ranked in the bottom four

quintiles (Chambers.- October 21;'1974). Connecticut,

in the third.quinte
nationallY, had as noted the

largest number of o.1cia1s in the hierarchy among

the 17 states.

One might assume.that fewer intervening officials

means that more importance is given to higher education

budgeting by the governor. In fact, howeyer, the opposite

appears more likely to be true.- In thesix-states judged,

'on'the basis of-interviews, to have comparatively less

influential executive budget officesColorado, Florida,

Illinois,' Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and Texas;Ithe ayerage

distance was only. 2.33, compared with an average of 3:33

for the 'other states. Not surprisingly, there iS a

stronger positive
correlationsbetween the size of the.

total professional staff of the'budget offices And the

number of levels In the hierarchy above.the higher educa-

tion budget analysts. In the.seven states with 30 Or

more budget professionals, the average nuMber of officials

between,the budget examiners and the governor was .329,

while for those with fewer.than 30 the comparable nuMber

was 2-.67.

.
The governors of all 17 states reportedly attached

great importance to higher education budgeting,- whether-

\they were attempting to control budget growth,,as in

Connecticut, or to expand the budget, as in New York.

The variations in the importance of the executiye budget

function appeared to'result more from provisions of

state:constitutions and contextual factors than from

particular organizational.arrangements.
For example, in

the state of Washington the 'executive.budget officf,
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reported directly to the governor, but there were four
officials in the hierarchy between-the govetnor.and the
higher education analysts. Mespite this "chain of com-
mand," during formulation of the 197371975 biennial
budget the governor personally met with individual
analySts on-specific issues. In-Most of the 17 states,
while it:would not be extraordinary for thegovernor
to.hold sUch meetings, these would not be routine,
scheduled sessions as in Washington.

States whose appropriations,to higher education
\ were among the bottom fifth nationally were not in-
Cluded in the study. Had these smaller.states been,
included, more frequent examples of scheduled analyst,
interaction with gOvernors might have been found,

Staff Organization. Executive budget officee are
comparatively small compared with most state agencies.
Only three of the 16 executive budget offices in our
study had'more than 100 professional staff members,
while six had 15 or less. The larger offiCes are
divided into subunitt uSually according to particular
sectors Of state governMent such as education or health,
and staff.members generally have specific ,assignments:'
One analyst may review budgets of doctoral-granting
-universities, another those of other four-year insti-
tutions. In smaller agencies the analyst may-cover all "
of higher education and perhaps other areas as well,
such as elementary and secondary education.

The,primary assignmenta of budget analyets are
usually quite explicit, but even the largest agencies
regularly encounter special tasks and peak workloads .

that tesult in many task'forces and ad hoc staff assign-
- ments. The relatively small size of all. executive :.

budget offices.appears to facilitate the flexible use--
of staff and internal cOMmunicatiOn.

Responsibilities. The primary responsibility of
executive budget offices is.to 'formulate the.state budget.
In general, higher education'and other agency requests

,
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are submitte&to the execUtive budget officefor ieview.

Its recommendations, as approved or modified by the

.governor, dre then incorporated into the state budget.

Before they receive budget requests, executive budget

offices develop.policy assumptions and procedural guide-

lines for use by institutions in preparing their budget

requests. Btaff Members.delineate policy issues,that

require resolution during the budget process and reView

ahd estimate the costs'of newilegislative proposals.

During review of. budget requests, figures are audited,

and costs are established foi continuing programs and esti-
__

mated for expanded or new programs. Numerous requests for

information are made to institutions and state higher educa7

..tion agencies,
Sometimeietaff.members visit inStitutions \

and often hold hearings. Preliminary recommendations are

prepared and presentef to top officials frequently includ-

ing the goVernor; these estimates are reviewed for confor-

mity to policy and the relationship.of the.totalS to state

.,revenuA, estimates. Often Changes are made ancrestimates

revised-before inclusion in the executive budget.. The

staff chen engages in the sizeable:task of preparing

the executive bddget. In Mississippi, which.has no Execu-

tive budget office-rsuch tasks are performed by the staff.

Of the legislative budget agency.

Foliowingpreparation_of the executive budget, in

ni&st-cases 'the executive budget office staff monitors

.

the appropriation process, presents
the.budget to the

legislature, representS the views of the. governor, and

' assists'Sppropriations Committees. Once the budget.is

.
enacted, theexecutive budget office analysts often

participate.in decisionS On gUbernatorial vetos and in

dkafting veto messages.

_ .

After the goveinor Signs an appropriations act,-the 1

executive budget.office staff participates; to.varying

degrees, in the:administration of the budget. :This

ranges from very detailed preauditS of purchases and

personnel actions, as in Connecticut,:to very little

formal oversight, as in Michigan. Administration of'

the budgets of doctoral-granting institutions, because

of both tradition
and:constitutional and statutory grants
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of autonomy, is typically less extensivethan that for
other four-year institutions. Executive budget offiCes

.
also evaluate state expenditures, typiCally studying
particular programs or issueS during °the period between.
the submisSion of the executive budget and.the receipt
of the institutional 77equests for the next year. These

studies may be undertaken cooPeratively with audit, legis-
- lative, or state higher education agency staffs. Studies

conducted by other state agencies are also-evaluated by
executive budget office staff.

Staffs of executive budget offices often have re-
sponsibilities that.go beyond btdget formulation,admini-
stration, and evaluation, including fiscal research,

-organizational and management analysis, accounting, data-
processing, and review of legislation (Council of
State Governments, 19671.

'THE LEGISLATIVE BUDGET STAFF

-Far.less has been -.,ritten on the nature and role of :
legislative staff-agencies in generalvand their budget
agencies in particular, than on.executive branch agencies
-(Worthl4y, 1975). The'number of legislative budget
agencies and the size of theit staffs have grown'rapidly-
in recent years, and this seems iikely,to continue fot
some time to come, if only by the laggard states catching

up with those leading the trend.

Origin and Number. Before the development of execu-
tive budget offices, the legislature was generally pre-

,

dominant in state budgeting. Legislatures directly
examined agency.reguests, compared tOtals with revenue.
estimates, made changes, and enacted appropriations bills.

, State governmental functions were limited, and the pres-
sures,to,increase expenditures were easier to contain

within available revenues.
. .

Initially, the legislative budget Committees did
hot have staff assistance. 7emporary help was occasionally .

employed, but the responsibility for analyzing budgets,
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providing continuity, and educating new members fell to

the legislative leadership (Rosenthal, 1970).

.-California established the first permanent legisla-

tive_.budget staff in 1941. By 1951, only 15 legislatures

had budget offices or staffs; by 1964, there were budget

'staffs in: 27 states; and in 1974, all but four legisla-

tures had such staffs. For this purpoSe,.34 states now

have one or more specialized legislative budget staffs,

while in 12 others .budget analysis is provided by a

general agency like the legislative couicil (Council of

State Governnents, 1974), ""

In 1965,.all the'states that lacked full-time legis-

lative budget staffs relied,on executive budget office. .

analysts, with.the exception of Connecticut, which em-

plOyed temporary staff. Among the 17 states in the

study, new legislative budget staffs have been created

in three states (Connecticut, Tennessee; and Virginia).,

between 1965 and 1974. Kansas could be added to these

.three, since itslegislature relied primarily on the

governor's budget staff for analysis in 1965 and the one

person listed in Table 5 had numerous nonbudgetary

responsibilities.

Growth. The number of legislative staff budget

...agencies ha$ increased and their staffs have grown larger...

For the 14 states for which comparativedata is available,.

the total nuMber of profeseional staff members increased

from.69.to.196 between 1965 and 1974, or 184 percent.

The total size of such staffs for the 17 states ie 251.

_Only Hawaii had a decrease in'the number of staff, loping

two members.

Location. There has been very little examination

of the organization of the staff agencies that serve

state legislatures. The Council of State Governments

(1974) first attempted to Specify the major organiza- ,

tional patterns found among thestates, idehtifying five:

6 ;3
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Tabl'5

CHANGES IN SIZE OF LEGISLATIVE BUDGET STAFFS IN THE 47 STATES 19674974 ;

States

Staff

N er of staff
increase' or decrease

.1965 to 1974

1965 1968 1971 Number Percent

California* 30 .

Colorado* 3

Connecticut* Teporay

Florida* i 2 4' 20 18 900

Hawaii* 13 15 0 11 -2 -15

Illinois* 2 2 ,
131 1 1_ 29 '1450

Kansas*. 1 1 ' 2 1 100

Michigah SoMe No datil ,). .24 ? 7.

N° dati 6 4 200

Nebraskit* .- 2 No data 10 ! 500

New York Some, JR) data . 23 ?

Pennsylvani'a' : . Some No data 8. ? v '?

Tennessee* None .,!, 3 ir 4 . 4 New staff

% Texas* ,
.7

9 . f
Vir inia* None No data . 'I," 4

Washington* 4 5

Wisconsin* 3

40 54

.

4 0 6 '3

No d4ta 2 ' 2

90

loo

New itaff

Total

*Total for 14 states 69'

a
The Council of State.Governmehts, 1967.

b
The Council of State Governmeats, 1968.

Glenny gt al., 1975:

16

1'251

196 .

jp

11 157.

4 New staff

12 300

7, ' 233

127

WI

184 "v



1. Nonpartisan, centrally managed, one or two
staff agency legislatures.

2. Nonpartisan, centrally managed, multiple staff
Akagency legislatures (Connecticut and Florida are
examples).

}re Nonpartisan, decentralized, multiple staff
gency legislatures (Michigan and Wisconsin are
examples).

-4. Partisan, cehtraIly managed, multip]e staff
agency legislatures (the New York Senate is the
only example).

.5. Partisan, decentralized, multiple staff agency
legislatures (Illinois and Pennsylvania are the
best exampleS)..

,-In the 17 states we studied the staffs that review higher
education budgets followed one of these geheral staffing
,patterns. Nine of the 11 had a joint legislative budget
review staff, seven had,separate staffs.in each hOUse,
and tWo.states, California and Tennessee, had,both a
joint staff and staff in one of the two houses. Joint
fiscal staff (as in Washington) that do not routinely'
review budgets have not been included in these tabula-
tions. '

Staff Organization. In the states with joint budget
oomnittees the staff was appointed to a joint legislative
"housekeeping" committee and then detailed to work for
the joint budget committee, as in Connecticut and Wisconsin.
In other.casesiaa in Colorado and Texas, the staff was

, assigned directly to'the joint budget committee.

In the states where budgets were reviewed by sepa-
rate appropriations committees in each house, staff for
these comnittees may be:

Appointed and supervised'by a joint legisla-
tive committee and Jkso serve as staff, or sup-
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plementary stafft for the separate appropriations
committees (as in California and Kansas).

Asstgned for adndnistrative purposes to an
'Upper or lower house "housekeepingcommittee and
detailed to, and superv!_qed by, the separate appro
priations comnUttees.

Appointed and supervised by the separate house
appropriations committees

--------,These,-general-patterne-of-organization:do-not-serve-to
classify states because all three paEterns may exist in
the same state. In Illinois, Fennsylvaniar and Was gton

.the separate house staffs were/further divided.into ajox-

ity and minority party staffs./: In Illinois, in one (house

the staff of one party served/the party members of.'ts
committee directly while the staff serving the othe J3arty
were responsible to that.house's -Fern, leadership. In

the other house, they were assigned from a central staff

agency

/

'All of the 17 st tes had Staffs serving the ppro-
priationS comhittees, although in 1974 such staf s were .

juSt being formed in Kansas and Virginia and wer coin-

paxatively new in Tennessee. Hawaii, Tennessee, and
Virginia employed temporary staff during legisl ive

sessions; the Hawaii Senate borrowed staff,from the
University of Hawaii? Tennessee employed the st te
auditor' and some of his staff, and Virginia em loyed
a retired federal budget exaMiner..

Classification of staff organization is omplicated

by legislative sessions. Staff may;be assign d to an
appropriations committee during the sessiohs and to some
other committee during the interim. Fot example, in

.Wisconsin, when the legislature yas not in session; the
analysts served an interim emergency finance committee,
called the Board of Governmental Operations.

,Responsibilities. The professional s affmembers
that serve legislative budget committees p ay many roles
ind have varied responsibilities, both amo g states and
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:between houses within a.state. For purposes.of analysis,
jiOWever, there are two primary roles. One js that of a

...,qartisan, political adviser who:serves'as a personal aide
0 a'particular legislator and whose term of office nor-

mally_condides with that of his spOnsor. The other ii
.that.',of a\nonpartisani techniCal specialist who erves

\ the legislature or a committee, and whose term of office
.\,normally'eXtends beyond changes in committee'chairmen

and one party's control Of the legislature.

In practice, of course, any staff member has personal
an-preferenees-that-eannot-btit--help-eoler-hi-s-con-------

- tributions, and ataff members who are the most nonparti-.
san in theOry.may.be called on to perform partisan tasks.
Furthermace, it is.difficult to separate service to a
strong comMittee chairman from service to the committee
as a whole. Also, partisahstaff Membersoften outlast
eir sponsors sometimes in other assignments, while

\,

nohpartisan staff may-be employed for shortperiods of '

timeI.or a coMni4ee May have a partisan technical
spe4alist serve for a short term or have A nonpartisan

Aoerson aide. Although most debates on legislative
staffin tend to focus on the two "pure" rolemodels,
particulastaffs may either be guite independent in

\,.defining theii priorities and work sdhedules, or they,
..\May be closely supervised by their respective commit-

'Oes.

The inherent difficulties in formulating a useful
classification of legislative staff roles are apparent.
The p0aaible cOmbinations of role variables are too
great toCapture in a siMple, comprehensible chart, and
even if'We,were to specify staff roles in detail, they
would be inaccurate in many instances because of the
rapid rate at\which staffs are growing and being re-
organized across,the nation. For'these reasons we pro-
vide "selected eamples of legislative staff roles. to
illustrate typical patterns.

'he office of legislative analyst in California
appeared to.be the beat.example of a staff composed of
nonpartisan program specialists, with a high degree of,
staff 'continuity, serving,the entire legislature,. No
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legislative staff exhibited all the characteristics of
the partisan political adviser serving-as a personal
Aide. Again, the nearest example-was perhaps in. California,
where the chairman.of the lower house appropriations com-
mittee had a partisan aide.

In Illinois and Pennsylvania; the budget committees
of each house had two separate.partisan staffs headed by
'separate staff directors, but these four staffs served
primarilyas professionals rather-than as political aides. .

In Hawaii,'budget committee staff who were present during
our visit'in August 1974 had all departed by January 1975,
following an election. ThisIack of confinuifY was
accentuated because the Hawaii upper house employed part7
time staff froM the University of Hawaii during their
legislative sessions.

Partisanship combined with a professional orienta-
tion and longevity was illustrated by ,New York;-where
staff were assigned directly to_the aprropriations coM7
mittees o'f the two houses. The staff viewed themselves
as nonpartisan professionals, but wereclosely associated
with the partisan concerns of the legislators-:' The
director of the New York lower house staff feit than an
arrangement such as the office of legislative analyst in
CalifOrnia would divorce staff from the legislative
process, in effect creating a fourth branch of government.

Even when staffs are assigned directly to an appro-
priations committee.their.relationships with the cam-
mittee can differ. For several Years in Florida the House
Appropriations Committee staff analyzed the Regents'
budget request, developed its recommendations, and showed
the resulting changes to the committee which focused on .

the staff's recommendations in its deliberations. The,

staff was seen as a.profesional resource and its members
tended to survive the commibcee Chairpersons who appointed
them. -The staff of the Florida Senate Ways and Means
Committee,-on the other hand, analyzed only the governor's
budget request and made no explicit recommendations to
the committee in'an open meeting as. did the House staff.
Its review was less detailed than that of the House staff,
focusing on major decisions and their dollar implications.
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The Senate approach had the advantage of maintaining the

primacy of the legislators in the Process and making them

appear the authorities on issues.

The great variations.in staffing arrangements among
the states illustrate the lack of agreement on the advan-

tages of. particular arrangements. 'The paitiedlar tradi- .

tions, conditions, and values in each state have resulted

in unique solutions. In some states; the belief predomi-

nates that since legislators and the process of legiSla-

tion are partisan,staff shoUld serve as extensions of

the legislators and expedite the partisan 1.rocess of
......-...4,avimak.ing.,,.......In-otherstates.,--aktf 4re PeaSted_explicitly

and used primarily in a nonpartisan fashion; while t'hey

serve lawmakers who have partisan interests, their .

assistance is intended to be technibal, professional, and

impartial, bridging diff3rences by applying facts and
objective staqdards to the.solution of problems. To -

state the extremes, one staff might serve as narrow
political,operatives to a particular legislator, and

9

another as a sgmewhat independent fourth branch-of govern,-

ment qbscuring the political role Of the legislators.

When a staff is viewed.as facjaitating the tradi-

tional,partisan functions of .a lawmaker, differences
exist oiler the extentsto which the staff's assistance

'should.be primarily political or mainly confined to

technical issues. The two areas Are difficult to sep-

arate and to varying degree's staffs concern themselves

with both.' Legislaors also disagree about the value

of staff continuity. A staff.with tenure, whether.from

design or tradition, has historical perspective and

depth of experience, but this very capacity is.of con-

cern to some legidlatOrs who feel that long-term in-

cumbents might dominate ihexperienced or'weak legislators..

Where budget committees'are dominated by powerful, long-

standing chairpeisons, as is often the case, this con-

sideration does not seem compelling. However, longevity

in office is ail accident of politics, and the very real.

Concerns ewer staff domination of legislators Was re-

flected in a comment by Wildavsky (1973): "Better a

lousy legislator thah a beautiful;bureaucrat" (p. 100).

i 2
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: The perception of staff roles influences organiz6-.
tional patterns. Staff that are directly responsible
to appropriations committees are likely to be under more
pressure to serve the committee members', partisan points
of view. The selection of areas for analysis and inter-
pretation will be Subject to more partisan perspectives,
bdt presumably.partisan analyses will be balanced by a
need, for accommodation among the' legislators. Staff .

appointed by legislative Service agencies, or the com-
mittees to which these,agencies are responsible, are
morelikely to begin their analyses from a technical and
'professional perspective., which must also eventually be'
reconciled' with the 'political interests of the members

---erf--the-var-lous-committeas,This--cloes-not-iraply...that
centrally .Assigned staff have- 1:,urer motives than theigé
appo4.nteid by committees, for they have their own ideol-
ogical leanings'and personal asp' but only that
the incentives and constraints f their po .ition'do not
obligate them to support.as faithfully the viewpoints of
individual committee' members. Central assignment of staff
_also helpS maintain .continuity, since the tenure.of staff
appointed by committee chairpersOns or members is'often,
only as long as their sponsors!,

For all budget staffs there it the common problem.
.of joint allegiance. For eXample, in Wisconsin, the
Legislative Fiscal Bureau served as staff..to the'Joint
Fit:ance Committee, to the Conference Committee., and to
an interim Emergency Finance dommittee; for administra-
tive and 'Personnel matters it was accountable to the' Joint
.Committee on Legislative Organization (Hartmark,'.1975),
and it also often had to work with legislators from
both parties. Information supplied by staff to one
.legislator may be viewed bY another legislator as
evidence of partiality. Similarly, information given in
confidence to-a staff member by a legislator may make it
difficult for the staff member .to deal openly and fairly
with other legislators. (For more extended disdOssions

the role and responsibilities of legislative staff,
see Balutis and Butler, 1975.)

'/..3
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_
In performing their major roles, staffsuridertake

a'variety of specific tasks. Fewstaffs perform all

of these-tasks, but all perform some of them. In.addition

to interviews with legislative staff, the follOwing exam-

ples of staff tasks are also drawn from Balutis and Butler

(1975), Manley (1968), Meller (1967), Porter (1974), and

Rosenthal (1970):
\

.

maintaining liaison with constituencies, with

executive branch agencies, and with other legis-

. lative committees.;

.
reviewing budget estimates prepared by the

. institutions', ttle_atate_highei_education agencies',

and the governoe;

participating in legislative policy formula-

tion;

assisting committee members to formUlate

questions and define iSsues;

monitoring legislative actions; and

..41; monitorin4 expenditures and the performance of

executive agencies and institutions.

Staff menbers often meet withconstituent groups,

lobbyists, and members of the pUblic durilig legislative

consideration of the budget,' or-with individuals and

,groups who have specific complaints, and then present

the points of view of these groups and individuals to

legislators. They also provide liaison, with staffs in

the executive budget, office and the executive d,5part-.

ments and agencies, sometimes holding informal meetings

with agency heads and staffs prior to legislative ';es-

sions to exchange views and information. In,some cases

there is substantial informal inteaCtion,. in others

_Vir:Oually, none. The staff_also represents the "legis-

lative point of view"-7the 'uterest, PerSpectives,--and----

intent.of legislators--to the executive branchr when

lerlislatore has enacted an appropriations bill,- the-
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staff interprets the intent of the budget actions for
executive agencies. In some cases, they act as brokers

,when there is executive-legislative conflict.

Legislative bUdget staff members are often recruited
froM executive agencies, which background enables thet,i to
Understand the.executive perspective'and provides thim
with valuable contacts and friendships. Interagency

transfers seem to help maintain'productive relationship.7
in the face of the conflicts inherbnt'in the separation
of powers.

Political scientists have noted that staff-to-staff
contacts tend to promote communication and cohesion among
the committees of the legislature (Manley, 1968), strength- .
ening.party unity and increasing positive legislative re-.-
sponse to executive initiatives (Rosenthal, 1970). The

growth of legislative staff can promote both the guanty- .

and quality of legislation; at least staff increases have
been accompanied by large increases in the nuMber of billt
introduced (Rosenthal, 1970).-

The concept"of legislati7e staffs as mere technicians
implementing the policies of elected officials'has been
demonstrated to be grossly inaccurate in practice (Appleby,

1949). The extent ok staff involvement in policynoking

varies greatly, but typical activities include active.par-
ticipation in high-level meetings, briefing sessions, "and
'appropriation bill "mark up" sessions; development of
policy paPers and recommendations; and making comprehensive
recommendations on budgets and policies. One observer has

suggested that in sOme cases legislators serve only to

legitimate staff decisions; th.s overstates the power of
legislative budget staffs, br- they-nevertheless o
typically ve substantial impact on policy..

-Before receipt of budget requests, Staff members
visit campuses, make studies that help them formulate

issues-i_and_oftenestablish.the_procedures.and_agendas_
for the budget review. Meetings are held before the

__beginning of_the legislative sessions to.brief.commit7
tee members on emerging issues. They may receive and
review budget recommendations from campuses, multicampus
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Offices, the state higher education agency, the governor,

or more than one of these organizations; these come in a°

variety of formats, ranging:from a memorandum outlining

broad recommendations to highly detailed budgets with

extensive justifications. ,

Budget review begins.by -each house simultaneously

or sequentially considering one or more of the budget
recommendations, or ignoring them and developing their

own budget recommendationS. Sometimes budget:staffs do

not receive copies of higher education budgets until the

governor releases his, own budget recommendations. Once

the staff begins consideration of a budget recommendation,

they may prepare estimates-and-prOjections, check data

for accuracy, code computer input cards, prepare sum-

maries of the major.provisions of budget recommendations,

and list issues that require consideration. They may .

analyze all or.0 limited number Of areas in recommenda-

tions, and may act as a clearinghouse for information

requestedlay the legisfitors; they often act As a buffer

between the.legislators and institutions, helping legis-

lators restate questions tO make them answerable and

sometimes less pejorative. For example,.legislators have

sometim6s been persuaded not to collect data that Might

be miscOnstrued and used to penalize institutions

unfairly or .to raide divisive political issues; Because

legislatiVe stiff are very close to ,owerful politicians

they can:use their influence negatively as well as

positive4; inexperienced or unwise staff members can

require unnecessary data and Persuade legislators, who

Are generalists, to make decisions or to promote causes

-: that harm higher education. Similarly, they can use

their influence to pursue their.own special interests.

During the appropriations process, staffs often

submit notes and questions to .committee members, prepare

issuespapers and briefs on particular:topics, and.re-

spond to requests for specific analyses and information.

----They_may_prepare daily.and Weekly summaries of legis-

lative actions on the budget,. draft budget biirina
incorporate statements of legislative intent into com-

Mittee reports and memoranda. They frequentry make

cost analyses of legislation developed by substantive
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coMmittees,.and maintain liaison among appropriations
.committees, substantive committees-and-the leadership
of the houses. Liaison is also maintained between the
two houses. After the budget Is enacted, in_some states
staffs monitor agency and institutional expenditures and
sometimes conduct studies of the performance of insti-
tutions, or of their organization, Policies, and pro-

,' cedures.

THE STATE HIGHER-EDUCATION AGENCY.

Many states have more than one specialized higher
education agency. There.are commissions for planning
and administering federal funds from the Higher Education
Facilities Act of 1963, agencies for.administering state
and federal student aid Programs, and, in'some states,
planning agencies.created as a result of section 1202 of
the Education Amendments of 1972. The state higher
education agendies of primary interest in 1.1is-.study are

those identified by Berdahl (1971), which coordinate all.
of a state'S public, and sometimes its independent, insti-
tutions of higher education. These agencies may administer,
construction or studenf aid programs.and may, be seCtion
1202 agencies, but in many states two or inote higher educa7
tion agencies perform thIse functions. We use the generic
term "state higher education agency" for these state-
'level organizations with some misgivings, eince they
are extraordinarily diverse in the ways in which they are

, organized, their legal authority, and their formal and-
infoimal functions. They are unlike other state agencies
both in their organization and'in the.way they are treated
by state officials. In.vanyways they are, as Berdahl
(1971) suggests, a fourth branch of government. Some,

.1oCated in state departments of education, are.state,
agencies; others that govern campuses are tigher edUca.
tion institutions; and still others are regulatory or
advisory coordinating boards that are neither state
agencies nor institutions. Some states, for example,

:Oregon, have both a statewide govering board and an
advisory coordinating'agency..-To use a single term to
describe.all these agencies obscures important dif-
ferenCes among them, and between them and other state-
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level governmental agencies. What they have in common

for the purposes of this study is .responsibility, or a
potential for,statewide oversight of many or all of the

functions and sect4s.of higher education. For the sake

of simplicity, a single term must suffice.

Origin and limber. The first state higher edudation
agencY in this country---was the New York Board Of Regents,

established by statute in 1784. The second was the Nevada
Board of Regents, authorized by the new state constitution

in 1864. BetWeen 1864.and 1941, 16 states created a state-
wide governing board for higher education. The first coor-
dinating board to begin operations was authorized by a
constitutiondl.amendment in Oklahoma in 1941. From 1941

,to 1968,only four more states,created.statewide governing
boards for higher education; 27 states authorized coordi
nating boards. .Michigan and. Pennsylvania joined New York
in creating a single governing-supervising board for all
of public education, from kindergarten through college
(Glenny, Berdahl, Palola, & Paltridge,.1971). In 1939,

only 17 states had a state higher education agency; by
1959 the nuMber was 26, and by 1974, 47 states had such
an agency. These numbers do not include.formal statewide
voluntary coordinating arrangements, which did not exist

in 1939 but by 1959 numbered seven, only one.of which -

Nebraskaremained in 1974 (Berdahl, f971).

Growth. .There is no readily available data.on the
growth of state higher education agency staffs. Obviously,

as agencies were newly formed they acquired employees, and'

since Many have been created recently (Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education, 1971), there,have beep considerable

increases in total staff. For the four states included
in both the 1959 Glenny study and this' study, all but .
one-Californiashowed iMpressive staff increases, as
indicated in Table 6.

Location. Berdahl (1975)-has made the.most recent '

.attempt to classify state higher education agencies using.
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Table 6

CHANGES IN SIZE OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF:
IN FOUR STATE HIGHER EDUCATION

AGENCIES,'1958-1974

States

California
New York
Texas
Wisconsin

Number of staff
;

Staff change
Num- Per-

1958
a

1974 bei cent

20.5 19 -1.5 -7
22.0 146 22 _563
6.0 60 54 900
5.0 134 5 2580

a

b
Glenny, 1959.
Glenny et. al., 1975.

the recent examination of the states and higher education
by The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Tea-ching.
(1976). Berdahl identifies six basic.patterns of organi=
zation; these patterns and the states associated with them
are listed in Table 7. In 29'states the state higher ed-
ucation agencies have their legal basis in statutes, while .

in 18-states they are established by the state constitu-
tion. In.six states the agency is a.cabinet department
either by constitution or'statute, and in 33 states it is
designated ab the statewide section 1202 commission
(Education Commission of the States, 1975). The organi-
zation of state'higher education agencies has been exten-
sively explored by Berdahl (101), The Carnegie Commis-
sion.on Higher Education (1971), Glenny (1959), Glenny
et'al. (1971), Millard (1976), and Palola, Lehmann, and
Blischke. (1970). An extensive bibliography on the topic
has been prepared by Barak (1974).

Responsible Officials. All 47 state higher eddca-.
tion agencies are administered by a board. In 23 states .\
all board members are appointed by the governor. In 15

9
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Table 7

CLASSIFICATION OF STATES BY PATTERN OF STATE-LEVEL CO-

ORDINATION AND GOVERNANCE OF HIGHER EDUCATIO&,.

' 1974 .(pre-1202 commissions)

Pattern Number tates

NO-board

Voluntary
asSobiation

Advisory;
coordinating
agency

2 Delaware Vermont .

,a
Nebraska

11 AlabaMa
Arkansas
California
Marylandb

Colorado
Connecticut
Illinois
Indiana

Regulatory_ .17

coordinating.
agency

Statewide
governing
board with
executiye
secretary

Statewide
governing
board with
chancellor/

Michigan Pennsylvania

Minnesota Washington

N.Hampshire Wyoming

Oregon

Massachusetts OklahoMa
Missouri S.Carolina

New Jersey. Tennessee.

N.Mexico - Texas

Kentucky New York

Louisianac Ohio

5 Arizona
Idaho

14 Alaska
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii

president Maine
50

Virginia

'Iowa .Mississippi

KanSaS

Montana S.Dakota

Nevada Utah .

N.Carolina . W.Virginia.

N.Dakota Wisconsin.

.Rhode Island

Source: Berdahl, 1975.

aNebraska established an advisory coOrdinating agency in 1976.

bThe Maryland Council fur Higher ZOucation became a regu-

latory coordinating agency' on 1 July 1976. -

cIn January 1975, under a new state constitution, the Board

of Regents replaced pe Coordinating Council.
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, .

states the governor appoints the majority of-the memr
In New Jersey the governOt appoints half Of the

-members. In California, New Hampshire; and, Washington
the governor appoints less than.a majoritY'of the memr
bers. In Michigan, Nevada, and New York all board'neir
bers are popularly. elected: In..North Carolina and

.0klahoma board-members are appointed and.elected bY-
- other.state. officials. The executive officer of these
agencies is appointed by the board in all the states
except.Pennsylvania, where he is appointed by the.,
goirernor.

Responsibilities. The major functions performed
by state higher eduCationagencies vary considerably.
Even within one of Berdahl'S six classes, different
legislation and historic development:have'led to
functional differences. In general, howeiier, the
Prinery responiibilitieS of the agencies include
1) planning and coordination, 2) budget-review and
recommendations,A) program'review and approval,
4) information collection and analyses. and 5) program
.administration. Not all agencies are reSp-onsible for
all of these:functions, and even within a single area
of resPonsibillty the particular tasks performed vary
greatel!- Table 8 shows their statutory repponsibilities
for six.common-functions 'for the 17 states in this study.

To focus on their formal legal authoritY 6an.be mis-
leading, for, through their studies and recommendations,.
many of these,agencies have influence when .formal author-
ity is lacking. A good example of such authority is in-

, formation collection. One of the statewide governing
boards and'two of the state departments of education do
not have explicit statutory authority to collect infor-
mation, but this authority is implicit in other functions,
such.as program review. 'There ,are means by whinh an
.agency may surmount lack .of authority for a specific
.pprpose,...In one state, for example, the coordinating
agency regularly persuaded the legislature to pass
resolutions requiring the_collection of desired infor-_

mation.
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TAiole 8 ..

STATUTORY RESPONSIBITJTIES OF STATE HIGHER
.EDUCATION. AGENCIES IN THE 17 STATES

Type of agency-

Staten
wide .

gov-
erning

Lharacteristic board

State.
depart-.

Coordi-.ment of

nating educa7.

agency tion

Volunn
.tary Total

1--rni)er in sample 5 8 3 1 .17

Statewide.long-range
or.Masber planning 8 3 a 14

.Review'and/or approval
of instibtitional
role or scope 5 6 12

Review and/or approval
'of new academic
.programs at public

camp.ses. 5.. 7 a 14

Information
collection 4 8 1 13

Review, and/or approval
of tuition levels 5 4 1 a 10

Review, and/or approval

:of budgetary
formulas 3 0 a 8

Source: Glenny et al., 1975.

a
Not aPplicable.
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Differences in responsibilities xist among types

of State higher education agencies as well as within

those of a sindlar type. A statewide governing board,

as in Wisconsin, expends much more cffort on program

Idministraticn than does an advisory Ooordinating

agency. On the othcr hand,' earlier 4adies (Berdahl.

1971; Glenny, 1959) indicate that such governing boards

spend,less time: on statewide planningi.only threc of

the five studied have formal authority for planning.

A.coordinating agency like that in Cal.ifornia

have few if any responsibilities for krogram adminis-

tration: Tennessee and Illinois have" coordinating
agencies with str3ng budgetary autho4ty, will-1h the'

' New York Regents lack. .In'the'past, Mashingcon and

California ayencieS have had.limitedibudg-.cary authority;

however; in Washington the agenCy has been influential
in budgetary matters, while in California the agency
,har been.limited mlirly to making faculty salary recomr

mendations.

I

Budgeting was the tenth most frequently listed' oN

.issue of concern to the state higher education agencies,

as repotted,:in a survey by Paltridge (1975, pp. 8-12).

The extentf the budgetary role"cf the agencies and

the legal lapis .Z1r it are shown in AppendiX B. Of the

47 agencies, 43 make budgetary iecommendationa to the

goernot-the legialature;"or both, either under statutes'

'or as a matter of state policY. Among the remaining

four states, the New HaMpshire, New York, and Oregon .

agencies do not 'review higher education.budgets. In

Texas, higher education budgets are reviewed in the pro-

cess of designating formulas, but no recommendations

are made to state agencies. In a sense, however, the

Texas agency's designation of formulas does serve as-a
I

reccmnendation because the formulas generaLe 80-90 per-

Scent. of state upport for higher education (Glenny et al.,

1975), and are developed, with an/eye on an amount

that will be politically acceptable (Meisinger,

1975)..
I'

i
'Differences in the budgetary roles' of the 16 state

higher education agencies in our Sample can be described
/

/

'
,
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in terms of four dimensions: 1) the nuMber of states

-in which the higher education agency reviews tha budget,

:2) the extent to which the reviews cover all,:sectors of

higher education, 3) the primary areas that are covered,

by the review, and 4) the breadth of the review. As

Table 9 indicates, 15 of the 16 agencies reviewed budgets

to some extent; the New York Board of Regents reviews

new program costs but 'not institutional budgets. Of the

15 agencies, 11 examine the budgets of both four- and

'two-year institutions. Bowever, among these 11 states,

in Michigan the review of all institutions'appeared

superficial and the agency's recommendations were-not

seriously considered bY other state-level agencies.

Statewide governing boards, as in Wisconsin,'reviewed

"only the two-year institutions.that were governed by

them. In the.states possessing one or more statewide

.two-year college boards in addition .to a state higher

education $gency (as in Connecticut, Virginia, and

Washington), the respective budgetary,roles-of the

agencies sometimes appeared aMbiguous and have occa-

.'sionally produced interagency tension.

TbUrteen state agencies had statutory authority .

to reView new program costs, including that of New York,

.lezhich lacked general budgetary review authority. The

bnly.agencies without specific authority to revieW pro-

grams were in California and Michigan., but the California

agencies recently gained such authority when a new post-

secondary education cOmmission was created.

Of the 16 higher education agencies, ten had formal

authority to develop budgetar formulas, but such author-

ity appears implicit in the responsibilities Of all the

statewide governing boards, should they wish to exercise

it. Illinois, a state whosecoordinating agency lacks

explicit statutory authority to deVelop formulas, has

developed and.used formulas for a nuMber of years._

In terms of breadth of budgetary review, db state

higher education agencies review the entire higher

education budget or only specific .areas or specific

items within the budget? Among the 15.agencies review-
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$Table 6

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS.OF STATE HIGHER
EDUCATION AGENCIES IN IHE 17 STATES

Type of agency
State- State

wide depart-
gov- Cooidi- ment of
erning nating educa- Volun

Characteristic board agency tion tary Total

Numbe'r in sample 5

:Review higher educa-
tion budgets 5

.Review bUdgets of
both 4- &.2-year
institutions 2

Review new programs
and/or their costs 5

Develop and/or approve
formulas 4

.Conduct acompre-
'hensive review
of budgets

Review.only special
areas or issues in .

the budget 0

Make,detailed, compre-
.hensive budget
recommendations

'Make detiiled, specific
budget recommenda-
tions

8 3 1

8 2

7 2

7 2

5 1

1

4 4 1

0 4 0 \

5

9

4

Limit recommendations
to general levels
of support 1 0 1 2

Source: Glenny et a ., 1975,
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ing budgets, we found that all but five reviewed the

entire budget; California, Michigan, Texas, Virginia,

and Washington tended to review only'specific items.

.Forexample, in California, review focused on faculty

'salary costs; in Michigan the agency's budget recom-

.nendations were transmittel'as a draft appropriations

act; in Texas, feview consisted of deVeloping formulas;

and in both Virginia and Washington, review was limited

to selected items or areas of policy Concern to the

agency and other statelevel agencies.

The determination that budget review was compre7,

hensive-did not indicate either the depth of that

review or its.influence on.the final appropriation.

But as.one would expect,
statewide governing board re-

view waS both coMprehensive and went into'considerable

depth, though even among these similar agencies the

depth Varied cOnsiderably. In Florida, the staff'of

the.Board,of Regents developed the entire budget cen-

trally,' -using data submitted by the institutions: The

board then subMitted a
consolidated budget' for all four-

year institutions in which indlvidual campus totals

could not be identified. At Ow other extreme,

Mississippi's Board of Trustees initially made a general

"review.of campus requests and arrived at a to;al before

submitting the budget to the state Commission of Budget.

and Accounting. Only after the commission had acted and

the legislature had appropriated the monies did the

trustees revieW in detail Institutional requests to.de-

velop campus'operating buds;ets. Depth of review in

Hawaii, Kansas, and WiscOnsin fell, between these 'extreme:..

Among the states. with
coordinating agencies, the depth

of review also varied widely; agencies in Colorado,

,Illinois, and Tennessee engaged in very detailed reviews,

while Michigan's agency made only a general review.

The significance of review in terms of the overar

state.budgeting process also varied considerably. LL-

torically, recommendations'of the Board of Higher

Education in Illinois have had great signifiaance in

deternining the final higher education appropriatins.

During the latter '60s its recommendations were rareiy.
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tchanged. In contrast, agency reviews in California and
Michigan have had practically no effect.. In Washington,

the agency lacks authority to recomiten a- budget and
reviews only specific issues and topics, yetiits recom-
mendations have had considerable impact on appropriations.
Incidentally, in both California and New York the presence

:of two or threestrong.multicampus systems in each state
was associated with little or no exercise of budget au-
thority bY the state higher education agency.. However,
it would be unwise to.assume a cause-and-effect relation- 0
ship.

OTHER STATE-LEVEL AvENCIES

In most states, in addition to the executive budget,
office, tin legislative budget staff, and state higher
education agency, other agencies had at least a limited
influenCe-on higher education budgeting.. The most signifi-

cant of these were: 1) performance and management audit
staffs; 2) fiscal audit staffs', 3) personnel staffs,
4) colleCtive bargaining sta2fs, and 5) revenue and deMo-'

graphic prbjections staffs. A few states had planning
and analytic staffs, some left over from abortive attempts
.to institute program planning and budgeting systems, but
these staffs appeared to have little impact on higher
education budgets since most higher education planning
took place in state'-higher.education agencies.. Occa-
sionally, as in California, special legislative studies
created broad higher education plans (Joint Committee
on the Master Plan for Higher Education, 973), and

govefnors sometimes instituted large-scale studies, that
included higher education, usually when they first took
nffiCe; these studies are a form of planning', as they
c.,stablish policies and.create expectations that in-

fluence institutional actions. Whatever the source of
the planning, the effect on budgeting was usually indi-
rect and subtle..

A description of the roles of these other agencies
cwvlitesthe organizational mosaic of state-level budg-

eting for higher education. '
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Statewide Performance Audit Staffs.. Many perfor-

, mance audit staffs with'responsibilitiee:across state .

.government have beencreAted in recent years and have

a significant impact on budgeting. A performance audit

is defined by Brown and Pethtel (1974) as.

An evaluation of the effectivenes of

governmental operations, programs., and

organizations to determine accoMplishment

of goals and:objectives. (p. 319)

Such an audit is distinguished from. A financial auditi

which is

A review of financial records and controls

to determine,whether-funds'have been le-

- gally spent and properly controlled.

(p. 319)

And a management audit consists of

An evaluation of the efficiency of

governMental operations, programs, and

orgeizations, with special attention

to Administrative policies and practices;

(p. 319)

Performance auditing isfairly new, although some

of its elements have always been part of traditional

audits and budget reviews.. Performance audit staffs

today can be found in many state governments, includ-

ing 14 out of the 17 states in this study. Their

formatioa and growth is one.of the most distinctive

trends in state government. (State_legislative per-

formance auditing has been'described by Brown.& Pethtel,

1974.)

Performance audit staffs can be located in the

executive or legislative branches of government or

under an independent-audit agency, but most are located

in the legislative branch. (The cvganizational loca-

tion of the performance audit staUs in the 17 states
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are shown in Table 10.) The legislative staffs have
recently formed their .own association and publish a
newsletter titledoLPES Report. Legislators rate their
oversight function as the one they most neglect
(Roisenthal, 1970), and a desire to correct this situa-
tion may be behind the growing.number and size.of
legislative audit staffs. The staffs in the executive
branch Fere often formed originally:to implement pro-
gram planning and budgeting systems, and had their
functions narrowed.after the demise of this broader
concept of prograM review and analysis..

Table 10

LOCATION AND NUMBER OF PERFORMANCE AUDIT
STAFFS IN THE 17 STATES

Location Number

No staffs 3

A staff in both the executive and
legislative branches 3

A staff only in the executive branch 1

A staff only in the legislative branch 9

A staff only in an independent agency 1

Source: Glenny e ., 1975.

The states vary greatly in the size of their state-
wide performance audit staffs. These staffs are generally
part of audit agencies that also carry out management and
fiscal audits, so the actual man-years deVoted to perfor-
mance audif.s.are hard to determine. In California, two,
legislative, staffs and an executive.staff do performance
audits. The auditor. general has a.total professional
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staff of 50, the Legislative Budget Committee 42, and

the Audit Divisia.n in the Department of Finahce; 40.

This total, of 132 professionals, many of whom engage in

performance audits, compares with 44 in Wiscontin, the

state with the next largest staff. Five states have .

professional audit staffs,,ranging from 15 to 30 mem-

Apers. The remaining seven states have staffs of from

four-in'Connecticut to 13 in Washington.

Of the 18 audit staffs present among the. 14 states

studied, all but five have conducted performance audits

.
of highereducation. The sUbjects were nearly as °

numerous as the audits,.but.a few areas seemed,to get

slightly more attention than others: review_of programs,'

analysis of the budget process, faculty salary setting,.

costs of instruction, and enrollment projections (Glenny

et al., 1975,.pp. 369-376).

7,1e effect of these audits is difficult to.assess.

We fOnndno inStances in which specific audit recom7

mendations were fully adopted either aS abudgetary

policy 'or as'a basis for budget actions. While these

reports often received considekable attention froth

budget staffs, and occasionally strongly inflUended

their perspectives,and actions, budget analysts must'

fit specific'audit
recommendations into the broader

context of state budoet policy and accomnodate political

realities, dealing'only with those issues that require

budgetary action while they remain, sensitive to equity

issues.

Audit reports.usually present a single-perspective

on Terticular issues and do not lend themselves to com-

prehensive implementation. California performance audit

staffs were primarily concerned with cost reductions,

not improvements in the delivery and quality of servicet.

-But to 'be effective, policieS must reconcile cost and,

quality consideratiOns. The budget process is one arena

for the interplay of'contending forces,, and this is no

doUbt one reason why audit recommendations, while in- .

fluential, are normally much ,modified before.imple-

mentation.
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Schick (lY69) contends that the focus of'the budget
.process changes as newproblems confront governmental

. officials. Seen in this light, performance auditing may
be a response to.the increasingly ccmplex and numerous
activities supported by state government. As statutory
commitments and continUing activities grow, policymakers
have leSt discretionto deal with eXpanding demands or
declining revenues. j)rogram planning and.budgeting
systems, zero7based budgeting, and comprehensive infor-
mation systems are approaches that atteMpt to_examine
comprehensively ihe effectiiiehess and.priority of con-
tinuing, as well'as new, activities; theil have generally

.failed because the resources, tilde, and"knowledge to
"meet their comprehensive objectives are not available.
Performance audits take a selective rather than a com-
prehensive approach, choosing priorities and realistic
levels of detail. This approach is a far more feasible
basiS, for examining.established programs, perhaps account-
ing for its increasing use. gince performance.audits
studY ongoing institutional programs, not requests for
new.programs, they may become more impqrtant if sub-
stantial budget retrenchment becomes necessary.

Performance auditing has two major weaknesses:.
.1) a single perspective.is applied to analysis;. the .

problem can be compounded when audits ire performed by
inexperienced staff or staff.whose concepts of governance.
differ from those traditional in higher education; and
2) there is a possibidity that state-level officials
may delve into the details of institutional administra7
tion, losing aight of their own policy roles whilethey
are, inevitably insensitive to complex institutional
environments, The first problem can be overcome by..
obtaining agreement in advance between state and insti-
tutional officials on the concepts and purposesof the
audit and by a full debate on reports before eAecutive"
and legislative action on their recommendations. In

this way ,formal as well as informal rebuttals can be
obtained. rhe second problem is not easily resolved.
State officials find it ditficult to avoid taking direct
action onimportant issues; after all, their purpose in
obtaining'the information is to induce reform. They .are

1
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very likely to discount the value of the consensus-

building management techniques used in institutions.

State officials.focusing on a single issuewill not

perceive the complex relationships between prcjrams

and functions, and institutional deliberation will

seem to be orchestrated obstructionism or-inc0Opetence.

To institutions, the concerns felt by state officials

.are interpreted as political-intrusion and a lick of -

appreciation for academic norms and values.

Management Audits. There-were no separate managet

ment audit staffs in the 17 states in our study Often,
however, performance and fiscal audits both dealt With

management considerations,..frequently reaching conclusions

based dn specifio theorieS about the characteristics of

an.effective management process. Often these the9ries

conflicted with:the management concepts traditional in

higher education (Schmidtlein; 1974; University of.

Wisconsin, 1976). The California Department of Finance

audit staff conducted. a study of the Boakd of Governors

of the community_callegé system that exemplifies a manage-

ment audit (State of California, 1973).

Fiscal Audits Staffs. Fiscal audits directly affect

the budget process in two ways. First, auditors often

uncover, "loose" fiscal and management practices. 'Budget

analysts use these tindings both to justify reducing_the

budget of'an offeriding institution'and to justify in-

creases. If the audit report suggests that monies are

Spent in unauthorized Ways, budget cuts eliminate funds

for such.actiyities, and in effect "send a Message" to

the offender. However,'if audit concerns can be.tracea

_to inadequate resources for proper managerial oversight,

.. a budget increase may be seen as the remedy. The ques-

tion of whether to cut or increase seems to depend

largely on analysts' evaluations.

The second use of fiscal audits is to check enroll-

ment data, credit hours,.and other variables used in

funding formulas and budget,justifications. Florida

and Texas, for example, reported this use of'fiscal
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audits. Other states epretsed concern over the accuracy
of institutional submissions and were considering using
audits in this.way.

:Personnel Staffs. State personnel agencies are
involved,in budget formulation through their authority
to classify and control positions and to set salary
Scales, at in Connecticut and Virgamia. In recent years
Sortie stateSrsuch as California and Rennsylvanih, have
delegated these'reponsibilities to their state.colleges.

Virginia's personnel agency was'the most deeply in- .

volved in the budget process of any amoilg the 17 states.
Reportedly, central review of personnel actions was
established in:Virginia as a result of the transgressiOns
Of an institution over fifty years ago. ;During the late
1940s the state agency established salary scales for all
public institutions, but this was abandoned when'it
caused problems in reoruiting faculty. The current .

system, which bases faculty salary scaleson those of
peer institutions, is considered rather unsatisfa6tory
by all interviewed, despite increasing technical assis-
tance from the Council of Higher Education. The agency
develops average salary figures and delegates authority
to institutionsto tet_actual salaries, but the salaries
in the aggregate cannot exCeed the state7mandated average.
The average salary of' academic administralors Cannot
exceed 135.percent of that'for faculty,

The Virginia personnel agency is also.the central
repository for Lll state employee recordi. Eachinsti-
tution files a comprehensive personnel plan yearly as
the basis for stat.e"approval of its actions. This plan,
and reports of personnel actions taken in relation to
it, provides the executive hp4Iget office with "a'window
into what the institutions are'doing." Money for all
salary increases is appropriated through the state-
personnel agency to institutions as personnel actions
.are approved. Salaries used to caldulate the amounts
in appropriations acts cannot be changed Without the

governor's apProVal. The executive budget office
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reported that this system provided"data on institutional,

operations that they could get in no other way and occa-

sionally led to the discovery ó nonbudgeted programs.

However, those in higher education expressed a great

deal of irritation with the procedural costs, delays,

and roadblocks affecting recruitment and flexible use

of staff.

CO2lective Bargaining Staffs. In New York an

exeti-ve...branch staff affects budget formulation through

its iole in collective bargaining...The state collective

bargaining,unit serves as the university's agent in

'nhgotiations With both classified and academic employees.

The process operates through a negotiating panel supported

by,techffical committees made up primarily of university

, adMinistrative staff. The executive budget office has 4

represpitative on the panel who plays a critical role in

deciding technical.financial issues. The governors

office' maintains Liaison with the panel on .policy issues..

The Participants are sensitive to the mood of the legit-

lature.but there is no formal legislative representation

dh, the panel. Agreement on a salary increase through

.thecorlective bargaining process is only the first

,:t.thp:, The money must still, be appropriated. Shoula

.this.fail tohappen, negotiations c4n",b4 reopened. How-
,

ever; an observer commentedthat'adjournment creates Z.

preSsures for legislative concurience. If an impasse is ,

'reached in negotiation's,-further'panel hearings are hefd"

and a report is made to the governor. If this does'not

..resuit in a solution, a speciak legislative committee is
. -

then;appointed tO make a final determination..
1

, In New York the-counties set the salaries for the

community'c011eges. State official:, there, and in

Wathington where salaries for
two-year.colleges are de-

I

term. p,ned lodally, are.concerned
that the local bargaih-

/ ing !mitt compete against one another, raising salaries.'

The ttate prowi.des the funds but'has no real ibfluence

Over;the amounts.
2

Observers.in New York fblt that the state had' main

.
tained differences in salary scales between the different.

BO
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types of institutions, but that the unions were.pressing
hard for equality. . 3overnor Rockefeller had a policy of
national leadership for New York's support of higher
education so the effect of union.pressures on salary
1evels wet hard to assess'.

Collective bargaining is a supplementary channel for
budgetary-detisions. .As such, It may represent a failure,,
in part, of the traditional'bureaucratic.channels to
satisfy the demands of public employees, an.increasingly.
powerful political bloc; Through collective bargaining;
state officials are exPosed to'issues and people that.
they.would not encOunter in the traditional budgetary

.process. Issues are expoted in greater depth,in a'shorter
time than would othrwise be the case..

,Therecent,growth of:collective bargaining raises
question. whether traditional budget pi-ocesses can

.deal effectivety.with salary issues. Is collective
bargaining,.with itt'new participants and decision,

.
channels, a long-terM corrective or merely a temporary
solution for a more fundamental shortcoming? Is it a.

result'of bureaudratic insensitivity and,;rigidities or
an outgrowth of the groWInq political power of public.

'employees? This study did ho,t deal with these'issues.
However, collectivebargaining does affect the extent
to.which state.governments can alter higher education

budgets. Any reduction of discretionary dolars
!in Connecticut, for example; personal serviCes expenses
of institutions for fiscal year 1972-1973 amounted to
85.4 percent of total current expenses) will cause'
..onsiderable irritation to.state ofkicials in a time
of increasing costs and leveling enrollments. Negotiated -

salaries are likely to have an adverse effect on the
resoures ayailable for new prograMs and nonsalary items.

Reventie and Demographic Projections Units. Arl the

states-have one or more staffs that pi,oject kevenues,

,
and a number have staffs that develop'demographiopro-.
jections': ,Both,activities have an important effeoton

'higher.edur'ation budgeting. Revenue estimates determine
essentially the outer limits of funds available for
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LCCATION OF MAJOR STA1
BUDGEI

States Agenci

California
Colorado LBS -

Connecticut EBO

Florida .SHEA
Hawaii
Illinois SHEA

Kansas SHEA
Michigan
Mississippi%

Nebraska
New york
.Pennsylvania. LBS

Tennessee SHEA
Texas LBS
Virginia EBO

WashingLn
Wisconsim

. Total 2 3 4

Note: EBO indicates executive
:

LBS IndiCates'legislativ
SHEA indicates state higi

Source: Staff interviews and n



Table 11

STATE-LEVEL HIGHER EDUCATION
DGET REVIEWS

encies performing major. review

EBO & LBS

EBO & pp

EBO & LBS
EBO & LBS

EBO & LBS .

LBS & SHEA

1

EBO, LBS & SHEA '

EBO, up & SHEA

2

Lire budget office

itive budget staff
higher education agency

ld review of state documents



legislative budget staff was relatively new but was be-
ginning to perform in-depth analyses ofselected budg--
etary issues.

The main virtue of this pattern of budget reView
is that it aVoids duplicate reviews. The'state highe:
education agencies and legislative budget staffs in these
two states limit their role to recommending general levels
'of support or performing selected budgetary analyses. The
weaknesses are two-fold: First, statewide higher educa-
tion issues may fail to raCeive sufficient attention since
the executive budget office must be concerned.With 'all of
,state government; ancLsecond, the legislature, by not
,thorouahly reviewing the budget, may fail to perform its
checks and balance function. In Connecticut,.the.state
higher education agency presented the general budgetary
needSof higher education but its general recommendations
appeared td have limited impact on the executive and
legislature.

State higher education agency reviews with a primary
emphasis on detailed analyses of particular issues, such
as in Washington, Seemed to have greater impact than did
comprehensive recommendations that lacked in-depth analy-
sis. When such an agencymakes a general recommendation
that is supported by less detailed analyses than those of
.the executive budget office, it is in arsense substituting
its political judgments on budget levels for those,of the
executive And legislature: In suchcircumst'ancee state

-higher education agency judgments seemed to carry little ,.

weight. .

In Virginia, the state higher education agency pro-
duced a great deal of information on issues relevant to
budgeting, but was only beginning to review institutional
budgets,and analyze them for budgetary purposes. No
agency at.thestate level represented higher education's
interests during the budget process. The executive budget
office and legislative bud at,staffs were concerned
primarily with reducing budget requests and lacked time,
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and often the Specialized talent, to examine thoroughly
higher education issues. The institutions were able to
make their case directly to. the executive budget office,
eliminating problems'of_translation, but there:was no
-specialized overall assessment of higher education. The
interests of,higher edUoation conceivablY could suffer
inContention with other programs that had state-level
advocates. -

- 'The legislative budget staff.in Connecticut was
relatively new and analyzed selected budgetary decisions.
As one executive bUdget official,.concerned about the
groWing legislative role, put it, "they are skimming the
cream off of our analyses."- Yet this appears to be pre-
ciaely the.way.a. legislatiVe budget staff can avoid the
costs of a ceimprehensiVe, in-depth budget review and
'still perform its function of questioning the assumptions,,,,
valueS, and.jfacts in.executive reccmmendations. Virginia ;

wAs just beginning to develop legislative budget staff.
,

For years it had been a "one-party" state and relied on
executivehudget office staff for analyses. This lac.
of legislatiVe budget staff undoubtedly limited effective
legislature questioning of executive.pibposals.

These Observations suggest that in states with coor-
dinating state higher education agencies, and with sxecu-
tive budget offices that perform comprehensive in-depth
reviews of budgets,.an effective statewide review of
,higher 'education budgets can'be achieved best through
assessing budgetary conformance with plans and selecttve
reviews.of important budgetary issues. Mhere state
higher education agencies have no role in budgeting a
specialized state-level perspective onjligher education
issues is missing. Suchtan agency that engages in a
comprehensive-but general Imdget review is not taken
seriously. If state higher education agency reviews are
comprehensive and in-depth, they, are costly in.terms of
staff requirements and the viorkload pliCed on institu-
tions. These. costS are unjustifiable to the extent,that
,they duplicate rather than expand the executive budget
office review..



Comprehensive, In-Depth Review Performed Only by.
the Legislative Budget Staff

In three states, Colorado, Pennsylvania,-and Texas,
the legislative budget staffs performed the major corn-
prehensive, in-depth reviews of higher education budgets.
There were significant differences among_these stafes:
Colorado had a joint legislative- budget committee with'
joint etaff; Pennsylvania had both a majority and minority
-party'staff assigned to the appropriations,comnittee of
each house; and Texas had a joint legislative budget
board.

Thenaturs of the.state higher.education agencies
and their budgetary'role also varied greatly. In Colorado
the agency attempted to make a comprehensive, in-delith
reView of Institutional budgets, but its review lacked

--the-influence of that of.the legislature. The Pennsylvania
,..gyency was a division of the State Department of Education,
with direct budgetary responsibiliti for the "state-owned"
.colleges brit'a more advisory role With respect to the
"state-related" univrrsities- Iis departmental status

: -appeared to restrict its zole somewhat because-of inflexi-
bilities in the state's civil service sistern. A etate
higher education agency requires highly Competent pro-
fessionaletaff and to obtain them has,to compete: in the

.national acadetic marketplace,-not the state public admini-
stration marketplace. Top academic Salaries typically
exceed thoie.in state government. Also etate rule,s on
appointment, transfers, and dismissals,sometimes are more
inflexible than those in academia.

A further factor affecting the Pennsylvania agency
was the timing of its budget recommendations. At the
time of our.interviews, the agency's recommendations
reached the executive budget office after it was well into
its decision process. Tlas situaLon was being retedied

, but illustrates a general issue..,To produce comprehen-
sive, in-deptir budget analyses state higher education
agencies have to begin their reviews very early, as much

,ftft ft "ftftft. ese trAmm, eve



for lead time creates problems because revenue and,enroll-
ment projections, among other things, change over tine
and early recommendations require updating, tending to
confuse budget reviews as comparisons and analyses must
then also be updated and earlier conclusions modified.

In Texasi the state higher education agency was in-
volved in budgeting primarily through its role in desig7
nating formulas. Formula factors were checked andthe
agency worked closely with the legislative budget .boaed.
The formulas were established with an eye both on how
much money they would generate and on revenue prospects.
The.agency also made analyses of isSUes bearing on budg-
etary decisions. The executive budget offices in Colorado
.and'Pennsylvania bOth attempted to make fairly compre-
hensive, in-depth:reviews of budgets but,were hampered .

by traditions of legislative doiminance and by lack Of
staff..'

\. x

There are several:potential weaknesses in a legs-
latively dominated budget process. First. , even with a
well-staffed, nonpartisan legislatUre budget agency, as
in Texas, legislatures are.not likely to base their
deliberations on as comprehensive and coherent a state
budget plan as one.developed by the executive. 'Legis-.
latures reflect an amalgath of conflicting regional
-interests,'which are apt to bias,the development'of
initial staff budget recommendationsbecause staff are
directly responsible to powerful legislators. -"he role,
of a legislatuie,.of course, is to introduce regional
and partisan concerhi into the budgetary debate. The
central. issue is not whether legislatures' should-
Arigorously engage in partisan analysesof budgets,.but
rather whether they can performthis function more
effectively with a comprehenSive plan'fOr state expendi-
tures before them developed by an executive with a state-
wide constituencY.

,A second'Potentialyweakness in a legislatively
dominated budget process is the possibility that techni-
,.i icattc..a



considered during the budgetary process: Technical issues
,have to do with the feasibility of courses of actiOns,
their costs,..and their consequences. political.decisions
concern the desirability-of particular courses of actions-
in terms of. benefits and the appropriate distribution of
these benefits. Theoretically at least, the capacity-of
institutions to accomnodate students, the consequences of
faculty-student ratios, and the demand for various programs
.are technical issues-and can be,determined on the basisof
empirical evidence. However,.once the technical issue's
are defined; questions are decided-on_the basis of poli-
tical values such as trade-offs between-educational quality
and levels-of participation, the emphasis on liberal_arts
in contrast to vocational programs, and the distribution--
of student aid-among various populations. Political and
technical decisions are not always made in the same arenas..
The sources of information and patterns of .cOntacts differ
among the paI-ticipants in the budget Process.- Normally
political-officialtlisten more closely,tp their constit-
uents and influential individuals when making political
judgments .than the advice of their techni&al budget staffs.
Often, however, technical considerations determine politi-
cal decisions just as political considerations-are implied
in many ostenSibly technical decisions.

The distinction between questions of iact, resting
on technical analysis, and questions of values, requiring
political judgment, was unclear to-many participants in
the budget proCeSs. Part of the Search for new, systeks
'of budget formulation and new analytic techniques.appeared
predicated-on an assumption that a means could,be found'to
make "objective" decisions on budgetary issues,.thus re-
moi.ring or reducing:conflict. However, the accumulation,of
factual knowledge, throughsophisticated analysis, often ,
increasesthe clarity of basic conflicts over valuesand
self-interests,y The result may be more agreement on
facts but greater conflict because of a clearer .perception
offtindimental value differences.

es6 y'.mcnrm InAOM
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ing technical issues in legislatures withoutweakening
their essential political role. In Colorado, Pennsylvania,
and Texas, there was'evidence that political decisionmaking
should be augmented by greater development and dissemina
tion of data on the.feasibility and conSequences of actions.

A third potential problem with the organizational
:patterns in these states results from.the institution's
.lack of opportunity to appeal legislative budgetary de-
cisions--a.problem,of "due process." When the state
higher education agency or the executive.budget 'office
;makes the most comprehensive, in-depth analysis of budgets,
the legislature can act freely as a court of appeal for
institutions; it has no pride of authorship. However,
when legislative staff perform the single majorIligher
education budget review, the only remaining means for
redress is to persuade the governor to exercise his veto7-
a politically cOttly and indiscriminate way to deal v7ith
what may be a.limited concerp.

,

Comprehensive, In-Depth Review Performed Only by
the State Higher ,Education Agency

Imfour state's' Flor:kda,Illinois,Itansas, and
Tennessee,-the_state higher educations.gencies performed
the primary comprehensive, in-depthrevieW of higher,ed-
ucation budgets.' Florida't-agency was a-powerful stat.S-'.
Wide governing board that piepared.--consolidated.budget
tased on.date supplied by,thelinstitutions. -Campus_totals
Were . not presented-for the four-year institutions.

1
Kansas agency was also's. statewide governing board.but
did'not possess as much influence over institutionSas
Florida's. The Kansas'agency recomended an aggregated
budget for the four-year institutions; showing the
amount recohmended for each campus. and statewide totals.
The Illinois. and Tennessee agencies, were coordinating
boards thatpkepare aggregated statewide higher educa-
tion hudaetA_



portion of the review function to preserve tiaditional
values of academic autonomy. Executive budget 'office
reviews in these states were primarily concerned with
.checking the validity of,formula factors, exploring
issues of interest to the governors, and'ensuring that
higher education recommendations did not exceed allocated
revenues.

-The legislative budget staffs varied considerably
among,the four states. In Florida and Illinois both

-houses had budget staffs assigned to the appropriations
committees However, in Illinois these staffs were
further dividedipy,party. Kansas and Tennessee lacked
legislative budget staffs. In the'past they relied on
executive budget office staff to assist the legislature
or, in the case of Tennessee', on temporary staff appoint-

,

ments. :

Thd primarY virtue of this pattern.of budgetary
organization is:itt potential for a mora,sensitive'and
'substantive review of.higher education,budgett by:a

..,specialized agency. Higher'education.budgett are'also
tomewhat.remoyed from partisan political considerations,
thus.preserving autonomy. ,Also, by providing a state
higher education agency with strong budgetary authority,
its.ability is increased to reconcile state-level highek
eduCation concerns with those of institutions. State'

,:higher education agency planning Can.be dinked-to Opera-
.

tional decisions, Making plans more realistic and aiding
,in their.-implementation.

A major weakness is:the difficulty.this organiza-
tional pattern poses for reconciling higher education's
partisan interests with broader statewide concerns for
resource allocation: 'The executive budget offices andf

: legislative budget'staffs must reconcile the amounts
requested by higher education wit.h their political
judgtents on-the45riority of higher,educatiOn and



tive budget.staffs. To maintain this:pattern, therefore,
requires' agency leadership that4sunusually sensitive
to executive-and legislative political considerations and
state revenue prospects. Also, particularly in the case,
of coordinating agency stateb, agency leAdership must.take
care to ensure that institutional expectations and state
budgetary prospects are.congruent. Otherwiseas Meisinger
(1976) notes; the resulting tension is likelY to result in
ale.ssening of the agencies' budgetary influence. Conse7
quently, this pattern of budgetary review has an inherent'
instability.

Another, problem associated with locating_the primary
budgetary review in a state higher education agency is-.
the possibility that budgeting will interfere with plan-'
ning..; Linking budgetary authority and planning may lend
realism:and impAtt to the planning, but heavy involvement
in daily,' high-pressure budget.tasks_also niay divert
agency attention from-longer-range and more deliberative
planning'efforts.' furthermore, budgetingfor public
institutions.may lead to agency-partisanship for the

m public sector,' decreasing,its ability to maintain
confidence'of independent institutions and to engage
them in cooperative planning. Of course,,when the agency
is a statewide.governing,board, its purview is"limited
to public institutions and' to, that extent its ability to
Iaan comprehensively for postsecondary education is
further reduced (Glenny et 'al., 1971)-.

1

ComprehensiVe, In7Depth Reviews Performed Both by
the EXecutive Budget Office and the LegislatiVe
Budget.Staffs

In five siatE.s,'California,,Michigan, Nebraska; New
York, .and.Washingzon,'both the executive budget Office's'
and the legislati.e briet staff performed relatiVely
comprehensive and in-depth reviews of,higher education-



-in each houSe. These staffs all had the governor's budget
recommendations as a basis for their reviews and thus did
not.perform a comprehensive', in-depth analysis.of budgets
in:quite tha same manner as the executive budget offices.
TheY were freer to focus on particular issues, but tended
to-deal thoroughly with a broader range of issues than
legislative budget staffs in states where the executive
budget:office or state higher education agency was clas-
sified predominant. Rmong the five states, only in
.Michigan did the legislative budget staffs request a
separate budget submission from the institutions on which
to base their reviews, thus dUplicating, to a greater
extent, the character of the executive budget office role..

With one exception,'the state. higher education agen-
cies played no role--or a verY minor One-7in the.review.
of higher education budgets in thesestates. In
California, the agency until recently had no, role in
budgeting-beyond providing data on faculty salary con-
siderations and commenting on general levels of suppor
Sought by institutions. The agency Is currently'defining,
a larger budgetary role for itself. The Michigan agency P.

.tade.a broad review of budget levels without going into
greaf depth, and its recomnendations were virtually

, ignored. by the other state-level agencies. Nebraska had
no state higher education agency and in. New York the
agency had no dfrect role in-budget review.. -Of the five,

only the Washington agency had a substantial budgetary
role. ghls, however, consisted of analyzing issues that
had budgetary .implications, not of making formal recom.-
mendationd. The quality and importance of this agency's

- studies were the source of its influence, not its,formal
authority..

The strength of this pattern' of.budget review results,
from the thorough ahalyses.that budgets receive from both
an executive and legislative.perspective and the bal-



_
Unless compromised, differing executive and legislative
e.talytic requireme-yts can lead to extensive, uncoordinated,

..requests for.institutional data, or even separate budget
---sUbmissionsvas in Michigan The tine and resource costs

of such duplicatiom-for-both institutions and state agen-
cies can be heavy. 4 similar Preiblemr-of course, may
occur between the two houses of the legislature Whenlooth-
houses have strong legislative budget staffs and.committee.
chairmen with differing views, as happened in Washington
at the,time of our review. A relatively new chairman of
the house .appropriations,committee differed with the'senate
chairman over both budget review processes and substantive
policies.. -The traditional.conference committee mechanism

.

for resolVing the differences between the two houses-proVed
inadequate.to solve the conflict.

A further weakness is the possibility that.a
ized state-level higher education perspective will'not be'
brought to bear on budget issues.' Only Washington's
higher eduCation'agency performed a yery substantial re-
view of issues related to higher education budgeting. In

.-California,the director of the State.Department of Finance
served asthe higher education spokesman in the:governor's
cabinet; as noted earlier, thiSsituation Placed hirii 'in
a.conflict of interest..

When state higher education,agencies do not thoroughly
review budget submissions and make comprehensive, detailed .

recommendations or competent.studies of important,issues,
these tasks are left c5 other state agencies, whichtlo not
have the time or resources to engage in.regular statewide'
higher education paanning, nor can they carefully relate

.these.plans to budgetary issues. Moreover, often they do
not have- the professionally trained staff to deal satis-
factorily With substantive higher education issues. In
these circumstances, decisions on budgetary allocations,
have tO be based more on the general value of higher ed-
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Consequently, staffs of performance auditors have been
establiOled in 14 Of the 17 states and in.nine states-are-
carrying out substantivestudies,of higher education.

. The appropriations committees of the:legislature also
are adding Staff Or plan to do so shoktly. Given.these
trends, institutions are Unlikely to receive lump-sum
allocations based only on.a.general.COnSideratkin Of

-the merits of higher education and funds available. The
choice facirig institutions is.whether their budgets will

I

be reviewed by an agency-knowledgeable and sensitive to
.

the values they hold and theComplexities they face,,or
.

only:by state agencies with many other responsibilities,
including a primary concern for reducing budget req4sts
'to fit"them.within revenueS. 'The growth of performaizce. a,gu a-.. audit staffs may.partly be in response to the past
dequacy of policy issue reviews by state hiher ed

:tion:agencies. MOSt programs, such aS health and welfare,
havea-state-levelagency serving as their proponents in

',:the capitol.. 1-.0.gher eduCation may. be well advised to

have its own representative, with a statewide perspective,
, at:the gOvernor's and legislature's bargaining tablIS. .

To be effective, state higher education agencils do
not have to make comprehensive in-depth reviews that
duplicate, to some'extent, those of other state-level
agencies.' The Washington agency is instructive inilthis
regard. Agencies can be influentiWwhen they limijt
thc.i.rrole to studies and analyses of,budgetary issues, .

and in fact they are highly .unlikelli to be given authority
.for. coMprehensive, In-depth reviews of budgets when other'
state agencies are, already performing this task. In
these five states., all with,coOrdinating agencies, re-.-
.stricting the state;higher education agency roletO an
in-depth analysis of iSsuesavoids costly.duplication.
States that currently have coordidating boards Should
weigh carefully the costs of budget review duplication



%
Comprehensive, Iii-Dblith PetriEws Performed BO,th by
the Legislative Budget Staffs;and the State
Higher Education Agency

.

. .

Mississippi, the state higher education.. agency
.and'the legislative budget Staff conducted comprehensive,
in-depth reviews of higher education budgets. (There is
no.executive budget office in Mississippi,) The state
hpiher education agency reviewed and recommended budgets

:that were-further reviewed by the legislatiyehudget
staff and enaoted by the legislature.: Institutional.
operating budgets,,based on aPpropriations, were then
reyieWed.kurther in detail by 'the state higher eduCation

:agehgy in order tO allocate funds among the institutions.
'TO-Some extent the budget processin Mississippi wasthe
reverse Ot-thatan the other:A.6 states: 'The state-leVel.-
'reviewa leaaing to apPropriations were somewhat leas
detailed thdh in. the.other'States, and the major in-
'depth review occutred'after legislative enactment'of.the
-budget,

6

_

From the viewpoint ofithe institutions, this. pattern
,

eliminated:the costs and.uncertainty of an executive
--budget.otkice review.... The lump7-Sum appropriation by. the
A.egislatUre.provided the State 'higher education:agenci.
with considerable,flexibility.to allocate,budgetsamong
the institutiOns on the basiS of current .operating '
requirements. °

-7

A'
.The major potential shortcoming of this.pattern was

the same as that for pattern two: the absence cif a
statewide exebutive:Perspective, necessary to offset the..,
tendency Of legislatikie bodieStoward fragmented policy
making. 'The dUrabiliq of the.Mississippi pattern-is '
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Comprehensive, In-Depth Reviews Performed.by the
Executive. Budget Office, the Legislative Budget
Staffs,. and *the State Higher EducationAgency

. .In.two states, Hawaii.and Wisconsin, all three ,

agencies were inVolved in sate-level'reviews of.higher
,education budgets of considerable depth and comprehen-
' siveness. Both states have strong executive budget .

,aoffices and 'legislative budget staffs, although Hawaii's
legislative staff is more transitory. The state higher
education agendies in both states were st4ewide govern
ing boards engaged in very detailed analyses'of budgets
and highly influential in their.deaIings with campuses.

The major advantage was the balance achieved among
the perspectives and interests of the three agencies.

. The major shortcoming was the cost of maintaining this
extensive review process together with the possibilities'
for agency duplication and overlapping efforts. The
costs of a review process have to be balanced against
its benefits. In these states a leghimate question can
be raised as to whether the essential checks and balances
functions of the agencies could be maintained without
all having such anextensive role in budget review.
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concern over the effectiveness of these agencies or ovei
the'trowing duplication in state-level reviews of higher
education budgas.

The trend toward strong executive'budget'staffs
does not appear likely to end before all states have
such An agency. A phenomenal increase is also taking
place in the.number of budget review staff employed by
legislatUres and in the,number of performance audtt
staff, which are engaged in special studies and increas-
inglY comprehensive reviews of budgets. The overlap in
functions is growing among'these four types of,agencies,
placing an increasingly.heavy and expensive burden of
reporting on institutions. There is some question as
to Whether the benefits of these many levels of compre-
hensive, in-depth review outweigh the costs, and'a study
is needed to examine both.

PATTERNS OF.HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION OF
THE BUDGET PROCESS

Another dimension of the organization of(EfiTbudget
process is the number of organizational levels between
the campuses, which initiate requests for funds, and



receife campus budgets ..i4d often begin their reviews at
the sane time thit budgets are submitted to the other
.agencies.

The organization of higher education above the campus
level provides only a clue to the lDcation of budgetary
decision, for a multicampus system or state higher educa-
tion agency may not review campus requests or-may not make
a recommendation. The depth and breadth of reviews at
each level can vary greatly. Additionally, recommenda-
tions from the multicampus system and the state higher
education agency. to executive budget offiCes and legisla-
tive budget staffs.may or may not be influential. Figure 5
shows the hierarchical patterns Of budget review in the
17 states. The diagrams aresomewhat misleading, since
they do not indicate the degree to Which state-level
agencY reviews may take place simultaneously.

Some indicators Of where budgetary decisions are
made are the number and location of budget reviews and
the location of major budget reviews. An assessment of
these indicators is complicated bSi,the numbers of campuses
in different states. The problems of budgetary coordina-
tion in Texas, with 40 four-year and upper division cam-__
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tuation is even more complex in the legisla-
staff reviews and committee reviews can be
r jointly or by either house. Occasionally,
ees concerned with substantive educational
also become involved in reviews of budgetary
in Tennessee.

study only staff were interviewed--not
igures such as board members, governors, or
. Therefore, only staff budget reviews by
Timary state-level budget agencies, together
ampus reviews, are listed in assessing de-
tion and review process redundancy. Table 12
mmber of staff reviews of budgets in each of
ms. This table includes all reviews that
formal budget recommendations, whether the
7e comprehensive or.not. The one exception
.ew of the Michigan state higher education
rery min6r review that was virtually ignored
:des and was for that reason not indluded.

=bar of staff budget reviews varied from one
to five in Illinois, Pennsylvania, and
Thocla nnmhiarg aria nomewhat misleadina how ever



Tgble 12

.10CATION AND.NUMBER OF STAFF REVIEWS OF CAM

Multicampüs system State Execu-
Reviews Reviews higher tiVe
all some - education budget

States _campuses campuses agency office
,

California x x
Colorado x x x
Connecticut x xr x
Florida x x
Hawaii x x
Illinois x x -x

Kansas x x
Michigan x
Mississippi
Nebraska x x
New York x x
Pennsylvania x x x
Tennessee x x x
Texas 0

x x
Virginia x
Washington
Wisconsin



We observed six hierarchicall)atterns of budget
view among the.17 states:

.Budgets are'reviewed.by executive budget t
and, legislative budget staffs (three states).

Some budgets are reviewed only by executiv
budget offices and legislative budget staff,
others are reViewed, in addition, by a multic
systems headquarters (one state).

Budgets are, reviewed, by a multicampus syst
headquarters and by executive budget office a

legislative budget staffs Athree states).

Budgets are reViewed by a state higher edu
tion agency and by'executi4 budget office an
legislative budget staffs (five states).

Some budgets are reviewed only by a state
higher education agency and by an executive b
'office and legislative budget staff_ whi1a nt



Table 13

NUMBER AND LOCATION OF REVIEWS OF CAMPUS-BUDGETS
PRIOR TO EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE AND

LEGISLATIVE BUDGET STAFF REVIEWS

Total
number'

Number and location of
of reviews States . states

None for all campuses Michigan 3

Virginia
Washington

One by'multicampus system Texas 1
for some campuses', none
for others

.0ne by multicampus system. California 3

fOr all campuses Nebraska
New York



In Texas some campuses.were par
.systems (e.g.,. the UniverSity of Tex
other campuses submitted eheir budge
executive budget office emd legislat
Thus, sOme-campus budgets.received a
view while others did not.

In three states (California,. Ne
' all campus,budgets' were reviewed by
..headquarters.prior to their review t
budget office and the legislative In
did mot have a state higher educatic
other.states these agencies did not
reviews.

Five states (Florida, Hawaii, Y
and Wisconsin) had statewide governi

'viewed all campus budgets. These bc
a single multicampus system for the
boards may have grouped the campuses



! part, of multibampus
! Texas campuses) while
nidgetsAirectly to the
.slative budget staff. .

red an intermediate re-

t.

Nebraska, anq New York)
by multicampus systems

.ew by the executive
re budget staff. Nebraska
:ation agency and in tho
not Conduct major budget

Li, Kansas, Mississippi,'
rerning boards that re-
;é boards were, in effect,
the entire state. These
?uses into functional



aL= c:onyruenc. utnerwise,4as meisinger
(1976) notes; the resulting tension is likely, to result in
alessening of the agencies' budgetary influence. Conse-
quently, this pattern of budgetary review has an inherent'
instability.

.

Another, problem associated with locating_the primary-
budgetary review in a state higher education agency is-
the possibility that budgeting will interfere with plan-'

, ning.- Linking budgetary. authority and planting may lend
'realism:and impgtt to the planning, but heavy involvement
in daily,1 high-Pressure budget.tasksalso Way ,divert
agency attention from-longer-range and more deliberative
planningefforts. Furthermore, budgetingfor public
institutionsmay lead to agency-partisanship for the
public sector; decreasing,its ability to maintain
confidence'of independent institutions and to engage

'them in cooperative planning. Of course,,when the agency
is a statewide.governing,board, its purview is-limited
to public institutions and.to that extent its ability to
plan comprehensively for postsecondari education is
further reduced (Glenny et al., 1971)-.

.

Comprehensive, In7Depth Reviews Performed Both by
the Executive Budget Office and the Legislative
Budget Staffs

In five siatE.s,'California,,Michigan, Nebraska; New
York, .and.Washingzon,.both the executive budget Office.,
and the legislatie biz...11st staffperformed'relatiVely

comprehensive and ir-depth reviews of,higher education-
budgets. Cairforn1;. and Nebraska had one legislative

.budget staff:. jOint -steff'serving both-houses in
,California and one staff serving the unicameral legis-
lature in Nebraska.' The remainipg three states ba, a
strong staff assigned.to the'appropriations cOMmittees

')
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legislative budget staffs in states where the executive
budget:office or state higher education agency was clas-
sified predominant. Among the five states, only in
.MiOhigan did the legislative budget staffs request a
separate budget submission from the institutions on which
to base their reviews, thus duPlicating, to a greater
extent, the character of the executive budget office role. ,

With one exception,'the otate. higher education agen-
cies played no role--or a verY minor One-7in the.review.
of highe'r education budgets in these.states. In
iCalifornia, the agency until recentlY had no.role in
budgeting-beyond providing data on faculty salary con-
siderations and commenting on general levels of support.
Sought by institutions. The agency Is currently'defining,
a larger budgetary role for itself. The Michigan agency
.Made-a broed review of budget levels without going into
greaf depth, and its recommendations 'were virtually

, ignored. by the other state-level agencies. Nebraska had
no state higher education agency and in. New York the
agency had no dfrect role in-budget review'. -Of the five

only the Washington agency had a substantial budge'tary
role. gbls, however, consisted of analyzing issues.that
had budgetary-implications, not of making formal recome-
mendationd. The quality and importance of this agency's

- studies were the source of its influence, not its,formal
authority..

The strength of this pattern of.budget review results-
., from the thorough analyses.that budgets receive from both

an executive and legislative.perspective and the bal-
ancing of both perspectives. However,..unless close
cooperation exi#s between the executive and legislative
branches there is potential for Unnecessary_duplication.
'Legislative efforts may serve not to review executive".
recommendations but merely to duplicate executive analyses.

1 8
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U.les QUI]. De neavy. 0 similar proDiem,-ot, course, may
occur between the two houses of the legislature when'both-
houses have strong legislative budget staffS and'committee
chairmen with difkering views, as happened in Washington
at the,time of our review. A relatively new chairman of
the house .appiopriations,committee differed with the'senate
chairman over both budget review processes and substantive
policies.. -The traditional conference committee mechanism

-
for resolving the differehces between the two housesTroVed
inadequate,tO solve the conflict. ,s

.A further weakness is the possibility that.a
ized state-level higher education perspective will'not be'
brought to bear on budget issues.. Only WashingtoW.s
higher eduCation'agency performed a yery substantial re-
view of issues related to higher education budgeting. In
California,the director of the State.Department of Finance
served as,the higher education spokesman in the:governor's
cabinet; as noted earlier, thii situation.ilaced nith in
a.conflict of interest..

;

When state higher educationagencies do not thoroughly
review budget submissions and make comprehensive, detailed .

recommendations or competentstudies of importaht,issues,
these tasks are left' to other state agencies; which,do not
have the time or resources to engage in.regular statewide
higher education planning, nor can they carefully relate
these-plans to budgetary issues. Moreover, often they do
not have- the professional]y trained staff to deal satis-

o faptorily with substantive higher education issues. In
these circumstances, decisiohs on budgetary allocations,
have td be based more on the general value of higher ed7
ucation to society and levels of support feasible 'Within
reVenue constraints, and less on detailed knowledge of
the efficiency and quality of educational programs....The
.executive and legislative branches, however, are not\
willing to accept on faith,unexamined budgetkrequestS. .
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are adding staff Or plan to do so shortly. Given.these
trends, institutions are unlikely to receive lump-sum
allocations based only on'a.general. COnSideratkdn of

-the merits of higher education and funds available. The.

choice facing institutions is.whether their budgets will
be reviewed by an agency-knowledgeable and sensitivelto
the values they hold and the"Complexities they face,,or

.

only:by'state agencies with many other responsibilities,
including a primary concern for reducing budget regt4sts
.to fit"them.within revenued. 'The growth of performaiice
Audit staffs may.partly be in response to the past
adequacy of,policy issue reviews by state higher edU a-

,tion:agencies. MOSt programs, such aS health and welfare,
haveastate-leVel\agency serving as their proponent in
the capitol.' Fiigher eduCation may be well advised t
have its own representative, with a statewide perspective,
at.the gOvernor's and legislature's bargaining tabl'S. .

'To be effective, state higher education agencils do
not have to make comprehensive in-depth reviews that
duplicate, to some'extelit, those of other state-level
agencies. The Washington agency is instructive in'this
regard. Agencies can be influentialwhen they liiniit
thc.i.rrole to studies and analyses'ofbudgetary issues,

.

and in faci: they are highly unlikely' to be given authority ,

.for coiprehensive, dm-depth reviews of budgets when othr'
state agencies are, already performing this task. In
these five states., all with ,ccOrdinating agencies, re
stricting the state ;higher education agency role.to an .

in-depth analysis of iisuesavoids costly.duplication.
States that currently have coordid6.ting boards Should
weigh carefully the costs of budget review duplication
whet considering. thevalue of.establishing a Statewide
governing board.for public higher education. -
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In Mississippi, the state higher education agency
and.the legislative budget etaff conducted comprehensive,
in-depth reviews of higher education budgets. (There is
noexecutive budget office in Mississippi,) The state
higher education agency reviewed and recommendea budgets
that were-further reviewed by the legislatiye budget
etaff and enaoted by the legislature.,: Institutional,
operating budgets,,based on aPpropriations, were then
reyieWed further in detail by the state higher edudation
agency in order tO allocate funds among the institutions.'
'TO-Some extent the buaget processA.n Mississippi washe
reverse Ot th,at.in the other:.16 states: 'The state-leliel:
reviewe leaaing to- apPropriations were somewhat lees
Aetailed than in. the.other'etates, and the major in-
depli review occUtred.after legislative enactment'of.th
budget,

From the viewpoint of:the institutions, this.pattern
. .

eliminated'the costs and'uncertainty of an executive
budget,office review. The lump7eum appropriation by.the
.legislatUre.provided the 'State higher education agency'
with considerable,flexibilitxto allocate,budgets,among
the institutions on the basis. of:current .operating,
requirements.

-7

..The major potential shortcoming of this.pattern lecis
the same as that for pattern two: the absence Of a
statewide exebutive:Perspective, necessary to offset the..
tendency Of legislatiVe boaieitoward fragmented
making. 'The dUrabiliq of the-Mississippi pattern-is

'

probably,A result of a history of single party control
in which-the governor and the legislature generally
siorked in greater harmony than is tyPical in states where
party control-thifts frequently.

r,
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Cogprehensive, In-Depth Reviews performed.by the
Executive, Budget Office, the Legislative Budget
.$taffs,:and 'the $tate Higher Education,Agency

In.two states, Hawaii-and WiSconsin, all three ,,

agencies were involved in Atate-level:teviews of.higher
education budgets of considerable depth and comprehen-
siveness. Both.states have strong executive budget .

'ooffices and.Iegislative budget staffs, although Hawaii's
legislative staff is More transitory. The,state 'higher
education Agendies in both states were statewide govermr.
ing boards engaged in very detailed analyses'of budgets
and highly influential in their.dealings with campuses.

The major advantage was the balance achieved among
the perspectives and intereSts of the three agencies.

. The major Shortcoming was the cost of maintaining this
extensive review process together with thePoSsibilities'
for agency duplication and overlapping efforts. The
costs of A review process have to be balanced against.
its'benefits. In these states a_leiitimate question*cen
be raised as to whether ihe'essential checks and_balances
function's of the agencies could be maintained without
all having such am.extensive role in budget review.

There appears to be a groWing trend toward this
16eftern of organization: ,Imaddition to Wisconsin;
statewide higher education govefning bOardS recently
have been established-in North Carolina .(1972), Louisiana
(1975), Rhode. IslaDd (1969), and Utah (1969) (Millard,

-1976). A number of other states have,had proposals
before them.to establish such boards. While Millard does
not see the recent formatiorvof statewide governing:
boards aA a future trend, he notes that of the 20 states
who have taken legislative or constitutional action to
modify their existing StrUctureA, all actions except'
oneSouth Carolina--have strengthened rather than. H

. weakened state higher education-agenciesAMillard4_1876,.
.p. 18). Since-he made this'obServatiOn, budget Actions
were.taken by Alabama and Colorado .tb weaken 'iheir state.
"higher education agencies. This may be the result of
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,concern over the effectiveness of these agencies or ovei,
the 'growing duplication in state-level reviews of higher
education budge,ts.

: The trend toward strong executive'budget staffs
doe's not appear likely to end before all states have
such An agency. A phenomenal increase is also taking
place in the.number of budget review staff employed by
legislatures and an thenumber of performance audit

. staff, which are engaged in special studies and increas-
ingly comprehensiVe reviews of budgets. The.overlap in
functions is growing among 'these four types of_agencies,
placing an increasingly heavy and expenSive burden of
reporting on institution's. There is some question as
to Whether the benefits Of these many levels of compre-
hensive, in-depth,review outweigh the costs, and'a study
is needed to examine both.

PATTERNS OF...HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION OF
THE BUDGET PROCESS !

Another dimension of the organization.obudget.
process is:the number of organizational.levels between
the campuses, which initiate requests for funds, and
the legislature, which makes final budgetary decisions.
The nuMber of,such intermediate levels -(multicampus
system headquarters, statewide higher, eduCation agencies,
and executive budget Office's) determines the potential
for locating-or reviewing decisions .at'verious. levels.
above that of the-,campus. the number also determines
the redundancy, or layering, of the review process: In
some States campuses deal.directly with executive budget .

officeS and legislative.budget Staffs on budgetary
matters, .In others, budget requests may be reviewed.
by_ multicampus systems or state higher education agen;-
cies, or both, before they are presented,to state
gOVernment. 'State higher education agencies and execu-
tive budget offices may review camPus budgets simur-
taneoudly, usually. with tPe higher education agency
making a recommendation before comPletion of the'_execu-
tive review.- Legislative budget staffs increasingly

109'
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recei e campus budgets and often begin their reviews at
the time that budgets are submitted to the other
agencies.

The organization of higher education above the campus
level provides only a clue'tq the 'location of budgetari
decision, for a multicampus_system or state higher educa-.
tion agency may not review campus requests or,may not make
a recommendation. The depth and breadth.of reviews at
each level can vary greatly. .Additionally, recomnenda-.
tions from the multicampus system and the state higher
education aqency. to executive budget offiCes and legisla-
tive budget staffsmiy or may not be influential. Figure 5
shows the hierarchical patterns Of budget review in the
17 states. The diagramg are-somewhat miSleading, since
they do not indicate the degree to which state-level
agencY reViews may take place simultaneously.

Some indicators of where.budgetary decisions are
made arethe number and location of budget reviews and
the location of major budget reviews. An assessment of .

these indicators is complicated bi; the n.unbers of campuses
: in different states. The problems'of budgetary.coordin-
tion in Texas, With 40.four-year and upper divisioft cam.-
puses, are different than in Hawaii, Where there ar t. only
two.. There are also mAny types of decisions, and pav-
ticulak kinds of decisi_s may be located at diffecent
levels for different secAenti of higher education in a
single state. Deci"Silng are made in ways-'that create
difficulties in pinpointIng their origin. '

Number and Location of.,Sta'f Budget Reviews

Budget reviews can take place at more than one loca-
tion at a particular level. In state higher education
aqencies both the staff and-the board can exaMine.budgets
and make recommendations that.go into varying degrees of -.

-detail, each-generating work for the-caMpuses by their,
inquiries and'hearings, Similarly, the staff,of.the execu-

'tive budget office, the governor, and his iMmediate staff
all can make'inquiries and hold meetings and.hearings on,
budgets.
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Figure 5

PATTERNS OF HIERARCHICAL.ORGANIZATION OF THE BUDGET PROCESS

'Model 1 Model 2

Legislative budget staff. Legislative budget. staff
1\

Executive bud et office Executive bud et office

0

W
M

0M M1/
campuses

(Three states)

MulticamPus
systemS','

1
Campuses Campuses

(One state)

Mo4e1.3

Legislative budget staff

t
executive bud et office

Model 4
Legislativè, .budget staff

Executive budget office*

Sti?.te higheeeducation
a enc

. m Multicam us systems
o

Campuses

0
WH (Three states)

Campuses

(Five states)

Model 5

Legislative budget staff .

>

Executive.,budget office

1\.

" m State higher education ,

a enc

MUlti ampus
systems

Campuses.M M
4.1 W

0 (One state)

Model .6

Le4iSlative budget staff .

Executive budget office

State higher educaton
agency

Campuses ;

Multicampus systems

Campuses

(Four'states)

* Mississippi does not have an executive budget office.
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The'situation is even mote complex in the legisla-

ture. Both staff revieWs and committee reviews can be
held, either jointly or by either house. Occasionally,-

the.committees concerned with:substantive educational
legislation-also become,involved in reviews of budgeary
istues, as in Tennessee.

In our study only staff were interviewed--not
political figures such as board members, governors, or
legislators. Therefore, only staff, budget revieWs
the three primary state-level budget agencies; together
with multicampus reviews, are liited-in assessing de-
cision location and review process redundancy. Table 12 '

lists the number of staff reviews of budgets in each of
the 17 states'. This table includes all reviews that
result in formal budget recommendations, whether the
reviews were comprehensive or .not. The.one exception
i& the review of.the Michigan state higher education
agency,.a.very, min6r review that was virtually ignored
by all parties and waSfor that reason not inCluded.

The number of staff budget-reviews varied_fromone
- inyirginia to.five in Illinois, Pennsylvania, and

. Tennessee'. These numbers are somewhat misleading however
because state higher education agencies in some states,
e.g.; Texas.and Washington, examined budgetary issues
and had a, substantial impact on budgets' even though they

did, not, make :formal'recommendations. Also, the.exteht

of staff reviews in some agencies varied considerably.
'For example, the executive budget-office review in,
allinois was quite limited in scope 'and depth compared
to_thatia most states. In-Tennessee the,education -

committees in each house.of the legislature examined. \
higher education budgets in addition to the appropria-

tions committees. In other states the education coin-.
mittees sometimes informally reviewed budgetary issues
and-legislators Often served on'both education, and

appropriaton_committees. The practice of subStantive,
,committee budget review is 'beingpromoted by some who,
are studying the legislative.process (Citizens
'Conference 6n State Legislatures, 1975) and may:spread' ..

in the future:

1:26
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T6le 12

LOCATION AND NUMBER OF STAFF REVIEWS OF CAMPUS BUDGETS

MultioampUs system State ,Execu-

Reviews,, Reviews higher tiVe LeOsl.itive'budget Nuiber

all some education budget staffs of

States .cam uses cam uses aqencv office Joint Upp3r Lower reviews

California
.

Colorado

Connecticut

Florida

Hawaii

Illinois

eX 3

x 4

x 5

Kansas x' x

Michigan N. t x .

- Iliai.......-:-........ x

Nebraska x

New York

'Tennessee

Texas

Virg4ia '

Washington

Wisconsin

r'

2

3

4

x x xx 5

x x 5*

x x

,

x 1

Total 2 10 16

3

3

7

, \

, .

*Tennessee:, The education committees of both houses also,review hig!ler education bagets.

Had these reviews been considered "major staff reviews" there would have been seven

reviews in Tennessee.
1
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. We observed six hierarchicalpatterns of budget re-
view among the.17 states:

Budgets are'reViewed"by eXecutive 'budget "office
and legislative budget staffs'(three states)..

A

Some budgets are reviewed only by executive
budget offices and legislative budget staff, while
others are reViewed, in addition, by a Multicampus
systems headquarters (one state).

so. Budgets are reviewed by a multicampus system
headquarters and by executive budget office and
legislative 1:;udget staffs.(three states).

Budgets re reViewed by,a state higher educa-
tion.agency and by.executie budget office_and.
legislative 2:mdget staffs (five states).

..o Some budgets are reviewed only by a state
igher education agencY and by.an executive budget

'offide and legislative budget staff, while others'
are reviewed, in addition,'by a multicampus head-.
quarters (one state).

:Budgets are reviewed by a multicampus head-
quarters, a state higher education agency, and
by an executive budget office and legislative
budget staff (four, states).

.Table 13 presents the number of staff reviews made of
campus budgets in each of the 17 states; before they are

-
reviewed by executive budget Office or legislative budget
stakf.

Ih_three states (Micyligan, Virginia; and Washington)
-campus budgets were subMitted"directly"to the executive
.budget officeand legislative budget staffs'for Major
reviews. These states did not'have multicaMpus systems,
as defined by Lee and Bowen (1971), and the state higher
educationa.gencies did not engage In formal reviews....
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Table q3

.NUMBER AND LOCATION OF REVIEWS OF CAMPUS-BUDGETS
PRIOR TO EXECUTIVE BUDGET OFFICE AND.
LEGISLATIVE BUDGET.STAFF REVIEWS

Number and location
of'reviews

None for all campuses
x

One.by"multicampus.system
for some campused, none
for others

One by multicampus system
for all.campuses

,One by state higher educa-
tion agency for all

.-capuses

Two by the multicampus
system-and state higher
educatiobagency:for some
campuses, but onlY one. by
,the state higher education

- agency for otbr campuses

Two-by the multicampus
system and the state,

_higher education'agency
for.all caMpuses

States

Michigan
Virginia
Washington

Texas

California
Nebraska
New York

Florida
Hawaii
KansaS
Mississippi
Wisconsin' .

Colorado

Connecticut'
Illinois
Pennsylvania
Tennessee

Total
nuMber
of
states

3

5

1

. Source: Glenny et al., 1975.
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In Texas soMe campuses.were partof multiCampus
-systems (e.g., the UniverSity of TexaS campuses), while'
other campuses submitted their budgets\directly to the
executive budget office and legislative.budget staf.
Thus, sbme-campus budgets received an intermediate re-
view while others did not.

In three states (California,- Nebraska, ancl-New York)
, all campusjoudgetS were reviewed by multicampus systems

headquarters,prior to their review by the executive
budget office and the legislative budget staff.. Nebraska
did not have a state higher education agency and in the
other-states these agencies did not.conduct major budget
reviews.

Five states. (Florida, Hawaii, Kansas, Mississippio__
and Wisconsin) had statewide governing boards that re-

'viewed all campus.budgets. These boardS were, in effect,
a Single multicampuseystem for the entire state. These
boards may have grouped'the.campuses into functional

2. -divisions for internal purpoSes but there'-Were no inter-
. mediate governing or budget review.organizations.

In Colorado SOme campuses were part of a multicamPu;
system that reviewed budgets prior to submission to the
state higher education agenCy. Other campuses submitted
their budgets directly to the agency.for review.

-In four states (Connecticut, Illinois, Pennsylvania)
and Tennessee) campus.budgets were reviewed both. by

,multicampus headquarters and by the state higher educa-.
,tion agency.prior'to review by the executive budget
cpffice"and legislative budget staffs: _Three of these
states had regulatory,cbordinatinq boards (in contraSt

,to advisory) and one,.Pennsylvania, had,a'state depart-
..ment of education with regulatory:powers, applicable
particularly to the state colleges.. The influence of
multicampus systeMs'reviewS varied somewhat. On-the
whole, they tended It9 be more influential in'states
without a major state higher educatiOn-a4ancy review.
Whether thiS represented the Political:ability of 'the
multicamus systems to-Curtail state higher education,

. agency budget involvementor,a decision.to minimize
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redundancy was difficult to determine. California and
New York, with their powerful multicampus systems, were
the only two states in which.state higher education
agencies exerciseu no budgetary authority; although in
Michigan and Virginia a number of factors have.succeeded
in the past in minimiing.the.role of the state higher
education agencies. Factors that_affect the influence

. of multicampus systems are discussed by Lee and Bowen
(1971).

Patterns' of Budgetary Influence

The 17 states contained several patterns of staff
budgetary influence._ These patterns of influence were

. not identical with allocations of statutory authority-
or any other single identified factor. A complex com-
posite of variables, difficult to identify and weigh,
appear tolpe responsible for the variety. Some potential
factors are explored in Chapter 6 and in another volume
by Glenny (1976) resulting from this study. Several
intereting opsnrvations are reported below--

_

In none of the states, where the state higher educa-
tion agencies were. componepts of departments of.eduCation
were they one Of themoSt.influential agenciee." -In
.E'ennsylvania the state highereducation agency, in the
state's Department of Education', had oonsiderable,budg7-
etary auihOrity, particularly for the state colleges,
but its recommendaions.were not especiallY influential
in terns of either executive or legislative decisiOns.
The Michigan and New yOrk..edu, cation agencies lacked

:significant budgetary authority:

-In CalifOrnia influence was S,hared'hy the executiVe:
_budget office and legialative budget staff. The state
higher education'agency.had a minor budgetary role and

the,timeof ourvArisitthe director of the Department
of Finance represent d higher education in the.governor's
cabinet, which-put him in the position of being responsible
for.maintaining the fis al. integrity of the State while
also serving as, the propahent of higher-education in top



policy councils. The budget for higher education grew
-substantially during the period-that this arrangement
was ineffect so it cannot be_proved.that the interests
of highereducation were pooily"répresenEed.

.

Nevertheless, sucfi an akrangement potentially could
disadvantage- higher education in relation to.other state
programs, whOse,spokespersons tre wore highly placed.. The
Chief budget offiter-of state government should not be
placed,in the conflicting.roles of spending.critic and
program advocate. "Having-the directo*7 of the state
,higher,educatiop agency represent highdr.education in the
State would hal& eliminated this conflict of interest.
and strengthened the agency's role in state7level coor-
dination of.higher education, but such a realignment of
roles was not feasible with.an ippotent state higher
education agency and politically powerful institutions
that preferred tO deal directly with top state officials.
:Recognizing this situation, the legislature has recently
"sought to strengthen the role of the agency. The success
of this legislation will dePend on whether-6e neW statu-

, tory authority and leadership is sufficiently powerful to
,overcome poliicalfactors that crippled previous efforts.
at state-level representation and coordination of. higher

. education.

In Colorado, Pennsylvania, and Texas the legislative
budget agencies Were themost influential
budget stiffs. The executive budget offices had relatively
small staffs and.the institutions were highly influential
compared With .the state higher.education agency. There
was some evidence that legislators made less use Of the

analyses and_recommendations of themarious-state-level
staffs in comparison to other. states.- Regional" economic .

and political jUdgments appeared more frequently td
outweigh tedhnical educational judgments. ,The 2egisla-
tures.in,these states, with their:sensitivity tdinSU-
tutional cdnCeins,-reduced_the Ability of the.state
'higher education agendies to ensure etate-level door-

, dination of higher education. The dominance Or:a.single
legislative staff Also permitted their assumptions-and
perspectives to dominate the design of the budget.pro-
cesi. In 'Colorado it appeared that budgetaiy pkoces0
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assumptions held by legislative staff were,not challenged
effectivery by .:hose in the other agencies who disagreed.

% In'Michigan.the executive budget .office and the
legislative budget staffs were both highly influential.
.When two-(or all three) state-level agencies are power-
ful thesotentiAl exists for a-stalemate.between them
on btidget piocess issues, which occurred in Michigan
over the design of budget guidelines to institutions:, ,

The'executive'budget office and legislative budget staffs,
°unable to agree on the contenti'.of the guidelines for
,submitting campus budgets to the-state agencies, designed
-their own, again increasingsignificantly theWorkload of :

the'institations. Typicallir such impasses are resolyed
by negotiations and compromises. Compromises arefacili-,
tated by a high level of.trust and confidence among the
staffs of the three agencies, a quality not obserVed in
Michigin..-On the Other hind, in Texas the state higher
education agency,-executive budget office; and legisla-

, tive budget staff appeared to work together 'so closely -

.that it was hat clear that they acted aS effective. checks
-andbalances to each other.

In Florida, 'Illinois, and Tennessee the state.higher
education agency was the most influential budget Agency.
The other agenCies all had smaller staffs. , The higher.
education agency engaged in highly technical and sophisti7'
cated processes of budget formulation and review. .The
:doMination-of:the-state-level budget process by influen-
tial state higher education agencies made it-possible for
them to overwhelm other'agencies With the detail and
complexity of their budgetsubmissions,forestalling
effective review and forcing sole reliance on broad
political judgments to bring bUdgets Within aYailable'
revenue!. The technicaljudgments made in.the State
higher' education.agencies are potentially.insensitivetO
broad political considerations, while the-political ,judg-
,ments made by.the governor, and legislature could at the
sane time lack,understanding of the: complex techniCal
details in budget recommendations. Governors andlegis-
lators are, of'course,.aware of this kind of imbalance
and,have the means to correct ii. .The persistence of a
state higher-education agency as the.most influential
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budget agency requires a politicallY-tensitive director,
highly competant staff, and cooperation among the three--
agencies.

In dinnecticut and Virginia, the executive budget
offides were themost influential agendies.. Both of -

these states tended to treat higher edncation similarly
to other state programs. State personnel, preaudit,--
acCounting, and procdrement policies were appliedto
institutions in.ways that appeared to hamper effective
institutional management. The desireto standardize and
panage practices of the state bureauciacy,is an under-
.4andable.interest of,exedUtive budget offices. Higher
education,.however, presuMably gains'its strength from
independence, experimentation,.and diversity. It operates
in a national as well as a'state marketplace. 'The staff
.of institutiOns in these states were highly,dritical of
state "intervention" into,their administrative processes.
The growing influence of the state higher education
agenciesA.u.these states could, in the'future, give
governors and legislators confidence that higher educe-
,tion will be properly managed without the need for such
extensive state administrative controls. i.

.ANALYSIS OF THE LOCAtION OF
.EUDGETARY DECISIONS

The analysis of the lOcation of budgetary decisions
is highly complex, since an organizational level in the
state budget structdreprovides only the potential for .'
locating decisions. One multicampus systeeheadquarters
in dolorado did'not'exercise budgetary authority and in:
other statest.he multicampus systems did hot exercise'
extensive budgetary authority.. The same was true atong
state higher education agencies. The executive budget
offices and legislative budget staffs also varied in
'the kinds and breadth of their budgetary decisions.
Additionally, one location may influence budgetary tOtals
. -,- ..

while another has more,impacton allOcations within,g.otals.
Therefore, one cannot.assume a priori that a budget.review
at a certain organizational level indic te s the extent of,
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centraliiation .or decentraliXation of tht budgetary de-
cision process. -

. A further problem results from the'aifferent kindp
. of.decisions made and the practice'of.lodating afferent
Aincla,Of decisions at different brganiiational ievelS.
'A brief-discussion of types,of decisions will clarify
this. problem.

Types of Decisions

-Budgetary decisions can deal-with a number, of dimen-
sions of the state's higher educatiOn system, including:

different systems elements (inpurC processes,
and outputs),

,

Adifferent bases of judgment, (values ana facts),
and

fo,:.:different.phases,ofthe budget ProCess, (formula
tion, administration, and evaluation).

input Decisions

Input decisions involve the source,-amount, and mix
of.retources allocated to higheMeducation. The States \-
determine:how much of their oWn.revenues.they.will de-
vote to higher education. -They also,malte,srome decisions
on institutionaj revenues that do not come fisbm state
,general revenues.. For example, in some state's, such';.as

.(Tlorida, a State-level'agency may set tuition and-fees
for .all institutions. In.otherstatesu such aS:Virginia, .

institutions.canset-their cmn tuition levels after re-
Ceiving state apPropriations. . Gdovernmental-contols

. .

over the use,of-revenue from grant overhead, endowment
income, and ProCeeds from CaMpus enterprises'vary among

:the states. In California;'institutional income from
research grant overhead was Shared equally' by tha state
and the institutions. .In nearly allstates,_state funds
were viewed as providin4 the diffefence between other

4
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revenues exceeded budgeted estimates. This process did
'hot work bothyays: The states generally did mit provide
more appropriations when the institutions experienced a
shortfall.

Concern about the'mix of resources is eflected. in
the traditional Objects=of7expenditure budgets used by
most states,-showing.allocations of resources for items
,sUch as salaries,' supPlies, equipMent, contractual
serV'ces, and physiCal plant. 'Comments by those inter-

; viewe I n some .states indicated that, despite a senée on
the,campuathat'additionalsstaff were of.higher piiority,
it was sometiMes'easier to obtain an expensive computer-

.., Or television coMplex than staff positions... States also
seek a balance between physical plantand educational,
andAeneral.outlays. Rarely do they permit inStitutions

- to Sh.l.ft funds.between physical pkaht and other objecta
of expenditure.

Trocess 'Decisions

- 1

Process decisions include the educational and managa7
7 ment processes within institutions.7 Decisions on educe-.

tional processes can be moved upward from campuSes to
state-level agencies by providing incentives to.use new:
technology through purchases of equipment.- GrantS can be'
'made for innovations, or indirect changes can be made by.
.limiting monieafor faculty, thereby increasing faculty-

student ratios.'

Decisions onPinstitutional management processes can
be made above the institutional level in various ways..
Functional budget.categories separate monies for adminis-.
tration and. program direction from those for instruction,
-student.services, research, and other functions; resources
for management can easily be restricted by limiting the
number Of adthinistrative poSitionS. Additionally, funds
for information systems and management technology can
-.change the administrative processes at institutions.
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at higher levels& Commonly state-level budgetary de-'
-cisions'are based on an implicit-assumption that cam-

. ...1Duses are, or should be, governed by'a bureaucratically
structured system. Thit belief in.utidy" decision pro-
cesses sometimes ignores traditional academic values and
practicei.. Some,etate actions appear to be explicitly
desigried.t6 strengthen the hierarchical bureaucratic'
decisionmaking by proViding presidents with management
.information sYstems, planning staffs, and processes
possessing:potential for strengthening their control overf
the institutions.. The institutiontfreguently do not
.challenge the organizational astumptions.underlying such.
actions;yerhaps bectuse.the ..myth of presidential power
serves the preeidents in their external relations. .The

bureaucratic'concept of organizing decisionmaking may:
also be so.Universally 'accepted that,direct challenge. .

is ilpolitic. Contratting assumptions aboUt the role of .Y
the presidents of institUtions have been-eXamined by

.Cohen and March (1974)..

Output Decisions

Decisions on outputs concern the substance and range
of.academic programt, the numbers and attainments Of
graduates, and theresearch and public service provided.
.Program budget categories attempt to focus'attention on
such issues. Decisions must be made on what programs
will producethe.desired kinds of graduates, research.,
and public service-. 'These decisions alto contain'choices,
such as the need for liberal arts compared with profes-
sional prograMs, the number of graduate degrees versus
undergraduate, and the need for more teachers or 'doctors
ai against enrollments in teacher education and premedicine.
In such decisions, difficult balances mustbe made between .

the social demand for higher education and forecasts of
the employment situation. They also.representdiffering
social preference's. The states showed some restraint in
making such, decisions except when major new programs were .

launched'or Old programs terminated.,



Fact and Value Decisions

The.deciaions made in higher education also can be
classified as to whether they are primarily.technical
and profesSiOnal, involving questions of ftCt,
marily political, involving questions of who benefit's

-' andwho pays and which benefits are most desirable. An
example of a,technical question is how manystudents are
li7ecely to' enroll in a giVen program or institution, Or
whetherthe physical plan canaccommodate.additional
students, while.a political decision Concerns the pro-
portion and mix of students-that should attend.a pro7"
gram or'institution, and consequently the need for
additions to.existing Physical plant. These two types-
of decisions.are rarely distinct in practice: technical
analyses'of constraints-lead to different weightings of
.oplitical values, and.political considerations lead to
the selection of areas_fór analysis.

Political decisions on how.funds are to be Obtained'
and allocated must be tempered by technical judgments.on.
constraints such as/the availability of' time, reSources,
and manpower, and on the consequences of alternative
courses of,actiOn. These fact-Andvalue.decisions are
made at'many levels and by different parties within.
levels 'In'every state; politiciana decided somertechn -
cal questions and staff made someja.olitical decisions,
but the balance varied. For example,"in Pennsylvania
politicallpargaining within the legislature and between
the legislature and the governorhad g particularly
significant influence on,budgetary dedisionsvthe techni-
cal. recommendations of the staff agencies were relatively
less important. However, with' the increase_in the
technology and complexity of budgeting, In most states
the staff agencies were highly influential and are be-
_CoMing more so.

Budget Phase Decisions

Location of decisions on formulating and reviewing
campus budgets must be distinguished from location of
decisions on the subsequent administration and evaluation
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Lof budgets. In Virginia, a state with a highly decen-
tralized budget formulation process; the state had
congiderable authority over institutional personnel
management'during.administration of the budget. In -
California, state-level agencies were restrained in-
making decisions on'internal institutional management
and programs during budget formulation.and played a
minor role in the' administration of enacted budgets.

-

However, growing usc.. was being made of performance audit
staffs to evaluate institutional practices and their
past use of resources, and to exert pressure for changes.
This pressure, of course, Consists largely of a threat
to take,actions during'the budget formulation process.

.r

Problems in Locating Decision Authority

Even when the types of decisiOns can be identified',
their location may be difficult to determine. Similar
dedisiong are niade at different levels in the different ,

segments ofhigher education. Decisions can. be proposed
at One,level but acted on at another. And many decisions
are made outside.formal organizationalchannels.

In Pennsylvania the state colleges were designated
as "state owned" and were treated in many'respects as

,state agencies. In contrast, the four universities were
termed "state-related" institutions and were subjected
to iewer state budgetary controls'. In manysstates the
'two-year colleges were' governed by local boards and-were
funded on the basis of statutory formulas,'giving them a
high degree of autonomy.

Often institutions make their own decisions.and
these are routinely approved by state-level agencies.
In other cases, institutional decisions.are carefully
reviewed and'sometimes overturned. Similarly, state
higher education agency decisions and executive budget
office decisions are subject to legislative review. In
such circumstances the problem of identifying where
decisions were actually made is .further compounded,be-,.
cause issues are typically decided in sessions involving
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stiff from several organizatic Al levels, making it dif-
ficult to assess whose influence on the.outcome is most

significant.

Many-ioportantdetisions are reached in informal
Channels outside.the formal organizational structure.
Such-decisions are usually then legitimized by formal
organizational* interorganizational action.

.
Furthermore, contending campuses may arrive at a-

'consensus on a budgetary issue and present their'agree-,
flient to state-Ievel agencies whoTaCdept itas the most
feasible political accomModation.'

, Trends in the Location of Decisions

An attempt to determine the location of types of
decisions must-include an extensive examination of insti-

: tutional practices, which goes beyond the boundaries of

this study. However, some_generalizations can be made.'

The states generally have attempted to insulate higher
education by not treating institutions and state higher
education agencies as departmentsPof state government.
They have recognized the value of a decentralized system,
of higher education. This is reflected in the provisions:
for constitutional autonomy for universitiese the frequent
exemption of institutions from the administrative,require-
ments applied to state agencies, the Use of boards to
govern institutions, and by permitting institutions

publicly to appeal budgetary actions of .the.governor
more freely than was eiften the case'for state agencies.

At the same time, the stateehave recognized.the
need.for coordination and regulation by creating multi
campus systems and state higher education agencies that,

in .many_respects,'serve the inteiests ofstategdvernment.
(Tnleseinstitutions and agencies4 howevere-often do.nOt
come under state civil service, procurement, and account7

ing regulations.) The-provisions for institutional
autonomy from state government, of.course, vary greatly
'Among the states and within a state for particular kinds

of institutions.
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Since the turn.of the century, however, there ,hasc-
been a steady trend-toward-moresstate involvement in

.

higher eduCationdecisionmaking that has resulted in-.
greater centralization of budgetary-decisionmaking and
a:substantial increase in the numbers and levels of
budget reviews.

Layering of the Decision-Process

.:Mlost Scholars in the field:agree thatthere is'a
trend toward increasingly centralized higher eduCation
budgetary processes in the. states. ,Mooney,(1963),

however, argues persuaSively that there is not a Clear
shiftof-decision power upward but rather a fragmenia-'
tion of authority among all: organizations,' with no one
'paramount: 'On this process within the university, he
-comments:*

Yet the,reality is that cultural changes
'have produced a progressive division-of
powerand responsibility Within the uni-:
versity which culminates in a'condition

.

in whiCh.mo one can take positiVe leader-
ship.: .(p.'51)

.

Practically, it makes little.difference
which:one of the.various parts of the.power
structure one:touches first; ih.the end,
the full 'complement is necessary. Any one
part can deny and negate .the rest. Parts
of the whole continually do so. (p. 50)

.\
This analysis fita quite well the circumstances\ we

,observed. In many instances the reality is not that:a
higher level increasingly:makes the important decisions
but rather.that sUccessive levels xeview decisions, each
level having.some authority to veto.the decisions-of
.lowerlevels. MassiV'e efforts At coordination are re-
quired to obtain the agreeMSnt.of all parties on .an
issue. It is debatable whether this layering of review
improves decisions or merely increases the timeneeded
to' take action. The impression we gained was that the
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value of such layering should be treated with greater
skepticism than has been the ease. The presumed bene-
fits of sucCessive reviews maY, in many instances, be

'exceeded by the coste. . _
.

1

Changes in Location of Decisions

- ,
A nUmber of trends were noted in the location_aml

review of.decisions. Decisions-on financing higher
.edUcation are increatingly made'or reviewed at.the state' .

*level. State funds generally. are Viewed as making up
tbe difference betWeen total institutional needs"and
.thefunds available'from nonatate souides.. 'To minimize

thia.need, the states require information on institu-
tionally generated revenues; they are becoming involved
in apprOving federal grants and contracts', tuition levels,
'and other sources of income...For example, the-state of
.Washington withheld.statefuhds through its Allotment
processwhen other sources of incoineexceeded budgeted
estimates.

'Decisions on the proceeses.of education and.insti7"
tutional management also are frequently influenced"by'S
state-level agencies. More and more theetatet encourage
deVelopment of campus'management systems, and occasionally.
actively attempt to change educational processes.. For
example, in Californiaa special fund was,appropriated
to iniprove teaching,in the university.

,

State involvement in determining the outputs of
higher education has been traditionally at the broad
level of-establishing campuses and major programa, such-
as lawschools. We'found considerable evidence of grow-
ing state concern with program* outcomes. but.lit'tle
evidence that attempts at assessment have succeeded.
.Program budgeting was one attempt to focus greater
attention-oneducational outputa;-and-recently perfor-
mance auditing has involved etate staffs in"the sub-
stance of'educational programs. .These irivolvements
tended to deal primarily with technical factors affect-,
ing outcomee'or whether presumably. desirable outcomes
were being realized. State-level budget'agencies appar-
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ently did not mandate the.content of'programs or'the
spec'fic outputs implied by particular programs. State-
1eveleftèèrrs over outputshowever, were eVident tO
indtitutional officials and to some degree must influence
their thinking.

The growth of state-level,staffs has'increased the
attentibn. given to,technical,and'factual issues during
the budget process.: In some instances this emphasis'
appeared to lead to some,neglect of political issues
and process considerations, and a misplaced faith in the ,

,efficacy of facts and analysis to resolve questions of.
'social preferences.. -

Tfiere appears to have been some 'decentralization,of
decisions on budget administration. A nuiber oftates,
among theM California and'Pennsylvania, have relaxed
their detailed review of'college Procurement and person-
ne1'management activities.

Reasons for Decision Centralization

Four arguments can be advanced to explain the in-
creasing review of decisions'and layering of state
higher education buaget structures. Each appears to be
_valid and reinforces the others.

,

1. The twentieth century has seen a phenomenal,
increase in number.and Size'of institutions of higher
education. Higher education has clearly become a larger
and more socially- significant activity,yith greater
political influence. The relationships within higher
education; and between higher education and.other.sobial
institutions,, have created a need for greater statewide
coordination of campus programs and activitied. Further-
More,_the implicationSof socioeconomic trends'such as
birth rates and energy.Source depletion have:increased
the_need for long-range planning to avoid expensive and
socially disruptive errors of judgment. ,Citizens are
mating ever-greater demands on state goVernment to
solve problems, and governors and legislators mudt appear
to:be taking action. One'way tO ensure coordination and.

12§.
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action iS to haVe staff responsible' for making and follow-
ing up decisions. The.popular terminology for'this.phe-
nomenon is "acooUntability," but the primary- effect is
decision,centralization_and layering. One can argue,
_therefore, that the.growth.of state-level influence was
A response to the.growing influence of institutions.
j.t.was also a response to the needto maintain a balance
between State-level 'and institutional perspectives,

2. *dem means for collecting, Storing, transmit-
ting, and analyzing data'permit decitions'to be made at
greater distances froi the scene of action. Thetele7
phone and the computer in particular give centrally
located offiaals the ability to get facts and make.prompt
judgments, formerly possibleonly for those at.the Scene.

3.. The logic of organizational-control favors in-
creased centralization of budgetary debisions. Those
who review budgets cannot establish reliablebudgetari
requirements without analyzing the detailed composition
of campus plang and arriving at totals through summing up'

,the component-requirements. A budget examiher typically '

determines the strength of the case for each component
of the-budget as well as examining oVerall ratios and' ,

making comparisons. Once a total'is arrived at, it is
hard for state staff to refrain from promoting the in-
ternal allocation of funds thought desirable when.recom-
mendations were made. In most states,,instatutions still
have considerable flexibility to allocate mcqies for
local pridrities. However,-legislatures increasingly
view allocative judgments made during budget review as
plans for expenditure, and are,holding institutions
accountable for following them.

Staff at each level of the budget process-tend to
view those at. lower levels as less competent, less Well
informed, and less responsible. The actions taken by
those at the campus level in response to complex con-
straints or incentives, both internal and external, are
too often viewed as irrational. If campuses cannot
comply with the desires of higher levels this frequently
is interpreted as conservatism or perversity, a basic
bias of educators against change, .or an arrogant pursuit
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of self-interest. The common response is to move'de-
cisions to higher levels, to ensure their propriety.
Legislators, who make basic structural-decisions that
affect decision location, are generally sympathetic to
charges of campUs irresponsibility. After,ali, they can
better respond to the demands-of their constituents when

.

they more closely control,the uses of public monies.
However, sometimes they are pleased to be able to dale-
gate Unpopular decisions.

This skeptical view. of Others' motives and compe-
tencies is reinforced.by another phenomenon, already
moted,,termed "uncertainty shifting." Upper levels
.believe they can more assuredlye.chieve their objectives
and reduce criticism from others if they'increase their
review of lower-level' decisions Cr make the decisions
themselves. For Staff at:lower levels, certaidty is ---

idceeaSed by having the freedom to_make,their own de-
disions. Howeveri:the state level has greater power to -
structure the decision process, leading to reviews, of
lower-level decisiOns.

Theinsensitivity of higher-level.offiCials to com-
plex,campus circumstances is usually irritating to'cam-
pus administrators, bUt there are. Circumstance6 when
this characteristic is,useful, For examPle, unpleasant
decisions that affect personnel.can be pushed Up-to the
state level, removing the onus froM institutional admin-
:istrators: However, moving too much authority tothe
state-level has hidden.costs as well as the.more obvious
.ones of differing'perSpectives'and the inability to.
_assimilatef.fUlly the complexities of local circumstances.

The interposition ol an organization between CAM-
puses and the state tends to cut the campuses off from.
clues to the disposition of state agencies and previll-

-ing political issues; Campuses deed not be as responsive
to statewide concerns when they are not interacting
directly with the-executive budget office of the legis-.
lature; the state higher education agency takes the final.
resPonsibility for the reasonableness of the higher ed-
ucation budget. Noting this. growing.insensitivity of
institutions tostatewide concerns, certain states have'
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reacted by increasing the authority of state-level agen-
cies, which.simplY aggravates the problem. Special

'.efforts, td:maintain a flow of state-level information
to the institutions canPartlyoffset this, but Oost
designersofinformation systemS neglect the downward

.

flow.of information in favor of the uPward flow, from
campus.to the state. This oversight becomes more criti,-
cal when campuses are cut off from awareness of their
political environment that.can be-gained-froM direct

.

:interaction with execUtive'and legislative branch staff6,.

4. Another'factor.leading to decision centralize-
tion is the .growing acceptance of decision-processes
involving comprehensive central data colleCtion, analy- .

sis, and planning .(Schmidtlein, 1974). Techniques such
as Prograth planning and budgeting systeMs, management
by objectives, and zero-based budgeting, all presume a:
-centralized'process of analysis and decisionmaking.
These approaches to budgeting are-being promoted at_the'
same time that concerns'over gOvernmental accountability,
have increased. A hierarchical'bureaucratic organization
designr.with functional specialization and central policy
development and control, appears to many to be the ,

logical strUcture for implementing the new decision
techniques and.1ocating accountability.

Unfortunately, these approaches.to decisionmaking
and government structure neglect the principles of
separation of poWer and checks and balances. A concern
for efficiency in governMent has superseded concerns over
centralization, concentration of power, and the impodi-
tion.of govezmmental orthodoxy.

FROAEMS IN THE DESIGN OF STATE.HIGHER
EDUCATION BUDGET STRUCTURES

Ostrom .(1973) identifies two concepts that deal
'with the Problems of-governmental organization in a
democratic Society. These concepts are in'conflict
with each other, and this conflict leads to what Ostrom
believes Is an intellectual crisis in American public



administration. They can be described as the checks7
' and-balances and.bureaucratic paradigns of governmental
organization. An examination of these two paradigms
provides a basis for evaluating some aspects .of the
organization of state budgeting for higher education.

The Checks-and-Balances,Paradigm

The checks-and-balances principle of governmental
organization is best represented by the constitutions
of the'Unitpd'States and the states. The central conr
cern is'the avoidance of a concentration of governmental
power in any one location. The design of government is
based on the belief that,a major governmental objective

r is to protect individuals fremistate as well as from
private encroachment. This concept is ste.ted well by
Ostrom (1973):

Fragmentation Of pUthority.anong diverse
decision centers' with multiple veto cepa-
bilities within any one jurisdiction and
the develOpment of multiple, overlapping
jurisdictions of widely different scales
are necessary conditions for maintaining
a stable political order which can advance
human welfare under,rapidly changing con-

. ditions. l(p.,112)

To accomplish these objectives,.governmental powers are
separated among the executive, legislative, and judicial
branches. Various officials of the executive are often
independently elected. Boards and commissions are made
responsible for politically sensitive areas, such as
education, and varying degrees of autonomy are given to
educational institutions _that have the critical function
of shaping the minds of young people.

This coordinate and hierarchical shaking of poirer
provides multiple points of access tó decisionmaking,
forces decisions to be made as a result of bargaining
and compromise rather than by fiat, and provides for
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detection of error and reliabilitly through'multiple re-

view policies. The,antieocial pursuit of agency
self-interest is controlled by the diffusion of power
and the need for multilateral bargaining and compromise
before action can be taken.

Historically, e'major Motivation forthe separation'
of powerp'was to check the excesses of unlimited execu-
tive power. Strong central diredtion,expedites decisions,
increases the.consistency and,predictability of actions,
and avoids chaos_and.drifti concentration of power in the
executive branch of government promotes prompt decisions,
greater control over governmental actions, and policies
that are more consistent with objectives. However, too
great a concentration-of power in-the executive branch
Of government leads to neglecting interests of'individuals
in favor of the collective conCerns of goVernment. It may
alSo lead-to a pursuit of policy consistency that neglects
-the need to compromise conflicting interests; and to poten-
tial domination of policy by special interests close to
the\executive.

Faced with the.conflicting values Of a multifaceted
society, PeOple often preferthe economy, order, and
decikveness Of strong central direction to the disartlay
and deliberateneas of a checks-and-balances system of
decisionmaking. HoVever, centralization of authority
can become a one-way road unless there are means for
checking its progress. The division_of powers awing
.the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of
.governnent provides such a check on the aCcumulation of
power, at some costs in efficiendy, in order that over
the long run individual interests are better.served.,

The Bureaucratic-Paradigm

.1

The bureaucratic organizational paradigm is described
in some detail by:Weber _(Gerth & Mills, 1946, pp. 196-244).
Its,precepts have been elaborated by modern public admin-
istration theorists. Its central concern is coordination
and organizational efficiency, and the principles of orga-
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nization it emphas zes-are: .1) functional specialization,
) Statutorx author-ty fox functions, 3) hierarchidal
relationships,.4) se eätion of staff on the.basis of
expertise,-and-5) us

\-

Of written ruleS and proceduies.
.

'The7Trabaucratic-ParadigmaSsumes that-the. public
interest is defined by\leljisIatures,and that the task.of.
the'executive is to achieve legislatively mandated objec-
tives., dovernors tequiA:power to control and coordinate

.

the actions of pUblic agencies and-institutions. Other-
agenciel wi.l puriuectheit narrovi self-interests

rather.than the broader, statewide intetestsof the.
legislature and governor: \functional specialization and
the elimination.of overlap and duplication,.together with
exercise of expertise, will reduce.the costS of decision-7
making and increase the quality of the process. Specifying
who has_authority for what decisions locates accountability
and clarifies responsibility for those who seek access.to
decisionmaking. The specificatio of rules and'procedures,
together with legal, and budgetarkpowers, ensures a Coor-
dinated-and reliable entetprise.

0

ConfliCt Betweed the Two Paradighis

The central objectivessof the checks-and-balances
:paradigm Ire to:

'reduce the accumulatiorrpf-power,

protect minority interests,
. .

. -
ensure.due process, :

resolve conflicts by negotiation and compromise,

deteCt errors in'facts and assumptions, and

provide reliability through redundancy.
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increase productivity tnrougn speca.a.u.zat-Luil

ead central coordination,

Avoid ambiguity in the location of responsi-
bility and accountability for actions through
statutory and administrative specification of
roles,

maintain accountability and control through
the establishment bf hierarchical relationships,

reduce delays and stalemates oVer decisions
establishing levels of review and locations for
final judgments/

increase the consistency of decisions in terns
of governmental objectives by reducing the need

for compromise, and

clarify decision patternv'through written rules

and procedures.

These two organizational paradigms represent values
41hat often conflict with each other; Separation of powers

Is not alw&ys compatible 'with specialization of function.

N democratic governmental structure attempts to balance

between them. In .most states, twp or three agencies re-
-view: institutional budgeti, each frOm its own pepective
'and'in terms of its own interests. 'Multiple revws
.permit more access to the budget process and opportunities

to appeal earlier decisions, but,they also increase costs

and the tiMe required to reach decisions. Some advantages

and disadvantages,of the different structures for locating

decisions ard deseribed in the'next.section.
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Multicampus System and State Higher Education
Agency Review of Budgets

, The number of multicampus systems and state higher
education agencies that have budgetary authority has in-
creased. Originally; campuses in Most states dealt di-
rectly with the executive and legislative branches of
state government. The advantages of direct campus
access to state government are:

1. Campus needs, interests; and constraints are
'directly represented to the exe6utive and legislative
,brancheS of governMent. State decisions may therefore

. be mor'e sensitive to the cOmplex problems confronting
campuses than when campus interests are translated by .

multicampus systems or state higher education agency
staffs.

, 2. CamPuses'have to be more sensitive to state
governmental concerns and ,;:onstraints'and take more
"responsible"'actions. There are no intermediate

:

agencies to correct their errors or to revise unacceptr
able'requests. Conflicting governmental and campus
interests must be faced and resolved by campus. officials:

.

The'special budgetary interests of faculty, students,
and alumni cannot be'the sole -Ioncern of-campuses,
leaving to a multicampus system or state higher educa=.
tion agency the.unpopular task.; of making needed budget
reductions in response to state priorties and revenue
constraints. 4-0

-3. The.elimination of intermediate reviews, or
layering.of the budget process, reduces costs since
there'are no multicampus system or state nigher educe-,
tiOn agency,budget staffs. :Campus expenseS are lowered
because there are fewer parties making'demands on their
staffs for information. The time reqUired:to,review

. campus budgets is reduced. Campuses can develop their
budgets later, using more recent, data.
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to budgetary opportunities or constraints than when such
decisions must be approved at muiticampus system or state
higher education agency levels.

5. Competition among.institutions can be resolved
through.political negotiation rather than through adminis-
trative action, giving greater consideration to.the com-
plexities and concerns of individual campuses.

. 6.. loWer is dispersed among competing campuses,
avoiding imposition.of orthodoxies or standardization
of"practices for administrative convenience.

7. Campuses "can Compete on the basis of initiative
and the merit of their ideas, leading to experimentation
and efficiency,_with less risk of external imposition
of rigid.functional specialization or coordination,
which increase the difficulty of"effecting'change.

The disadvantages of this pattern of organizatiOn
--stem primarily from the freedom with which the campuses.

can pursue their.own interests.' The interests of in-
dividual campuses may not add up to. the best educational
program for the state as a.whole. Executive budget
offices and legiOlative budget_staffs have many kesponsi-,
bilitiesand little time to analyze competing demanda
from institutions. It is diffiCult for them to con.- .

struct a.coherent statewide higher education prograM
. from individual, partisan campus submissions.

To offset tnis problem, multicampus systems and
state higher education agencies staffs can:

_

1. Temper unregulated competition among campuses
by. developing diVisions of responsibility, coordinating
their efforts, and reducing redundant programs; they
can also counterbalance"executive and legislative de-
cisions made on the basis of regionaland special .
xather than educational interests, and lessen distortions
of educational priorities Caused by campuses with strong
legislative influence.
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2.. Develop segmental and statewide plans for. higher
'education that anticipate future trends,increasing the
sophistication, of policydebates and structuring.and .

delimiting the' discussion of issues.
_

3. Detect errors and inconcistencies in facts and
assumptions in campus submissions, increasing.the quality .

_of information provided tO the executive and legislative
branches.',

4.. Make more eXtensive reviews of complex iseues
precluding hasty, ill-advised decisions, and breakdowns
of the budget process.because of redundant staffs.
(For an exceptionallyinsightfUl-discussion of the-
values of organizational redundancy.; see Landau, 1969.)

5. Provide, through the review process, an addi-
tional locatiOn for intereated parties to gain access
to.decisionMakers, thus bringing a greater number of
perspectives and values to bear-on issues.'

State-Level Review of Higher Education Budgets

The increase in nuMber and size of state higher:
education agencies,', executive budget offices, and legis-
lative budget staffs has increased their effect on-the
budget process. These staffs now.examine institutional
budgets in greater detail, review decisions, and make ,

.decisions in.areas formerly left to the.campuses. The
. advantages of decisionmaking.at the institutional level
are:

1. State-level officials.have limited time and
resources'to become knowledgeable About institutional
issues,.and their decisions are apt to be in error in
propOrtion to.the complexity, idiosyncratic nature,
and their basic understandlng Of issues: The state

,agency,,if it thsists on making too many deCisions may,
like the-brain of the dinoSaur, be too small to effec-
tively adapt the huge body of higher education to
emerging challenges.
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2. Decisions on complex technical matters are best
made relying on professional expertise, which cannot be
found at the state level in sufficient numbers and vari-
eties to encompass all critical decisions. Hierarchical
bureaucratic principles of organization conflict with
the concept of professional discretion, as noted by
Etzioni (1964):

Administration assullys, a powerhierarchy.
Without a clear ordering of higher and:
lower in'rank, in which the higher in rank.
have more power than the lower ones and
hence can control.and coordinate the lat-
ter's activities,.the baSic principle of :
administration.is'violated; the organiza-
tion ceases to be a coordinated tool.

.

However, knowledge is.largely an individual
property; unlike other organiiation means,
it cannot be transferred from one person
to another by deCree: . . . It is this
highly individualized principle which is.
diametrically opposed to the very ebsence
of the organizational principle of control
and.coordination by superiors--i.e., the
principle of administrative authority. In
other words; the ultimate justificatio4 for
a professional act is that.it is, to the
best of the professional'sknowledge, the
right act. - . . The ultimatejustification
of.an administrative act, however, is that
it is in line with the organization's rules:
and regulations, and that it has.been.ap-
proved--diractly or by implication--by a
superior. rank. (pp. 76-77)

.3. State-level coprdination may not discern local
incentives and consrants' and thus ignore important
considerations that- are dealt with.in multilateral
negotiations between institutions. Real alternatives
are more apt to be discovered-and tested through the
interaction of those whose interests are at stake than
through analysis-by iechnical'experts.

'
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4. State-level analysis may perceiire redundancy but
fail to recognize small but important differences, under-

, cutting the experimentation necessary fOr progress as
well as the political compromises that maintain stability.

5. The state tends to enact regulations in reaction
to localized incidents, establishing standards and pro-
cedures with which all must comply. The costSare rarely
calculated of complying with proliferating regulations
and-procedures, either insterei of dollars or the loss
of ability to act quickly and flexibly.

5. AcCountability is,not a siMple process of acting ...

in accordance with the "mandate" of voters. To be effec-
tive, decisions must continuously reconcile competing
demands of many groups--both-within and outside the .

institutions. Many of these demands aremore apparent
at the institutional level.

7. Decentralized decisionmaking-minimizes the
'possibility that a bad decision can seriously affect
higher education throughout the state.

The advantages of having decisions made at the state
level are:

1. State-level agencies have a brbader..view of
the relationship of one institution's prograMs to those-
of other institutions. Through the review of budgets
and use.of central authority they can ensure that pro-
grams serve statewide interests, are complementary, arid
are not duplicative.

2. It is possible at the state level to develop the'
consistent, standardized definitions and practices
needed to analYze institutions-, compare their activitiesc
and regulate their behavior-in the public interest.

3. State-Ievel agencies can perceive and resolve
difficult interinstitutional conflicts-that compuses
find inexpedient, or difficult, to deal with and that
might be costly if continued. Conflicts are more likely
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to be resolved in favor of the broad public interest at
the state level than when compromised at the.local level.

4; The officials who head state agencies are usuallY
directly,elected or are appointed by elected Officials,
and are visibly accountableto the electoratefor their
,actions. A decentralized and fragmented decision process .

makes it hard to locate.responsibility and accountability
for particular decisions and actions,.and aCcess to de-
cision processes is more difficult.

5.. State-level agencies are further removed from
the complex interpersonal relationships that affect
institutional decisions, and are thus better.able to
decide on,the basis of broad public interests 'rather
than on.the basis of narrower institutional and personal
interests.

6.. .The,collection and analysis of data at the state.-
-/ level directs attention to'longei-range concerns'and

technical issues that are less easily perceived in a
highly decentralized decision structure-

ke'eolution of Organizational_Dilemmas

The design of an organizational structure for State'
goVernment involves weighting the.relative values of
distributing budgetary influence.among the state higher
education agenciesi executiVe budget offices, and legis-
lative budget staffs, in contrast to concentrating in-.
fluence in one or two Of these agencieS: (This topic is
addressed more extensively by Glenny, 1976, in.his
volume resulting from this study.) The value of direct
campus access to state government must be weighed against,
ihe.value of multiple reviews of budgets and-lower-level
coordination of caMpus activities. Furthermore, valued
associated with state-level decisionmaking must be
balanced against those of,,institutional decisionmaking.

The solution to_theSe trade-ofks is api to be dif-,
ferent for.each kind of decision and vary with the unique
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circumstances in eadh state. There is no-universal solu-.
tion to these conflicts, as was noted by Alexander (1972):

,If the survival of a policy-maker depends,
to a large extent, on the conformity of.
his image (Boulding, 1956) with his real
environment, and if.this isomorphism is
reinforcedby the success of his policies
one may expect some correlation between
decision modes and the environments in
which they flourish. (p. .129).

\

Dividing influence.anong the three state-level agencies
ensures that their differing perspectives will be brought
to bear on bUdgets. If their influence is relatively
equal, issues must.be resolved by bargaining rather than
by. fiat. Compromises.accommodate the interests of those.

.

who do not command the support of A majority of the voters
.

or the favor of a particular agency, but near-equal Shares
of influence can result in stalematej. .The implicit ques
tion is alwaYs present, how important are the political
values of shared*power and checks and balances.in contrast -
to the economic values of bureaucratic organization, func-
tional spedialization, and .hierarchic.1 accountability?

.

.., Additional levels.of budget review.PrOVide checks
and balances and create nanageable areaS for organiza-
tional overSight. However, they increase the costs Of.
budget review and workloads On campuses, delay decisiOns;
and indirectly encourage sloppy work and unrealistic
campus requests, since campuses know that their submis-
sions will' be 'reviewedat higher.levels.. Coordination\can
be obtained by a central overview that_relates the parts to
the whole, but also-can take place through independentlocal
discoveries of combon interests. Again,.there remains 'pile
question: .How important are economy, and speedier decisions,
to fuller participation and a more thorough consideration
of appropriation requests.-,

Decision-authority-at the state le-vel permits de-
cisions to be made in terns of a.broader set 'of considera-
tions. Bowever,.at the-tampus'level decisions can refleCt .

\

\
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a greater aPpreciation of factors that constrain local
7 initiatives. SoMetimes the person et the bottom of the,
'hierarchy, in'cloSe_contact with his constituency, has,
a clearer view of the collective interest than the per7
son'at the top whose views are obscured by numeroUs
intermediaries. ,TheqNality.ofcentral decisions is
often eroded by Another,factor: There is a'relUCtince
to tell top executives'"bad news" an&to.confropt them
with conflicting POints of view (Reedy, 1970)1 Here
*again the question.erises: Hovvimportant is a coherent,
.logically consistent program in contrast to one that
iaccoMmodates the diverde and conflicting.goals of many
'sectors of the public, and'what is the most effective
structure for bringing about coordination?

Central standards of performance can be applied and
:evaluations' made of well-understood operations. However,
local discretion and profedsional judgMent are requited
when operations are complex.and poorly understood. State-
leVel*examination Of intrainstitutional allocations can
sometimes act as a spur for.needed reforms. There are, _

however, times when state7level knowledge of sUbcampus
or campUs totals can result ln'allocating funds in com-
pliance with *revelling patternsof power in the legis-
lature, rather than on the basis what best serVes the
states' total educational needd. 'e,more the clues--
tion-arises: How important is an overview of the system
in contrast'to knowledge of local Circumstances?
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State-Level Budget Agency Staffs

Young men are fitter to invent than to
.

judge, fitter for execution than for
counsel, and fitter for new projects

.

than for settled business; for the expe-
rience of age in things that fall within
the compass of it, directetH them; but
in new things abuseth them. . . . Young
men, in the conduct and manageent of
actions, embrace more than they can hold,
stir more than they can quiet; fly to the
end without consideration of the means
and degrees; Pursue absurdly some few.
Principles which they have chanced upon;
care not (how they] innovate, which draws
unknown inconVeniences. Aen of age
object too much, consult too long, ad-.
ventUre too little, repent too soon, and
seldom drive business home'to the full
period, but content themselves with a
mediocrity of success.' Certainly it is
good to comPel employments of both . .

because the virtues of either may correct
the defeCts of.both. --The.Essays of-
'Francis:Bacon:' Of Youth and Age.

- An organization's inlluence results from complex
interactions with itsenvironment. If society perceives
the services the organization:provides as useful, the
.organization is reitbuised, and Supplied the resources
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needed to continue providing.that service. Mastscommonly
these resources are measureclin terns Of:money, However,
this is.a restrictive view of resources that leadsto
naiye views of organizational behavior, as noted by
Jacob, Flink, and ShuChman (1962):

If.in fact, monetary return were the uni-
versal criterion by which persona judged
human action, the economiat's definition
of value would be adequate.' But we sur-.
mise.that many other factors (varying from
society to society) do in fact operate as
vital.normative'criteria. The economic

__concept of value, by confusing the measure
-of'worth with 'what is itself considered
worthy by specific people, does not suc-.
ceed in providing an operationally valid

.-definition for a general theory of human -

action. (p. 23)

Budgets only become significant as they .are trans
ferred:into staff, information, technology, and other
factors. Many resources, such.as legal authority, staff
.quality, organizational preatige, and monopoly of supply,
wnnot be measured inmoney terma. The extent to which
the agencies involved ih budgeting for higher education
accrue resourceSis dependent on the public values and
traditions that shape the governmentpl structure in,each
state and on the outcome-of political contention among
agencies.

Staff is perhaps the most significant resource an
agency possesses. Ow:call measures of agency influence
have been explored $T1 the previous chapter and more
extensively by GlennY (1976):. Ite legal...authority of .

-.state7level budget agencies is too cOmplex\and eXtensive
'to deal with in this volume.' Wier resourabs available
to state higher education agencies,executive budget ..

offices, and legislative budget. staffs.will he examined
..in subsequent chapters and in Other reports resulting
from this.study.

0 0
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STAFF SI ZE

Theesize of staffs varieS considerably amOng the
three typds of agencies and within each type. :Table 14
shows the size of the professional staffs of,each agency

.

in each state and the number who have a primary respon-
sibility for re'-iewing higher education budgets. Table 15
shows thenuMber of states that have each type of budget-

' review agency, the number of professional staff by type
of agency, and the average size of theprofessional
staff by type of agency, and the average size of the pro-
fessional staff.by type.of agendy; the nuMber of profes-
sional staff.includes only those whose primary assignment
is higlier-education. These headcount figures are some-
what misleading, as higher education budget staff typi-
cally are assigned many responsibilities that go beyond
the review of budgets. FurtherMare, in some agencies,
such as the Pennsylvania legislative budget staffs, no
one person is assigned a primary responsibility'for
higher education budgets and thus the efforts.of these
agencies are not reflected'in these numbers; higher.

.

education budget review is only one of a variety Of
tasks staff performand is not the dominant taSk.. In
state higher education agencies, program review, facili-
'ties,.and planning staffs often assist in°reviewing
budgets.

Comparison of State Higher Education'
Agency Staffs

The largest state higher education agency, staffs
were those located in state departments of education.

.

The foux state departments of_education in our study
averaged.over 72 professional staff members each. How-

: ever, the actual number of staff ranged from:six in
Michigan-to 146 in New York. .

The largest staffS engaged in the review of.higher
education budgets were found-in.statewide 'governing
boards. Budget review staffs averaged over ten profes.
sionals eac-4,:' Again, however, these averages are mis-
leading bec6use.the numbers in. the five stateWide govern-
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Table 14 H.

0

4'

SIZE OF MAL PROFESSIONAL
STAFF AND NUMBER ALIACATED TO HIGHER EDUCATION'OPERATING

BUDGET IN 19741 BY TYPE OF AGENCY

Executive Legislative State.higher educa-

122ditallt...... budgei staff . tioim! Total state

Assigned to. Assigned to Assigned to Assiged to

'higher educa hightr edca-' higher educa- : higher'educa
States

-

_22TotaltionbudgitTotartiollbudet
.

,

101. 9..5 54 5 . 19 0 174 14.5

15 3 6 2 13 2 34 7

2 1 15 1 52,5 8

California

Colorado

Connecticut 355 6

Florida 29

Hawaii 36

Illinois 62 3

Kansas 15 1

Michigan 30 4

Mississippi 0 0

Nebraska 9 4

New York 160 9

Plolvania 45 2

Tennessee' 10 1

Texas
. 10

20 2

11 3

11 4

2 1

24 3

6 2

12

23

8

4

18

Vir inia 12 4 4

Washington 22 2 16

. 10
Wikonsin

Total

28 4

619.5 63.5

4

3

110 26 159

80 6 127

27 5 120

5 1
22

6 l. 60

4 2 10

0 0 21

146 0 329

70 123

32'

13

12

3

4

12

6

0 25: 7 39 8,

4 60 3 .88 10

1 15 2,5 .31

4 11 1,5 49 7,5

3 134 , 31 172 38

251 42 740 93 1610.5 198,5

* Includes professional
staffs of statewide 'governing board, coordinating agencyl and state department

of education

Source.. Glenny et al., 1975.
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Table 15

AVEBAGE SIZE OF AGINCY STAFFS IN 1974

0

Number of
Average size lotal higher

Average size
states Total of total 'clucation of higher
with agency agency bUdget education

.Type of agency itaffs staff. 'staff' staff _budget Staff

1State higher education

agency: '

Statewide governing

board

CaOrdinating agency

State department of

education 4 289,0 72,2 '20:0 '5.0

Executive budget, office 16 . 619.5 %, 38.7 63.5
b

Legislative budget staff: 17 251.0 14,8 42,0 7. 2.51"
Joint 6.dget staff, 9 111.0 12,3

, 2L0
11

Upper-house budget staff 9 58,0 ' 5.3 11.0 4 1.2
LoWer-house budget stail 9 82.0 ,9.1' 10.0

, 1.1,

a
16 740.0 46.2 930

0 I 4.
5 266.0 53,2 51 0 ' 10.2 .2

8 165,0 23.1 22.0 418

aNebraska did nOt have a state *gher education agency. Floiida had both a statdwide
gvierning hoard ãrd state department Ofeducationitaff

that reviewed.higher edUci-
tion budgets.0

44

b
California and Tennessee had both joint andiseparite

house'committee staffs. !Allier,
,

Tennessee and Virginia had stafflor Only one of.the committees of the,two houses.
1 .",

lource: Glenny et 6.1 1975,
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Coordinating agencies had both the smallest pro-.
fessional staffs and'thesmallest number of personnel

-7-7assigned-to-review higher education budgets. The total
nuMber ranged from li.in Washington to 60 in Texas. The
number assigned to review higher education budgets ranged
from'none in California (a staff person for budget review

has

been added since this data was collected) to seven in
Tennessee.

Ciitad:tatliarliiitieinkl;en-ce on staff
'that review higher education.budgets. All statevade
governing bOards'have a budget review staff whiXe_some__
Coordinating agencies did not,..and coordinating qtaffs
tended to'be smaller. However, staff size varies for
many reasons besides location in the governmental.struc-
turd and- assigned.functions..

Comparison of Legislative Budget Staffs,

The largestlegislative budget staffs were the joint
staffs serving both houses of the legislature, or a uni-

:cameral legislature as in Nebraska. These staffs ranged
in size trom two in .Connecticut and Kansas to 52 in'
California; the average was_12.3. The number of.persons
primarilycassigned to review higher education budgets

. ranged from none in Tennessee'to four.in California,
Nebraska, and Texas. Nebraska devoted one-third-of its
staff to higher educationbudget review,-California
devoted only One-thirteenth.

Lower house appropriation committees had the next
largest staffs,- ranging from California with one (it
also had a joint staff) to Illinois with 23. The average
size-was 9.1. The average number of persons assigned
to review higher education budgets was 1.1.

1 ki
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gyea average number assigned to review
higher education budgets ranged frot zero to two,.the
sane as for.the lower hGuse, and their average Size of
1.2 was not significantly different.

Joint staffs averaged about one-third larger than
the coMbined upper and lower house budget staffs of
other states. The nunber of analysts assigned to the
review of'higher education budgets on joint.staffswas
aboUt the same as the nunber assigned by the'coMbined
upper and lower house.staffs. 'Doubling the numberof
committees did not result in a comparable increase in
staff members. These snall legislative ataLts_shifted

--pers75-nner--freguentIy-tifr-dearTilth changing priorities
and crises so the number primarily assigned to higher
education was probably a poor measure of relative ef ort.,
especially for the smaller upper and lower house coma-
'mittees. The larger joint budget staffs appeared tc/
have an advantage in being able to assign staff more
permanehtly to particular areas where they could s
cialize.

Comparisons Between Types of Agencies

The average state higheraducation agenr.y.st
was nearly 20 percent larger than the average ex
budget office staff and more than twice as large
average combined legislative budget staffs. Sta
education.agency Staffs devoted to higher educa
review, were 47 percent larger than those, of exe
offices and over one and one-third the size of
combined legislative budget staffs. This was
although two states, California and Nevi York,
state higher education agPncy staff primarily
to budget review. Were these states not incl.
average size of statahigher education agency
review staffs would increase from 5.8 to 6.6

1 IL.) 5

ff
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-"-
SultJof.the extensive budget formulation role ef state,-

..igride governing boardi.. In Illinois and Tenneasee priimary
resPonsibility'for formulationef the executive btOget .

was delegated tethecoordinating agencies; there were

very small executive budget officestaff6 In these two

states. ..The larger.size of the statewidegoverning board

.budget staffs was net matphed by a corredponding reduc-
t.ion.of executive budget office higher education analysts
wheretlie statewide system Was headedby.a.chancellor-or
,president, as in Florida, Hawaii,:and Wisconsin, .Each ef.

;these states had four executive budget office staff meM-
ers-assligned-to_highPi- 'Ow-al-inn budget review-,-about

the.averagefor all states, In Kansad and Mississippi,
where the Statewide systemyag.directed by an executive
secretary repOrting tethe'regents, there were respec-

' tivelyA.small executive budget officeHwith ene analyst

,assignecito higher:education and no exectitive.budget.

office The statewide governing board's role in budget
'formulatkon did ,substitUte to some degree for.the execu-
tive budget office role in these twO-states and also.in
Illinois ani Tennessee which are coordinating agency
states.

The average Size of the legislative staffs primarily
assigned to review of higher education budgets in the .

; live statewide governing board states was 2.2, which was'

1.r.ery'close_to the averegeof 2.5 for.all,states.

From theseobservations it does not appear likely
that increasing the authority and staff of state higher
education agencies is likely to reduce the executive
budget offices and legislative budget staffs. The more

likely reSultis'a net inckease in total staff.devotea'
to'the reyiew of higher education budgets.

The differences noted.beiween the staffing of dif-

.,ferent types'of state 'higher education.agencies and'
different locations of legislative budget staffs should'
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types.

Comparison of Budget Review Staffs Sizes with
State Revenues

Institutions obtain funds from many tOUrces be-
sides state general revenuese'but state revenues are
the largest source of institutional funds (Harris,
1972, p. 590)- and are the major concern.of state-revel
budget staffs. Tabie.16 compiares the amount of state
revenues with .ilie_cambinect_nurober-sof executive-budget
office and legislative budget review staffs. Each:state
is ranked by the amount of its revenuei, the size-,of its
budget staff, and thesamount.cfrevenUe perstaff'mem-
ber. For example, New York rahks first in revenues and
in size of staff, whileHaWaii is ranked fitst in the
nuMber of staff per revenue dollar: The tanking by
revenue and.staff size shows the two variables are
clotely. linked. Generally, the more revenues, the
larger are tfie staffs.. Only in four state67EaWaii1
Nebraska, Tennessee, and yirginia--are there major
differences in rank order. The discrepancies forthese
states range fromhthe four to six places teparating
tNe two rankings.

.An.examination of ttate evende dollars per-pro,-
fessional staff Member reveals, however, that generally
the size of ttaffs doetnot increase proportionaLely
with revenues: The six states with the largest state
revenues are all below the median intermi's of number of
staff per dollar. The larger a state's revenues, the
fewer staff.members are emploYed per revenue dollar.
Apparently there are economies of scale.and specializa-7
tion in the richer states, or political factors rettrain
.staffs from increasing at the same ratelas revenues.
Both are probably factors.

Table 17 comparet ttate revenues devoted to-higher
eduCation with the size of professional staffs of execu-'
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tive budget officet, legislative budgtt staffs, and state
.higher.edtcation agehcies whose primary assignment was
the review of higher education budgets. .The'coriespon-

-.7-dence-between-revenues-and-mumber-of-higher-education
budget review staff was not as close as for reVenues
and total executive budget office and legislative budget
'review staff:

Major.differences in rankings oCcuired in five, states:..
tOnhebticut; Hawaii,.Nebraska, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin,
Five-to-12flacesle-parale-a..the twd:rankIngs,. so the size
of staffs assigned 'primary responsibility for higher ed-
gication bears little relationship to total state revenues.-,
The 6izes of the staffslreviewing. higher education are so
-malli however, triat minor changes could have a substantial
impact on rankings. Furthermore, the contributions of
occasional staff are'not included.

The revenues per staff member range from $83 million
in California to $4.4 million in Hawaii. Although the.
statewide governing board states of Florida, Hawaii, and
WiSconsin have a relatively small number of dollars per
staff mebber, their taffs perform many functions carried
out by campuses in other states. Colorado, Connecticut,
Nebraska, and. Tennessee also have smaller amounts per
staff member but they rank lower in amounts of state
revenues, which is associated with more staff per dollar.
Hawaii, which has the least revenaes and a statewide
governing board, has, as expected; the least funds per
staff member of any state.

Fa, tors That Influence Staff Size

Two factord appear to have some bearing on the.size
of staffs that review higher educaiion budgets. The .

Eirst is the presence of a statewide governing board.
.with a staff directed by a president or chancellor.
These staffs perform a nuMber of tasks Otherwise carried
out at the campus level, which explains in,part.their
xontributions to state-Irve6 staff totals. Whether these
tasks fully account for the size of their staffs in.re-
lation-to-revennes-awaits-further-research7--Campuses-

,
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are likely to ask Whether these statewide governing board
staffs relieve them of tasks or merely add an additional
layer of budget reviews. The secOnd factor is the amount
of state. revenues. StateS' with smaller revenues generally
tend to have more staff per revenue dollar.

Interviews indicated that.political factors also play'
a role in determiningthe size of the staffs that review
higher education buOgets. In one state the opposition

_pf the -capitolls-newspaper.-to-inereases--in-the-ioint-leg-

islative budget comMittees staff was instrumental in ...

slowing its .growth. In California, Maryland, and Virginia
concern oVer,the need for.a stronger budgetary role for
the state higher education agencies led-to adding budget
staff after data was collected for this-study. 'In Colorado,
however, the agencY was recently stripped of its budget
staff by a legislative cut in its appropriat,ions.. Com-
petitive maneuvering by the executive budget:offices.and
the legislative budget staffs affect the siie of their

.

staffs, and together they act to contain or reduce the
size of state higher education agency staffs..

A' major factOr leading to a.general growth of state-.

level staffS may be the changing philosophy of govern-
mental organization. Greater emphasis is now being
placed on planning and-ccntrol than on competition as a
means to ensure efficiency an&social accountability.
What was Once considered administrative overheAd and
goveranental extravagance.tOday is. conSidered analytic
capacity that furthers planning and.assures achievement
of social.objectives. Concens for coordination..are
most noticeably reflected th the growth of legislative

, committee staffs, performance audit staffs, and in-
creasing establishment of s*atewide governing .boards;

.Compensation_of the Executive Officers 'of State-
Level Budget Agencies

The pay.of executive officers.of the three state-
level budget agencies differed markedly among. the 17
'states. This was in part accounted f9r rn', population
-(Glenny et. al., 1975, p. 21). Executive budget.office*
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. :,
and legislatie budget staff directors in the most popu-
lous Sttes, California and New York, were the'highest
paid. The direCtoreof_bheir_:state high6r education,_____
agencies.ranked sixth and fifth, respectively, among the
17 states,.although:neithergOverned institutions or
Could make budgetary recommendations: Executive' officers:
of.the Western piains.states of Kansas and Nebraska were °

among the:lowest paid, along with the sOLIChern states of .

MisSissippi and Virginia (Glenny et al.11975). able 18
-Ialstdes HIT-anatysis--cf-the salaries-laf these-offls--,...--_ ,

for each type'of agency. .. . .
°

.

Highest paid were directors of.the statehigher
education agencies; of thege agencieS,- the presidents
and Chandellors of_statewide-governing boards were paid
most.' Lowest paid were the higher education.directors
in'state departm'ents of education. This may be because
of the effect of state givil.service salary scales in
these agencies, although in.the threestates the directors
.were exeMpt. .Only in three of the coordinating agencies','
.and in one-of the statewide governing'board states, were
state higher education agency'staff covered by the.civil
service-(Glenny et al., 1975). These differences by_
-types of state higher education agencies were not nearly
as signifiCant-as the variations within each.type, as-
&an be seen by examin1ng the salary ranges in Table 18- 7
.fCi_eaCh type-of agency. The highest executive budget-
office salary exceeded the loWest by 154 percent. 'For
legislative budget staffs:the difference was 117 percent.
Among legislative bludget Staffs, hoWever, the directors
of joint staffs were paid only slightly more-than those

-of separate upper and lower house staffs..

The higher average pay for directors of state higher .
-education:egencies undoubtedly'reflects the market in_
which these'officials are recruited.' The academic world
iS the source of most candidates.fordirebtorships of
state higher education agencies, and top officials of
colleges and universities have traditionally been paii

'more than state civil -servants, The Market alsO is
,nationwide and state-leve) higher education staff are
more-often_recruited.nations114 t an_are state civil
seii;ants. Furthermore, since hi er.education executive.
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Table 18
-.....ftwoOware.m.

COMPENSATION diXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF STATE-LEVEL BUDGET AGENCIES

e of a enc

State higher education agency:

Statewide governing board.
4

Coordinating agency . ,

State department cif ediation

,Executive bidget office:

,

Legislative budget staff:

Joint staff

Upper, house staff

Lower house staff

Number of

officials Sala ran

Median Average

sala salg

16 430,000-49,310 .$39,500

5 30,000-49,310 4040
8 32,500-47,000 39,500

3 30,540-41,064 35,287

111111PMMWMmNIMONIMMIIIPMEIMMIMMEMPI.P11241.141MOSIPIPINIUmIN

Source: Glenny, et al., 1975,

16 19,343-49,100 32,000

23 20,000-43,324 28,00p

9 22,500-40,100 29,463

7 20000-40,000 28,000

7 22,000-43,324 26,000

$38,744

39,092

391'693

35,630

32,226

28,313

28,388

28,170

28,361



officers occupy a position'organizationally above that
. of presidents and chancellors, their quality and in-
"fluence is likely to be greater if their pay is com-
parable. (Barak,'1974, has made a more extensive analy-
dis,of salaries of state higher education agency sta-ffs.)

The salaries of executive budget office directors
somewhat higher than those of legislative budget
ffs. This.difference ie probably a result of the

, .^.ter executive responsibilities of the state's chief
ot officers.

Again it is important to note that differences in
the median and aVerage salaries of directors among the
three agencies are not nearly as great as the salary
ranges within one type of agency across the states.

Staff'CharacterisiiCs

The perspectives of staff are affected by their
academic backgrounds, the breadth of their experience,
and the field inwhich they gained most oftheir experi-
ence. Their perceptions in turn affect how the three'
agencies relate to one another. In this section-we
examine the recruitment preferences of the agencies for
their professional staffs.'

Academic.Background. The preferences of the three
state-level'agenciee for the academic backgrounds of
their profepsional staff are shown in Table 19. The

- first choice of executive budget offices both.for staff
im.general and for higher education budget staff is
public-administration (15 states), followed 1:4 political
science (I4-statet)'; eConomics (12 states), and business
administr-ation (11 states). Not surprisingly, six states
preferred higher education administration as a background
-for their higher education analysts while only two pre-
ferred this experience fcr staff in general.

e .

.Most executive budget officee view budget analysts
as policy generalists. Only six etatee'listed accounting
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Table 19

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND OF PROFESSIONAL STAFF PREFERRED BY STATE-LLIiEL AGENCY DIjECTORS

(Number.of states)

Execu- Legis- State higtier Stathilar.eis.lucati

tive lative edUcation Govern- Coordi- State depart-

budget budget ,agency ing nating ment of
Academic degree of

Public administration

Staff in general

Higher.education.budget staff

Business atinistration

Staff in general.'

Higher education budget staff

Education administration

Staff in general

'Higher education budget staff

Accounting

Staff in general

Higher education budget staff

Computer sciences

Staff in general

Higher,education budget staff

Polltical Science

Staff in general

Hister 'education,budg4 staff

F:onomics

Staff in general

,Higher education budget staff

OINIMONMINOINfoopm1mItilftMlies

15 9 9 4 4

15 7 8 3 4

11 12 5

8 8 12

20

5'

. 2 2 16 . 5 7

6 4 11 4 4

, 6 11 5 2 1

1

4

2,

2 2 110

14 11 ,.q0

10 5 5

4

12 11 7 3

8 ,8 8 5

6

3

2.

2 0

Source: Glenny et al., 1975.



and two computer sciences, technical fields, as their
,preferences for:staff. Executive budget offices.pr-
ferred both public-administration and political science
backgrounds to businessadministration, which also is
often more:technically orientpd.

The most frequent choice of academic background by
legislative budget staffs for staff in genexai was busi-
ness administration_.(12 states), followed by political
'.science, accounting, and economics (11 states each).
Thelr first choice for higher' education staff, vas busi-
neas administration and edonomics .(8 states),-then.publIc
administration.and acCounting (7 states). Legislative
-budget staffs apparently preferred ,echnically trained staff
somewhat mare than do executive budget offices. The
legislators may,feel the need for technical assistance
to`complement their political roles or they may place
more.value On the technical aspects of decisionmaking.
Legislative budget staffs are newer than executive budget
office staffs, and they pay hope to ensure'their succes.
.by,emphaSizing the more misible.technical aspects of
issues. Technically trained staff are also'more avail-
able recently because.of.the increase in graduate degrees
awarded.' The legislative oversight role may also be a
factor; MBAs, accountants,'and economists May be employed
tc5 examine the intricacies of fiscal practices and to
trace the uses of funds.

1

For staffin general, state higher education agencies
most frequently preferred educationaladministration, a
preference of all 16 states with these agencies. The
next most frequent choice was politi..al science (10 states).,-
followed by public administration at(d computer science
(5 states each). ,However,.state higher education agency
budget staffs most frequently chose- business administra.7-
tion (12 states)", then 'educational administration and .

accounting, (11 states.each), and last, computer science
(10 states).. The state higher education agencies sought
more technically trained staffs for budget review than
:did executive bUdget offices. This confirms impreS7
siong gained in interviews. Btate- higher education

' agency budget staff work somewhat more as technical
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adjuncts to top agency officials than is true of execu=
tive budget Office staff,,who are typically-the-agency's
top sUbstantM- expetts on.the programk they teiliew, A
state higher,education agency'analt is more clearly'.
subordinate, in.terms of programekpertiae,.to the.

.academic specialists on the'staff. His or het'Contkibu-
-Alon is more technical fiscal and analyticskills:than.
broad expertise on highet education lizograms,

There are considekable dangers in ascribing'a
pical peispective to a staff meMber, as oppOsed to.a.
broader'politiCal perspective,.on the basis of-their
academic backgrOund. Tndividuals'have.broad-or narrow'-

serstectives despite their academic training. e,State-
level higher education budget agencies recognize this

.

factand gene y look for tlie'brightest, ipoSt ccipi5e-
tent persons.. SThe prefetences listed.above are those
exercised when.other'factdis'are mote or esa-eciUal.
Like Other organizations, staterlevel budget agencies tend
to recruit staff similarto:those'alteasly eMployed. Only
rareiy cliff-we find that a major thange had.taken. place
in the charactei of a"staff; and then it was.usually;,.
the tesult of new legislation and a massiVe reorganiza-
tion.

Occasionally some tension,appeared to 'exist,between
staffs where one agency anfalyzed-decisions from A lech--
nical perspettive and the-other from a.political pen:
spective The'technical staffs saw generalists as.

introduc n irratiOnal elements into decisions while
the generalists thoughtrthe technical staffrignored comr
plex political issues that could not be 'decided on the
basis of data and analysis.

.
,

Sources of RecruitMent. The source of recruitment-
, .

of staff determines the amount and- range ot their experi-., -

ence. $A recent callege.graduate%is obviously less experi-
-enced 'than someone whO'has worked for several.years.
Staff recruited froMvithin a state are moire Akely.tO be
familiai with.the context of issues and know the sririci-
1:)als With whomthey w411 deal, at least by-reputation.
Out-of-state redruitment brings in staff.who jltalle seen

.



other ways of-dealing with prdblems and are less likely
to be confined by local assumptions and tradition. Staff
recruited from Other state budget review agencies'or
'institutions are more likely to appreciate the_differing
perspectives'and problems of these agencies and insti-
tutions and,to maintain easier, more-intimate relation-
ships:. In Washington the chief financial officers.of
thetwo major universities were'both former state directors

- of finance: Those interViewed generally agreed that this
background improved state-institutional'relationships.
Staff recruited from within, anOrganizatiOn d sector
such as a particular agency, the educatiOnprofessiOn, Or

'the state.civil service are sometimes viewed aa:more
.independent and leSs likely to be cOOpted, since they will
not be dealing with.former colleagues. One state higher
education agency director felt that the incumbent in a
key position should not come from an administrative'posi-

.

tion inone of the three segments of higher education in
the state. Occasionally! particular Value is ascribed to
.peoPie coMing from nertain professions, for example,
acadeMics with skills in research and analysia or business-
men with training in managerial_efficiency.

liable 20 presents the policies or tendenc.s of state-
level agencies in recruiting staff. In a few cases re-.
cruitment reflects the actual composition of the staff
rather than the preferences of the current agendy director:
As the table reveals, frequently agencies have no policy
on sources of recruitrent; they simply attempt to find
the best person available.

The execUtvt. budget offices prefer to recruit among
. college.graduaLes f.:r staff in general (12 states) and
for higher educat:,. staff (7 states). They also prefer
to.recruit from wtLin the state for both staff in general
(10.states) and higher education staff'(9 states). Only.

oneexecutive budget. office indicated a preference-for
..recruitinTata'ff in general from the staffs of institu-
..-tions of higher education and.only two preferred this
source for their higher .education staff:- Usually, aca-
demic staff experience is hot'considered appropriate
even for positions that review academid programs. This



' Table 26

SOURCES FOR RECRUITMENT OF PROP SIONAL STAFF PREFERRED 11 STATE-LEVEL AGENCy DIRECTORS

Executive bud et of lce Legislativ budget staff .....miel......gcationaStatehiljaiet
Higher Pigher

, Higher

edica-
. , educa-

educa-
Staff tion Staff tion Staff tion

Source for in budget No in budget No in budget No

......,.............E.L.L2ELstaLasilia.ger..........12.7...recruitmentgaeralstaffulicerleralstafflic

Directly from

college 12 7

Within state 10 .9

Other state agencies 4 4

Institutions of

higherlducation 1 2

Business or

industry

2 6 6 7, 2 2 . 5
,

2 9 6 5 3 3 5

7 7 C 9 3 3 '" 8

3 3 3 10 9

3 10 4 4 10

5

Source: Glenny et al., 1915.



o'

may re21ect in partthe desire to haVe highly independent
'staffs., without special loyalties to particular profes-
sions or'agencies. .EXecutive budget offices in only'
four states preferred staff from other state agencies
and only three preferred staff from butiness or'industry.

In one state the executive budget office. rotates
-staff Within the agency to maintain their independence
and to broaden theirexperience and knowledge 'of state
goVernment. These objectives, however, must be balanced
against the values of staff gaining an in-depth knowledge
of a particular area and increasing their informal access
to information.. Staff turnover rates in."executive budget
officet appear to be very high even in the absence of
rotation policies. Analystsgenerally are'young and
bright with unusually broad, high-level experience. Con-
sequently, they are a-.prime source of recruitment for
top-level state positions. Because analysts' tenure is
so short, institutions frequently complain of "having .

to continually train" new ones. When they become knowledge-
able abou:. the.cOMplexity of institutional programs and
budgets they are apt to take a,new job. Executive budget
office concerns over staff development, and their coopta-
tion by institutions, must be balan'by the'need.for
staff familiarity with complex issues gained through long

.

exposure.

The legislative budget staffs preferred to recruit
from within the state for staff in 'general .(9 states)
and for higher education staff (6 states).. They Were' .

more inclined to.recruit for staff in general from other
state agencies than were executive budget offices (7 states-',
to 4 states) and also. for higher educationstaffs (6 states
to.4 states). The.execUtive budget office appears to,be
the. priMary state agency from which the legislative budget
staffs:recruit. . In one state a legislative budget staffer
noted that when a particularly good person turned.up on,
the executive budget office staff they attempted to.hire
:him aWay. Quoting the Ohio State football.coach, he re-
marked that they preferred a good player on their bench
to having him play.for the other team.
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The state higher education agencies most freqUently
prefer to.recruit their etaffs from institutioneof higher
education and do not limit their search to within the
.state. They rarely prefer staff froin other state agencies
.(3 states), directly from college (2 states), or from busi-
ness or industry (1 state). 'One director deliberatelY
hired his chief budget man from academe rather than employ-
ing a well-qualified executive budget office analyst. He
wanted to assure the academic legitimacy of his agency,

.

Justify its higher salaries, and to present fresh views
on budgetary issues. ,However, top state higher education
agency budget officials in Pennsylvania,and Tennessee both
cane from executive budget offices..

RELATIONSHIP*OF STAFF -CHARACTERISTICS
TO. PROCESS EFFECTIVENESS

In most .states the major agencies share the responsi.,
bility for budget review. No one agency can act effec-.
tively in disregard of the others; consequently, they
should:maintain good working relationships with one
another: Among the-17 states.these relationships ranged
from close personal friendships, to "professionally cor-
rect," to outright cpnflict. Overly close relationships
can be conducive to.an uncritical consensus among the ,

three agencies, weakening their role of checking and
balancing each .other. Open conflict is likely to impede

0 the free fiow ofinformation among the agencieS, result
.in UnneJessary duplication of effort, and delay critical
deeisions. The latter problem appeared to be much more
common in.the 17 states.

Many.factors can cause lack of cooperation.among the
three agencies (Glenny, 1976), among theth staff recruit-

. .

ment and reassignment policies. Some suspected effects
of staffing practices include:

Age. A relatively young and ineXperienced.
'staff can misinterpret information and make
inappropriate comparisons.. With a lack of
experience comes.a tendency to make compari-

:'.

e
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"sons with unrealistic ideal situations rather
than with similar.-circumstances, leading to un-

faircriticism.

Perceptiveness. Individuals who.lack the per-
Ception and ability to interpret information are

to.make unexpected and inconsistent de-
'cisions. A.less competeht staff may be defensive,
hoarding information and discouraging open dis7
cussion of issues.

Staff turnover. Frequent rotation of staff
through different positions within the pane agency
or aMong different agencies results in More super-
ficial knoWledge of.areas of responsibility and
inconsistent actiOns because of lack of familiarity
with the perSpectives and abilities, of other in-
dividuals: Close relationships based on personal

trust take time'to fokm. On the other hand; broad
experience gained from .Serving in,amumber of
positions helps'staff appreciate the,problems and,
perspectives of.those-in other agencies, and occa-
sionaLchanges of assignment's prevent too cozy a

relationship:

Adversary point of view.., Some sta*Tembers
view their role as that of'adversary rather than
of working to solve a mutual problem. This under-.

minesoommunication and creates an atmosphere
that frustrates resolving problems. Similarly, a

.staff member who is dogmatic and finds it diffi-
.cult to-coMpromise can strain relationships between.

'agencies.

Role_conflict. Those who review' higher eduCa-
tion budgets'nust wear two hats... In their review
of agency'budgets they serve as critic. However,

when they defend their,reCommendations'to their
supervisorS or to another agency, they act as

. advocates. Often'the.conflictinherent in per-
forming these two roles creates an appearance of
'inconsistency or partisanship, straining rela-
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tionships. These ioles are impossible to parate,
however, and Staff members mu.st know which ".hat'
to wear in whidh circumstance and attempt to m.in7
tain a balance between the two roles.

Tiformetion.distortion. Large orgal,izatibns,
yidth several intermediaries through which staffs
report to top officials, create distortions and
filter information. Relationships with other .

agencies can be strained when those who deal with
staff find their information misinterpreted or

,interpreted differently by top ,policynakers.

Executive-budget office and legislati budget
staff try to contain the size of higher education's
share of the state budget while the state higher
education agency wants it increased; the state
emphaizes costs and institutions.emphasize quality.
Thi3- conflict can be kept in perspective by staff
why %derstand the.role demands of each agency and
do hot personalize thiS conflict.

Divergent educational values. The staff Of
agencies.may value higher edudation differently
as a result of basic ideological.predilectionS
Some Stress the economicbenefits of education,
others its liberalizing influence. Tbe sharing
of information is apt to be restricted if staff'
fear it will be used to pursue endS they do'not
favor.

Conflicting expectations. Generally, state-
level agencies are exposed to data on economic.,
cocial, and demiographic trends that influence the
extent to which they think education.should be
supported. Because the import of this data takes
a qt:eatdeal of-time to reach institutiona.:. staff,

budgetary expectations at institutions and at the
. state level frequently differ, creating'dommunica-
tion problems and lessening trust and confidence.

ectations also frequently di'ierge regarding
the appropriate roles of dgovernmental agehcies
and institutions.:
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Political usee Of information. Information is
a political resource 'and is use&for political
ends by officials. When such uses go beyond
bOunds.of fairness as'perceived by'institutional
staffs, trust and confidence are likely to deteri-
orate.

CONdLUS I 0/%1

In eVery case, solutions to these problems include
.a balancing-of concerns and costs. For eXamile, age has
the.advantages and disabilities.noted by Francis Bacon
at the beginning of this chapter, and experienced staff
command higher salaries. Bacon also noted the liabilities:\
of Youth; training a young Staff Can be expensive. In .

many states better relationships among agency staffs
appeared well worth the additional cost. The following
are sone suggestions toward this. end:

Staffs ofinany executive and some legislative
budget Agencies consist largely of young, rela-
tively.inexperienced analysts, and.promotion is
often from within: Such-agencies should recruit.
a larger proportion of their middle-level staff
from.Other agencies and institutions:. Highly
qUalified, experienced staff with broad perspec-
tivesgenerally command high salaries; this may
Irequire upgrading salaries in some agencies. .

Some e?:ecutive budget offices atteltpt to broaden
the abilities of their staffs by periodically
assigning them to other se6tors of state government.
Often ::omparable.attention is not given to,increas-
ing the depth of their experience in one sector of
state government. Periodic assignmentkand,detaile
among executive budget offices,'legislatiVe budget
staffs, stare highei'education agencies, and insti-
tutions might increase mutual understanding.and.
improve the flow of information among the i0encies.
Other, less. difficult, measures include: gieater
use of joint aT.7.ncy task forces, occasional jointly
attended seminars on common problems uch as those
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proMoted at the federal level by the Institute
. for Educational Leadership which sponsors meetings

between the. staffS of federal ar.ka state agencies

and educators-to explore.common issues and to be-
come acquainted with oneLanother's perspectives,
mote staff.visits to educational.association meet-
ings and to campuses,.and holding budget hearings
and-related meetings at caMpuses.with.time for .

staff to visit with camPus officials.

et, Some institutionaI.staffs are poorly informed
about the concerns and perspectives of state-level
officials. The suggestions .listed in,the preceding
.paragraph would help alleviate this problem. In
addition, however, campus and departmental staffs,
not just top institutional administrators, should

.

meet periodically with state-level staffs tb dis-
cuss mutual concerns. Much attention needs to be
dL,!voiid-tp.keeping institutional staffs inforMed

1 -

About the e.conomic,'demographic, and political
trends influencing state-level decisions.. Insti-
tutional plans and staffing baSed on one set .of
trend assumptions require a great deal of reorienta-
tion and reorganization when new conditions emerge.
'For example, unless great 'care is taken to acquaint
institutional staffs and faculties-with new fiscal
circumstailces, serious cOnflict.is sure to arise,
especially during.periods of acute,fiscal stringency
(Sowen & Glenny, 1976).

a number of states cOntacts are discouraged,
by policy or tradition, between the staff of ex-'
ecutive budget offices and.legislatiVe-budget
staffs. In part, there is a concern for- the
separation of powers and in part a concern that
lower-level staffs inadvertently.or purposefully
might sabotage delicate'higher-level political
accommodations and agreements. Obviously staff
contacts require.a great deal oftact and a keen'
appreciation of the-often obscure boundaries
between technical-and political issues. Despite
such problems, in many states, these two.staffs
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do cooperate closely-and generally thiS..appeared
to reduce duplication, improve analyses, and
alleviate unnecessary friction.over technical
issues during budget review, smoothing the pro-
cess of political. accommodation.

Often the staffs of.all three agencies are un-
familiar with practices in other states. Recent
seminars conducted by the Education Commission of
.the States, and those sponsored by the Kellogg
Foundation, have addressed this problem. The.

.extenSive workshOps, meetings, and seminars
sponsored by the National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems at the Western
-Interstate ComMission for Higher Education have
also been extremely valuable:. Staff should be
-encouraged to attend such meetings_and programs
and travel out of state to sister agencies:on a
selective basis. Such efforts save considerable
money over the longer run by skeading neWAbrac--
tices and decreasing the chances of "reinventing
the wheel."

1 72
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The Context and Character of Institutional
Budget Submissions

The first step toward budgetary realism is'-
'to recognize that eacp fisca1 year does
not begin with a blank shee0of paper on
which can be Written figures giving expres7,
sion to the "idea/" budget--even if we

-could make the-heroic assumption that a
workable consensus could be achieved on
what those "ideal" figures4wmuld'be.
-(McCracken, 1976)

, .

An institutional budget is created in a broad_social,
political, -Id economic .conteXt that defines the bounds
'pf'a.legitimate regd.-est. Circumstances peculiar to-a
specific budget year help to further define the request.
The budget request represents an attempt to plaCe a price
on a.complex set of activities; to determine a feasible
level of effort given.a state's expectations foL higher

.education. The budget document provides a simplified
model of the dimensions of higher education, with dollars
ascribed to each dimension. This inforniation helps budget
review agencies determine the effectiveness of marginal
changes in resource allocations and the amount of resources
needed to maintain various levels of activity. In this
chapter-we!examine the context in which budgets are
formulated and the budget request document itself.

18 7
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THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHIjI INSTITDTIONAL \
BUDGETS ARE FORMULATED

In each state, institutions formulate their budgets
in a somewhat different social, political, and economic

i context. In each, a different value is placed on higher
education, and institutional cooperation and competition
vaiy. Demographic.and economic trends also differ by
state and. region. ..These differences shape the nature of
past commitments, understandings, agreements,.and eXpecta-
tions that form the.basis for higher education budget
requests.

,

During a budget review cycle there is never enough
time, knoWledge,or resources to reexamine all past
agreements or to reshape expectations sufficiently to
make major departures' from old policies. A budget
represents a dynatic equilibriuM among contending
political forces, and budget changes represent agree-..
ments produced by shifts in the pOlitical equilibrium,
shifts that are rarely dramatic, except in times of
severe fiscal stringency or major political upheavals.
Budgets are not some official's concept of a rational
state plan of action but are.an accommodation of the
conflicting.values of many patties. Budgetary changes
occur slow

;

y, as emerging socioeconoMic trends and as
new knowle ge.and understanding ate developed about the
character and implications of current allocations. The.
.political equilibrium'that shaped past allocations alters
slowly, giving the status quo a,considerable degree of
legitimacy; changes-are marginal (Wildavsky, 1964).

The process of budget formulation becomes fraught.
with conflict and uncertainty when trends change rapidly
and there is a lack of consensus on facts, values, and .

6ourses of action, as is true today in many states.
Since.the budget process is relatively brief,. with
limited resources for analysis and little time for

.

building"consensus, the more that can be done, to in-,
_crease agteement before fOrmal development of a budget .

request, the less strain there will be dufing review.
Thete are many techniques for increasing areas of agree-
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ment Prior to formulation of,budget requests. Formal
planning is pe'rhaps the moat'organimed apProach to this
problem.

Statewide Planning

1\

Statewide plans,Create a common set, of expectationr,
focus-discussion of issUes, and limit areas for considera-
tion-during budget review. Trends and values are ieas-:
sessed during planning and eXpectations:are reshaped in
light of new knowledge of opportUnities and constraints./
Criteria are established to guide desired changes.

/
Ambng the 17 states,.13 have statewide plans for

higher eolhcation. -Pour of fhe plans were over fiVe years .

old, andrall except one weie in the ptocess of being re-
'vised. In fact, ten of the.13etatewide plana were
undergoingre*isioris. The-numbek of revi,sions taking
place, even ofHfairly recent plansis an indication of
th4 iMpact of contemporary demographic and economic trends
on higher education. Among the four stateS4that lacked
statewideplans,two are now preparing them. Only
Mississippi and Nebraskit lacked plans and were not pre-
paring them.

The period covered-by-pIansthe planningThorkzam
varied greatly amo9g the 17 states; it was five or feWer
years in.four states:and six to-ten years in six states.
Four,of thy-plans did not have a specific planning hori-
zon. Some states are required by law to revise their
plans periodically.. In four states revisions are. required
biennially and in one state, New York, less frequently..
The other nine states with statewide plans had no require-
ments for.their.updating; in California, a 1960 plan was
comprehensively updaied in 1974 for the first time._ A
joint cOmmittee of the legislature spearheaded the re-
visions, making California theonly state where the .

primary planning effort was not Conducted by the state
higher education agency. :
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The contents of the plans varied across'a host of
dimensions. One approach to classification, although

.

imprecise, is by the priMary emphasis,of the plan. .Plans
can stress:. 1) the assignment of roles and missions to
institutional units (structural functional4; 2) Vile
planning,proress itself as an ongoing vehicle for program
and policy'review (phased process); or 3) the relationship
between academic Programs and institutions on one hand,
and'costs and fiscal fabtors on the other (budgetary)
Anong the 14 states with plans or drafts available for
analysis, ten were,primarily siructural functional, two
phased process, and,two budgetary. The two plans that
linked programs to'budgets were those of Hawaii and
Wisconsin; both StateWide-gover4ng-board states having
a .strong interest in program budgeting. However, the
plans of eight states included some kind of fiscal pro2
jeCtions. Othermajor topics covered by the plans were:

-y

!Enrollment prcdections (ten plans)

!Role ane scorie statements (nine,plans)

'Location or approval of new prograns (eight plans)

Location or approval of new 'campuses or schools
(seven plans)

Manpower (five plans)

Location or phase-out of programs'or campuses
(two'plans)

el Campus enr:ollment ceilings (one plan)'.

%
_ Except in New York, executive budge offices and'

legislative budget staffs gave little explicit.attention
to stateb/ide plans dvAng budget review, thoUglOnost
thought lidh.pilans weel. useful'. The contradiction is
more appirent than real. ,Plans involve lOng7term social
aspiratins and pdliticar compromises that give'wafto
short-teiM financial constraints, political pri9ritieS,.. 4

andnewlY perceived trends. They cannot comp*.eAend and

"".%

,
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anticipate all of the details and constraints that affect
resource sallocations in a particular year.

Many plans still in use were formulated during 'a
'period of increasing enrollments and more plentiful re- '
sources. Their icharacter was shaped by the problems,

;

and expectons associated with growth. In most states,
plans for the future will of ,necessity be 'concerned with '
leveling and contractions resulting from decreasing enroll-.
ments and the lower priority. currently given higher educa-
tion _by the public: One official noted that no POliticians ,

are running for state, office on a platform calling'for -

expansion Of higher educatiôn, as was true 'in the early -

1960s. State officials anticipate that the relative
priority of expenditures for higher education will 'de-
crease further during the "next five years (Bowen & Gleilny,
1976) . .. .

Another factor that Can lessen the usefulness of
, plans is overreliance on the "rationality" of the document,
setting goals and seeking consistency; through analysis
when there is no fundamental agreement on baslc objectives
and processeS. Plans without underlying ppfolic support .

and a realistic appraisal of- state resources are not taken
seriously.

Most state plans we examined were quite general* wick
provided limited operational. quidande to policymakers.
Planning that probes too deeply, however, can raise 'too
many divisive issues and create more conflict than there
is time or resources to resolve. Planning, "when the pur- '
poses of higher education are being publicrir disputed or .
when funds mist be reallocated to provtle for dhange., as
is often the2case now, -necessarily, involves .divisive issues.

.

Pkased proce s planning, which* reexamines st'ate assumptions
add objedtiveS on .a scheduled topid=by-tupic basis, in
many casps may Se mor?. feasible in today's environment
than attempts to reexamine Comprehensively an entire state

/ plan, even though soMe broader strategic perspectives are
needed-ide more .electiSre "endeavors.

i .

In any. period, plans usually remain optimistic and
'thus have an expansionist bias. Higher education has no/

.
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desire to plan for fewer resources and decreasing public
support; such predictions may become self-fulfilling
prophecies. As.Vermilye (1976) observed, "the tragedy

-.of those who constantly prepare for the worst is that
theylare seldom disappointed" .(p. 1). But unrealiqtic
plans destroy Confidence and bring discredit to higher
education.

Revenue and Enrollment Projections

A recent study by the Joint Econdmic Committee (1975)
und an. article,,The Second War E9tweer the States (1976)-
discuss economic and demographir trends in the states.
Both population and industry seem 17 be shifChg south-
ward to the "sunbelt." This movement,is decreasing state
revenues and enrollments in the north and midwest while
it causes increases in the south. In addition, short-
ter'm economic fluctuations and enrolltent change,7 affect
the budget process.. The budget submissions of institu-

'tions are shaped by their analysds of general trends
and the circumstances in a particular budget.year.

The states generally project revenues, estimate
enrollments, establish political priorities, and arrive
at general allocations of funds among state programs ,

before they receive the budgets. These estimates.often
are revisd as the budget review process proceeds. How-

ever, even when the general parameters of the state's .

allocation tb higher education are-Set, they are often
not communicated directly to institutions. To do so
reduces the bargaining power of the executive budget
office when more current revenue and.enrollment pro-
jections becoue available, and also tends.to prejudge
the persuasiveness of institutional budget justifica-
tions. The institutions attempt to get a feel for how.
"tough" a budget year it is likely to be, andWhat con-
cerns and priorities stata has, through informal
contacts with state stnf and by analyzing the implica-
tions of state-level -.Aestions. Howevnr, in some in-
stances lower-level Ltaif dil go beyond the letter of

their instructions to 1. institutions With a feel

for the revenue situation.
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In many cases institutions make their own projec-.
tions of state revenues and judge what .proportion of the..

:increase they than safely ask fOr. One president said he
-'had a pool among faculty economists to see who came ex
closest to the state's projections. A statewide chan-
cellcr reported that he prorates anticipateolannual
.revenue increaSes among the variots state programs and
then atks for somewhat more than his "share." If he has

a good case, he Out competes other programs for state
dollars.

Institutions losez.credibility and the confidence of
state.officials when they ask for what is perceived as

,an unreasonably farge budget increase, and open them-
selves to very close state scrutiny. Yet if they ask
for too little they-lose the support of their internal

. and external constituencies. In these circumstances,
usually with little formal guidance from the state,
institutions have to perform.a difficult balancing act.

Other Environmenfal Factors

Many other factors affect budget submissions, among
them union activity and the timing of contract negotia-
tions; the impact of inflation, the demand for a major
new program such as a medical school, the effects of
audits and special studies, news articles, scandals, and
scientific achievements. These are primarily short-run
factort that.affect one, or-a few, budget cycles and
represent fluctuations that may run counter to longer-
term economic and demographic trends and social prioritiet.

THE PROCESS CONTEXT IN WHICH BUDGETS
ARE.FORMULATED

The process for formulating and reviewing budgett
is constantly under examination and changes are"made
regularly. Many features of the process, however, are
very durable and some changes are more cosmetic than

real: Twelve of the 17 states prepared annual budgets
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and five, biennial budgets. These budgets seldom seri-

ously addressed requirements for years beyond those for

which funds were being appropriated.

The Tine Frame of Budgets

An institution of higher education is simultaneously

concerned with.at least three budget yeara: 1) the ap-

Proaching year for,which a. budget is being formulated--

'the budget year; 2) the current fiscal year in which a

last year's budget is being expended-- tfie current year;

and 3) the most recent year for which a budget has been

fully expended and for which the original budget can be

compared With actual expenditures--the past year. The

.relationship among these three budgetItrears is illus1ated

by Figure 6.
a

Among the 17 states, Hawaii, Texas, Virginia,

Washington, and Wisconsin have biennial budgets. For

these states,the current and budget periods each cover

two,. years. In Nebraska and Wisconsin higher education

budgets contain estimates for one budget.period.beyond

the immediate budget year(s). Such future estimates

typically are referred to as the budget.year plus one,

the budget year plus two, and so on. In Nebraska the.

practice Of making estimates for the budget year plus

one was a carry-over from previous biennial budgeting;

the estimated amounts were the same for the budget year

and the budget year plus one, so the latter estimate

obviously had little significance. Wisconsin.was making

a serious.attOmpt to provide estimates for two bienniums

to increase awareness of the longerrterm implicationS of

the immediate biennial estimate and.to create policy

commitments, thus stabilizing the environment for longer-

range planning.

The.trend in the states in recent years has been

to move from biennial to annual budge4,s: Annual budgeting

avoids the need to make long-term commitments under con-

ditions of shifting enrollments and revenues, changes

can be made annually in response to new developments,
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and undesirable situations can be identified and.corrected

'more quickly.

However, in all of the atates we visited where bi-
ennial budgets had been abandoned recently, agency and
'institutional budget staffs almost unanimously said they
preferred the biennial system. From a state-level Staff
perspective, the procedural demands of annually 2oriu-
lating budget instructions, holding hearings, and review-
ing,institutional budgets eliminated.the time allowed
under a biennial system for a more thorough and deliberate
analysis of substantive issues and studies of areas of
interest. Annual budgets also greatly increased the .

Amstitutional staffs' workload and halved.the period,for
which they could plan with considerable certainty. The

states with biennial budgets typically had some state7
level reexamination.of budgets before the beginning oi
the second year, primarily in light of new enrollment ,

projections and state revenue estimates, but.this review
normally was not nearly as extensive as the initial
biennial revieW.

Lead Time for Preparation of Institutional Budgets

A typical budget cycle Starts in January, 18 months
prior to legislative enactment, as institutions begin to
prepare requests and discuss their.format and contents
BetWeen March and July the.instifutions receive state
budget guidelines,.and they sUbmit their budgets to a
statelevel agency between June and September.. The
governor usually transmits the state budget to the
-..legislature in January and it is enacted between May

*--and July. The actual'tiiing and events during budget
cycles'are depicted for the 17 states in flow charts
'in Glenny.et al. (1975, pp. 261-362).

These charts, one must remember, are for a specific
budget cytle .the actual times of events differ from.'
year to year. 'Also, events Can alter timing And.partici-
'Elation, such as legislation providing budgetary authority,
to a state higher education agency or the initiation of
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a new program or formula budget format. The-dates when

institutions begin formal preparation are difficult to
specify precisely and vary among campuses. Informal
activities certainly take place more than 18 months before

enactment.. The initiation of new budget-procedures and
formats and efforts at revisions may take place far in
advance of formal institutional budget'subMission.

The institutions often receive state-level budget
instructions after their budgets have substantially
taken shape.. Rarely are instructions issued as early

- as specified in the formal state. schedule, but institu-
tions have usually participated to some extent.in
shaping the instructions. In any case, they typically
receive advance informal notice of their contents. Late'

instructions can result from significant revisions n -

past issuances and/or considerable'dii.:greement over
their contents; in these situations the institutions
sometimes find it very difficult to compl with their
provisions in time to meet submission dea634nes.

The revision of budget formats to iacorporate a new
concept of budgeting creates a particularly difficult
lead-time problem. New data and.data structures often
require the design ofnew data collection and accounting
systems; such changes are very expensive, take tile to
implement, and:prevent Making comparative analyses until
a new history has been compiled. An institution can
seldom afford to revise historical records lo make'
year-to-year comparisons. One president noted that it
took his campus three years to regain the full usefulnesb
of its routine accounting and information services after
a state-mandated change in.budgetary data requirements.

In most of thestates that were.attempting to implement
formal program planning and budgeting systems 0(13141S),
little advance effort had been made to revise accounting
and.information systems Data onprogram categories
were often based on estimated or prorated costs that.

were not useful for management purposes once the budget

was enacted. A budget format that is not based on
currently available data has little Chance of being
ubed.for important decisions.. Also, program boundaries
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usually were different from formal organizational bound-

aries and assignments of authority to make decisions..

.Tbere are formal deadlines for the supoission Of

institutional budgets to'state-level agencies. Some

states complied scrupulously with these deadlines; others

did not. Sometimes an institution submitted a "dkeleton.

budget" to comply technically with a deadline, supplying'

the additional detail and justifications later. .

The deadlines for budget submissiong appear to be

set by agellicies working backward from the legal dead-

line for sUbmission-of the executive budget to the legis-

lature. Each agency attempts to secure sufficient time'

for its review but also wants the most recent data; cora-

promising between these needs, a date is established by

exeCutive budget office's and state higher'education

agencies for receipt of institutional budgets, Budget .

instructions incorporate these deadlines and are issued

in advance of due dates to give institutions time to

incorporate state requirements into their requests.

Table 21 indicates,, for the budget year(s) examined,

the interval between institutional receipt of state

budget instructions and the-time requests are due at

higher'education agencies and executive budget offices;

The period between institutional receipt of budget..

instruCtions and their deadline for submitting requests

to a.state-level agency varied widely. The type Of

higher education agency had little influence on the period

although statewide:governing board states gave institu-

tions slightly less tine to prepare requests than did

coordinating agency,and state department.of education

states (11.8 compared to 14 weeks).

There was a major difference in the time from isSu-

ance of instructions to executive budget office receipt

of requests between states where budgets were reviewed

by statewide governing boards and by coordinating agencies

(23.8 compared to 16.8 weeks). In three coordinating

agency states campus budgets were submitted concurrently

to the coordinating agency and'executive budget office,

providing more time for exeCutive budget office analysis.
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Table 21

TIME INTERVALS BETWEEN' INSTITUTIONAL RECEIPT
OF STATE-LEVEL BUDGET INSTRUCTIONS

AND DUE DATE.OF REQUESTS AT
A STATE-LEVEL AGENCY 6

Number

Type of state higher of

education agency states

Time for preparation
.(irt weeks)

Range Mean

Statewide governing board
Receipt by statewide

.5

governing board 5 6-20 11.8

Receipt by executive
budget office]. 5 18-32 23.8

Coordinating agencies or
state departments of education
with budget review authority 5

Receipt by coordinating
agency or state department
of education 5 10-24. 14:0

Receipt by 'executive
'budget office, 5 12-24 16.8

Coordinating agencies not
.exercising budget review
authority 7

Receipt by executive
budget office 7 4-21 11.2

1In these states the executive budget office receives the

statewide governing board request. In MiSsissippi the
statewide governing board request is received by the

legislative budget staff.

Source: Glenny et al., 1975.
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In the other two states, campus budgets were in-

'corporated into higher education agency recommendations, .

that reached executive budget offices an average of

18 weeks after issuance of instructions.

Executive budget offices received fiigher edudation

agency recommendations an average of 2.0.3 weeks after

.issuiriginstructions.. Where higher education agencies'.

did not'. review budgets, exe6utive budget offices received° '

institutional requests only 11.2 weeks after issuing

instructions. -Apparently.institutions do not receive

instructions further in'advance of submission dates

when fewer agencies review budgets. When higher educa

tion agencies become involved, executive budget offices

issue their instructions further in adVancp of the date

they wish to receive requests to allow tiMe for

additional review.

The time lapse between the issuance of budget in-

structions and the enactment of appropriations for the

17 states is.presented in Table 22. Again, the difference

among kinds of state higher education agenrcies is not as

significant as the difference within one kind. The state-.

wide governing board states took an average of about ten

weeks more than did the states where other types.of

atate higher education agencies reviewed budgets. The

process in states with coordinating agencies averaged

About the same amount of time whether or not the state.

higher education agencies revieWed budgets. .The process

was.somewhat shorter in the two states whqse departments

of education did not review budgets. (Since there were

two such states and they differed so greatly, this

observation is not very meaningful...) For the ten states

whose state higher'edUcation agencies reviewed budgets,

the averag elapsed time was nearly 56 weeks; for the

seven states whose state higher education agencies did,

not review budgetg,-the average time was About 46 weeks.

While it would not be wise to draw too firma set

of conclusions from these figures, it does seem that the

interval between instructions
and.enactment tends to be
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- c.,Tab1e 22

a

TNTERVAL BETWEEN ISSUING BUDGET INSTRUCTIONS
AND ENACTMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS

Type of Aate higher Number of

education agency states

Number of 'Weeks

Range Average

Statewide governing boards 5 44-72_ 60.4

Coordinating agencies
Reviewing budgets 4 38-66 50.8

g. Not reviewing budgets -5 36-64 49.6

State 4epartments of education
Reviewing budgets 52 52:0

Not reviewing budgets 28-40 34.0

2 u 1
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shorter in states where state higher education agencies

.do not review budgets. Ihstitutions do not gain addi-

tional lead time by elimination of state higher education

agency review nor do executive budget offices gain .addi-

titinal tire for'review;*the whole process is shortened.

The introduction of a new agency, particularly a state-

wide gover4ng board, into.the budget process tends tO

prolong it. The.executive budget offices have an in-

flexible deadlinefor sUbmitting a budget to the legis-

lature, so when a new reyiew is introduced, time'Usually

is added at,the.beginning of the budget process. However,

,in Illinois,.where the executive budget office does.not

\ extensivel' analyze higher eAucation budgets,the office

receives the state higher education agency recommendation

in December and, is.not required to sUbmit a governor's

budget until March. In sobe cases, the state higher

p-
'education agency has insufkicientadvance'timefor analy-

sis. In Pennsylvania the state department of education

submitted,its-reccimmendations to the executive budget

office after that agency's analysis had largely been

completed, seriously undercutting the potential influence

of the departbent's recOmMendations. Consequently, the

timing of the,budgetprocess. was being revised for the

next year..

The legislatures in the 17 states studied have about

six months.to enact budgets, usually beginning in January.

In Illinois the legislature does not receive the state

budget until March; ihis is also true of Tennessee.in

election.years. In Kansas appropriations are usually

enacted by May, two months before the fla1 year. begins.

In Pennsylvania in recent years appropriation bills have

been enacted as iate as November, or five months after

.the start of the year in which they'are to be spent.

Late appropriations cause problems for institutional

program planning;tpart of.the fiscal year ig gone before

the total amount available for recruiting staff, nego-

'
tiating contracts, and other commitments is know. Further-

- '1 more,the amounts to he requested often depend on the

' amounts. previously appropr±ated._ Budgets typically con-

tain'at Ieast data for three: years: the actual expendi-

tures of the past year, the appropriation.for the current :

year,* and the request for the budget year:. Much analysis
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is based on comparisons among the three years. When the
current year budget is uncertain, last-minute revisions
must be made without proper reviewind consultation after
appropriations are enacted, increasingthe possibility
of error. In such circumstances, the efficiency of both
budget formulatibn and budget OtecUtion is greatly reduced.
When .budget submissions must be.bubmitted long before
enactment of appropriations, a major ,problem is how to
integrate new,data into a review process already well
under way. Estimates in institutional budgets submitted
before the end of.the academic yeaecan be updated in
July and August. Thus enrollment estimates become.pro-
gressively more accurate for:the'current year through,
the sPring and summerf ty October.actual'figures are
often available and are used in re;,riews by executive
budget offices and legislatiye budget staffs. Incorpo-A'

rating new data into budget.ieguests:reguires much work,
not only by institutions. State-level agencies must
redo or'Update analyses, increasing the dhances forerrori
And agreat deal,of confusion often reiulfs. The value ,

of the new data, the extent,to which old.sUbmissions Mugt.
be revised or supolemented, a'nd the extent to which
earlier decisions will be reopenqd, must'all be weighed.
Better data is Constantly becoming available, and the
point in time when the cost of further data colliction
and'use outweigh itsvalue shoula berecognized.

Budgeting for bifferent Segments of
Higher Education

e"

- .

In most states the major research universities, the
other.four-ye4 institutions, and the two-year 4.nstitutiong,

,have differing statutory bases that affect both how they are
.financed and.the budget Process. Treguently there are dif -
ferences in the degree of siate.control over the Iudget
submissions of the major research universities an those
of other'four -year institutions. In sone statesi'state
accounting and personnel kaws apply to the four-.Year col- .

leges but not to the major uniyersities. A good .eKample
is Pennsylvania, wheie the four major'universities are'
tekmed "state-related" institutions and have considerable'

2
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-autonomy, while the state colleges are termed "state

.Owned"'And are conaidered'state agencies,. subject to

moat of the regulations and procedures of state govern-.

ment. These legal distinctioni have some effect on

state access to data and control over institUtional. uses

-'cif funds but-they do not sUbstantially alter the basic

approaches to analysis by state budget agencies.. Analy-

- sis is more difficult when data is lacking or is not

comparable, but state agencies still have discretiam in

.arriYingat. totals based. on their judgments. This is

not always true, however, for two-year institutions.

There are"three kinds of two-year.institutions in.

the 17 states: comprehensive community colleges (16

state!), vocational/technical 'colleges (five states),

and two-year branches of uniyersities (five states)

Gaenny et al.; 1975, pp. 240-245). The community and

vocational/technical colleges were coordinated at the- _

.mtate level as shown in Table 23.

Table 23

TYPE OF STATELEVEL COORDINATION
. FOR TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

Two-year, colleges by type of Number of

state-level coordination states

Community. colleges
Statewide governing board .1

,State.departMent of edubation 4

beparate coMmunity 'college board 8

combined two- & four-year board 2

Total 15

VOCationel/technical colleges
State department of education
Separate vocational/technical board
Combined two & four-year board '1

2

Total
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When the two-year institutions were coordinated by'
state departments of education and separate two-year
institution boards, these agencies Were involved in
developing state budget instructions, sone using and
supplementing those issued by state higher education
agencies and others developing their own supplements
to executive budget office instructions.

In ail 17 states, twoyear colleges received some

'state general revenue funds. In the 16 states with
community'Colleges, six states provided no local revenues
and nine provided both state and .local revenues. .In.

'Colorado, one set of institutions was entirely state
supported while.another received both state and loca3:

support. In the five statei with vocational/technical
colleges, four did not.proyide local revenues and one
provided both state and local funds. In the five states.

with.university tWo-year brancheS, four had no local
suPport and .one had mixed support (Glenny et al., 1975)

.Table 24 summarizes the Sources of revenues.and.difr

ferences in budgeting for'the two-year,institutions. in
some statesthey ird budgeted in the same, or nearly the:

same, manner asthe four-year inititutions. In other

states they are budgeted differently,' usually according .

to a legislated formula based-on attendance (Glenny et

,a1.;. 1975). Wattenberger and Cage (1974) describe the.
varioUs methods of financing two-year institutions.

Generally two-year institutions that, receive no
local revenues are budgeted similarly to four-year
institutions, with more flexible nonstatutOry formulas
or general indices of financial need and performance. ,

However, when local revenues are.available the states
commonly do not have-this flexibility, providing funds
On the basis of a statutory formula. Then the total
state contribution'is determined by factors over which
the state has little control, such as attendance or

enrollments.
.

Of the 17 states only Florida, Michigan, and.Texas
-provided no local revenues for the two=.year institutions

but budgeted, for them differently than for the four-year
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Table 24

SOURCE OF REVENUES AND DIFFEREWES IN

BUDGETING FOR TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

Method of budgeting

Number of states

State. State_&

revenues local

only revenues

Community colleges (16 states) ,

Similar to four-year institutions

Different from Ibur-year.

institutions .

a
2

Vocatiorial/technical colleges

. (5 states):
Similai to four-year institutions
Different from four-year

i.stitutions 1

University two-year branches

(4 stateS):
Similar to,foUr-year institutions 3

0

9
a

0

These numbers add to 17 for the ,16 states because Colo-

rado is counted twice. The state system of community

co'llejes iq supported- by state revenUes and budgeted

like the four-year institutiOns, while local community

colleges have both state and local revenues and are .

budgeted on an "average daily attendance" basis.

' Source: Glenny et al., 1975 pp. 242-245.
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institutions. Florida 42u1ly funds its 28 communitY col-
leges on the basis of i cost-per-studantlormula that
differs from the formula used for four-year institutions.
In TeXas only the vocational/techntcal ins4itutiont2 aze
fully state funded; the.communitl colleges receivedyLocal
revenues and were funded differently than the four-3Aar
,institutions. In Wisconsin the two-year branches of .the
university receive county funds for physical plant 671.--
struction but are budgeted for operating costs'as part
of.their parent university.

. .

State-level.budget agency staffs.were dissatisfied
with the lack Of state control over.the amounts budgeted
for two-year c011eges under statutory-formulas.'.They
disliked the "open-endedness" of the formulas and their
inability to use budgetary incentives to influence insti=
tuiional priorities., The New York executive4budget office-
attempted to'gain some coritrol over statutory allocations
by balding incentives into the formula,designed to,en7
courage athievement of state educational objectives.' Tkle
president of one institution, however, felt that the in-
centivesdidn't work well-because theY Contained con-
flicting objectives and were expensive to.administek.

Fourlear institutions appear unlikely to obtain
statutory funding formulas as-long as the states provide
most of their support. .State budget agencies will not'
want,to give up the flexibility they now have in deter-

, mining the amounts to be allocated...And it is probable
that two-year institutions with statutory budget formulas
may well lose them if they no longer.receive local retie-

nues.
7

Statutory formUlas help.institutions estimate their
receipts, create a. more stable environment for planning,.
reduce competition among institutions before state-level
agencies,.and link Workload factors to funds in a pre- .

dictable.way, However, they Itv be too stringent or too
generous; adequate funds'may be ?rovided during growth

...but-not 'daring enrollment decL.Ines, and the state's
ability to match revenues to appropriations is reduced.'
Thus uncertainty is increased for state-level agencies
as.well as for institutions.
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- In a time of enrollment growth, statutory formulas

tend to protect budgets from year-to-year econOmib and

pOlitical vicissitudes and froM competitionfrOm other

nonstatutory.formula-funded state programs. However,

when enrollments decline, statutory-formulas cause

budget attrition because they use average rather than .

marginal cOsts, penalizing.institutions because,of their

fixed costs' and reducing their ability to compete with

nonstatutory forMula7funded-activities.
This finding

corroborates Meisinger's
(1915)' assertion that states'

attempt to preserve flexibility when designingand

employing-nonstatutory formulas. NonstatutOry formulas

:4OThot,mathematically generate an amount,of honey that

is.thenappropriated for higher education. A great deal'

of negOtiation over'the-design of the formula.takes-plade--

to,ensure that dllocations do not eXceed available reve-

nues and that proportionate amounts among institutions

are not greatly altered. The amountsgenerated by non-

statutory formulas are also manipulated by changing

coefficients or.by funding at a percent of the formaila-

generated amount.

,A.further problem is the impact.of formulas on the .

high-quality major research universities. These."great".

institutions require more,money per student than do othei

institutions, and,the application ofrfOrmulas to them:

-tendsto "average down" their'budgets. The major uniz

versities'are much concerned about the effects of'

formulas and:resist their use, and-data on state revenues

devoted to the different segments of higher education

seems to Justify their misgivings (Ruyie & Glenny,

-in'preparation).

STATE-LEVEL ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO SUBMISSION

There are s number of ways in which state's attempt

to determine the character of the budget being preOared

byinstitutions and tO shalbe institutional requests.

The institutions, for iheif part, employ various means

to determine the intentions of state officials.
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Agreement on Budget Formats

Agreement must be reached on the contents and format
of institutional budget requests to' balance state and

institutional interests. State-level desires for data

must be xeconci/ed with the time available and costs in-

volved in supplying it. The legitimacy of the data re-

quested is also a matter for debate. 'If from an insti7
tution's perspective a State agency has-no legitimate
role in decisionmaking in a particular area, it is likely

to resist providing relevant data.

The extent of changes in the format of budget sub-
-- missions varies from year' to-year but a primary-dis--

tinCtion can be made between Major chAnges, occurring
inkrequehtly, and annual or biennial technical'adjust-

ments.

Major Changes in Budget Formats. Major changes

take place when a new concept of budgeting'is introduced,
such as a new formula or a.program budgeting system.,
"Because such changes mark a sharp departure "from Past

practices they are adopted generally only after con-

siderable debate and controversy. The adOition and use

of new formats require a substantial-degree of con-
sensus among state-level 'agencies and'institutions'on
both the desirability and the feasibility of the changes.

A primary concern of institutions is the distribu-
-tive effects that a'new format, or particularly-a new
formula; mighthavel-whether it will improire budgetary

prospects or decrease themrelative to other institu-

tions. One president commented_thatAle_first examines
,.who benefits when,a change in'formulas is proposed. A
second institutional concern is.over the possible impact

on decision location. This concern was most evident

when prodram budget formats were proposed. A program
budget format seeksto focds state attention.on programs

, and their results rather than on administrative pro-.
cesses and the uses of resources. Data.on programs gives
state agencies an opportunity to make decisions, or to
second-guess decisions, thatlformerly ciere,in the domain
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of institutions. Institutions generally resisted this

potential Tor shifting decisions tO the state level (or

at least enabling'a state-level review). On the other

hand, several institutions thought the provision of this

kind of data might enable state-level agencies tO under,

stand. their programs, leading to greater trust and con-

fidende-ind discouraging their desire to intervene, and

parhaps:justify_larger appropriations.

A third Concern okinstitutions was the lead time

required to make major changes in:budget formats. The

data summarized in a budget is derived fromaccounting

'and information systems that aggregate the reinItg-.10f

huge nuiberS of separate transactions. Each transactibn----_____>

contains-a-get-of-data-that-is codect-for subsequent .-----

aggregation. Certain procedures and programs are employed

to summarize this data, and the summaries are then clas-

sifted in different ways. Each of these,data summaries

supports the decisiong of a mix of institutional-and

external users. Staff haVe been trained in the-coding

of data and the-procedures for generating.reportg:

Users have becoMe-accustomed td.the availability of cer-

.taid kinds of data in certain.formats.

. A major change in the format Of budgets.disrupts

theyhple system. Usually new kinds of data must be

collected and aggregated in different ways. Users

must adjust to theloss of olctdata and learn-to use the

data. Priorities in'what data is to.be collected

generally reflect management
philosophies and pragmatic .

con6erngof decisionmakers.
Therefore, changes often'.

alter styles of management. Frequently, state-initiated

changes fail to consider institutional needs formanage-

mentdata. State aSsumptions about the management dita

.,needs of institutions were often unsophisticated. These

issues.are discussed in Much greater detail by Puryes.

and'Glenny (1976).

A,fourth concern is the need for lead.time to alter

data collection systems and to gain agreement on whether
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the effects of the changes are really desirable. There

must be sufficient time to'install new data systems and
to train staff to operate and.use them, an expensive'pro-
cess that generally requires parallel.systems for it
least a year until problems are ironed out. The costs
of recoding and reprocessing old records are pp great .

that this is rarely donee-and when itjas done still
results in loss of continuity of data. Comparisons
.cannot he made of year-to-year changes, which is the :
most common technique Of budget analysis. One reason
program, planning, and budgeting systems (PPBS)-have
not succeeded is that basic changes were not made in the
data systems supporting the new budget formats. Doing_
so-would have postponed impleMentation of the new system

_
.for at least three years. In many cases, the changes_
required would have added tip the costs of data collect;.on.

'since little of the current daticOuld have been elimina-
ted, a6 it was needed for internal management. The
"National Center for Higher Education Management Systems
has tried to remedy this problem through its:extensive-

'. work-on institutional data bases and strUctures.

Minor Changes,in Budget formats.. Minor changes'
are'ihosemade to improve'the current concept of state
budgeting.-:The changes are often,technical. :The defini-

tion of data elements-may be clarified, more complex
classification or new classification syst-ems may be pre-
scribed; or new analyses of existin4-data-required. The

changes also may involve adding or deleting data-from
budget requests.

Just because thse Changes.are described'as minor
does not mean they have little effect or are easily
agreed on. Changing the classification of a program cai
move it from one formuia category to-anotheraffecting--1
appropriated amounts. J3articular data'definitions.may
reflect the nature of some programs mere accurately than
others. New data7or deleted data can extend or contract
theloptential areas for state-level decisionmaking.

,
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.
Definition of Budgetary Issues

The issues that receive major state-leVel attention

.

during the review of higher education budgets are often

111'erennial matters; for example, salary comparability with

.some set of institutions or another state, support for a

long-desired.program, or phase-out of a long-disputed

program. Many of these issues are surprisingly durable.

New issues continually arise from many sources, including

epecific legislative plans, conclusions of policy studies

or audits, and from systematic inventories of areas for

periodic eXamination. In California, for example, the

executive budget office etaff identtfied over 100 higher

education issues for the FY 1975 budget. After discussion.,

with'political leaders this was narroWed down toaround

___20_that actually:received systematic attention.

Issihes shape the requests for information by state:-

.level staff and the kinds of analyses Prepared by insti-

tutions. Early intelligence on etate-level issues .-2an

'greatly help institutions, respond effectively to inquiries.-

They are less apt to appearinePt and poorly managed if

they have time to produce analyses responsive to.state_

questionS that also defend their practices-:---7-The-§e two

puipOses; of cburse, sometimesere in conflict. In some

states, institutions submit' preliminary budget estimateS

to state-level agencies, giving both.parties a better

feel for the size and contente ofthe forthcoming budget_

-.request and a chance for revisions.

The issUes,that arise before budget review are eub-

stantive as Well' as procedural. Substantive issues.

generally are communicated by visits,e.phone calls, memo-

randa, etc. They:are-not. comMonly the topic of the

budgetary instructions.that all 17 states send'to insti-

tutions, which deal primarily with procedUral matters.

instructions for the Ipreparation of

Operating Budgets

State-level budgetary instructions to institutions

generally set forth technical considerations, for example,
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formulas for budgetary calculation, assumptions on in-
flation, Salary increases, and formats for presenting
data.. Budget Instructions can be issued by all three
state-level agencies independently or jointly (Glenny

, et,a1., 1975)--see Table 25. 7

Table 25

AGENCIES ISSUING BUDGET INSTRUCTIONS

Issuing agencies

Number of
states

Executive budget office only .

legislative budget staff.only Q
State higher education agency\only .

. I -

Executive.budget office.and legislative
7budget-staff-joint1y-----7-----A, ____

EXecutive budget office-an&state higher
'education agency,jointly, \

Executivelmdget office, legislative budget
staff, and.state higher education'agency

. ..

jointly
?k

-
Total

.

6

1

1

2

.6

. 1

17

.

1n-12 states-the instructions go to the individual cam-
puses, in eight states to the multicampus,systems, and
in three states to the statnwide governing boards.

State-levelagencies.generaliy do not provide
target figures Or ceilings except in times of fiscal
Stringency. FOrsthe year examined, seven of the 17
states-issued budgetary targets. 'In_only three was the
target a specific dollar amount, in another three it was
a percentage-increase limitation over the previdus year's

budget.'. In the other state--Florida--the target was,not,
specific but was implied.by data on state revenue-pros-
pects and by'guidelines for price increases furnished
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t .

.

: by the eXecutive budget office. The target aMounts ap-
plied.to.all higher education in five states)Dut in two
states were broken dawn by individual campuses. ,None,of

.

the states,atr.lempted to set internal institutional priori-

ties through use of.targets. '

The value of budget targets is that they lower insti-
tutional expectations, eliminate the costs of 'including
unrealistic requests in budget sUbmissions, and force
institutions to make priority chipices internally. The

disadvantage, from a state-level viewpoint, is that
institutionSmay not present new programs that could

.
-have a higher priority than their ongoing efforts; at
4east, state,agencies cannotmake comparisons and ask
questions'about'priorities. InStitutions and some times

state higher education agencies resist ceilings that.pre-
Nint them from making their,best case before the state.
The Connecticut higher education agency, for example,

did not comply'With 4 Percentage increase ceiling imposed
by.ihe.governor, contending that it violated their legal
obligation o fully present the needs of higher.education
to state government.. .

The budget instructiOns.of most states require re-
.quests' to.be divided into the amounts needed: 1) to sup-

port current levels of operation-.-what is Commonly called

the.budget base; 2) to:support workload and cost increases-

"in.current'activitieSv and 3) to support new activities.
The:second categOry is frequently.combined with the first

_or third to make two categories: the base and.the incre-
ment.. Sometimes institutions are asked to rank.items.in'

ihe budglat increment accordihg to their priority. They

may also be asked to indicate the loWest-priority items

4:1 the base.

'Priority ranking would seeM'on the surface to be.a
sensible way for the states to get.data to help them make
choides on budget aliocations. . Presumably, with this -

knowledge they could compare the lowest-priority items
of, the campuses and base their recommendations on,a
better appreciation of institutiOnal priorities. The

'logic of state recommendations would be clearer and the ,
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institutions would receive funds for what they, themselves,
considered their most important items. Aitate theoreti-
cally could go even further; the lower-priority items in
higher education could be compared with those in otber
sectori and political judgments made as to thebest use
of revenues.

In practice, however, there was little evidence of
success in getting 'institutions to list their kiorities.
This resistance did not appear to be the result of-capri-
ciousness or a shortsighted vieW of budgetary strategies..

-Classifying the priority of budget items can adversely
affect institutions in several ways:

A program can be classified as low priority be-
cause of its quality rather than because of its
.intrinsic 4.mportance. Stich a program may-beius-,
ceptible to strengthening. However, 'once a program
is reputed to be Of lower priority the designation
tends to become self-fulfilling. Good people who
are''in demand leave and morale sags. Even if the
activity is funded, as most 'tend to be, it will
suffer as a result of the priority designation.',

When any program is threatened its constituency
is aroused, creating work and problems for,the
leadership ol an institution. Institutional of- '

ficials have little desire to create such.problems
prematurely or unnecessarily;

Priorities are established within_institutions
through complex discussions and-bargaining between
administrators'and faculty, usually in light-of .

immediate, not projected, revenue constraints. -
The actual priority of various activities is hard
to establish in advance of this time-consuming
process. Insti#utions therefore are reluctant
to establish positioneon issues before they,haVe
beeii fully explored internally. The proces6 of
etting priorities at an early date weakens the
bargaining position'of the administration and
Arouses unnecessary oppositiOn. _
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Priorities shift over time and institutions

are reluctant to terminate activities currently

not thoughtimportant when they May some day

,prove more significant. The eresident of

Pennsylvania State University described the.

trouble he had for Many,years maintaining support

for the university's coal research programs.

Today these programs have become a part of the

effort to find alternatives to the use Of Petroleum.

.. Institutions seek to enlarge their budgets and

,AlOnOt. want tO give state agencies easy targets

and rationales for cuts made as a result of reve-

nue constraints. Consequently, they often rank

popular items such As athletics AS low in priority

'; knowing they will, not be eliminated by state budget

agencies. 'z

It is far more common to kank'new programs or activi-

ties by priority than to rank those already in existence.

Painful decisions on staff reductions and shifts along

with Coneequent morale problems, are not comnonly involved

in their ranking.

There was'no evidence that states comparethe priori-

ties of.individual ptograns or activities across sectors

such ag higher education and public health; targets for

the totals in each area are established and are changed,

when actual reviews indicate a'greater or lesser demand.

Competition among sectors takes place atJthls level, not

on the basis of comparisont among specific components of

Sector budgets. ,

CONCLUS ION S

Institut:ions clearfy need-to be more aware of the

economic,, demographic, political, and social Context in

which they are pursuing their budget objectives; in-

sensitivity..to emerging trends will certainly create

problems when formulating and defendin4 budgets. The

institutions we.studied often did not appear to be

sufficiently cognizant of contextual realities. .This
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may only partlyi.be the'result of a.belated recognition
Of the political imperatives following the rapid growth
and increasing,social importance of highereducation.

. Anotle.r cause may be the institutiona'-insulation 1Xom
state-level conderns as a_reatIlt of the Orginizational
hieraxchical layering, noted in Chapter 5.

P

Statewide :Masterplanning is clearly of high implor-
tance.in gaining.aqreement;on issues andaRieating coMMon
expectations before formulation and review of)iigher
education budgets. Effective'planning appears to be the
best method for reducing the scope"of reviews.and limit-
ing areas of contentión during the.budget.formulation'
process.-

'Institutions typically.have to make considerable
progress in formulating their'budgets before they're-
ceive budget..instructions; 'the States .should make a
conscientioUs attempt to.issue instructions promptly

' -teach:year. Changes.in instrUctiona shOuld be limited '
1

snd periodic, balancing their benefits againat.:the
_aubstantial costa they'impose on institutiOna,Hand should-.
1:)e made only after careful Consideration by all state-
level budget agenciei and by institutions.

Annual., rather than biennial, budgeting generally.
.appears.to.create more problermf as a resultóf losings:
longer time frame for'institutional operational 'planning
'and a heavier procedural workload for state-buaget agen-
cies, than it.solves in increasing attentivenesa:to

-.emerging problems. States may well want to 'reconsider-

' the trend away from biennial'budgeting for higher educa-
tion. The University Granta Council in.England is
budgeed for five-year periods., with'S schedule'Of: iro-!
gram:reviews during this period. Five years is undoUbtedly
too long for today's conditions of rapid.change and econoT '

mic uncertainty. However, the stability and redirection
of staff effort from proceduralto substarlivelssues
afforde&by'a,biennial system seems attractive'.

Hal state...level budget agencies and the:institutions
Muat be.considered in the design of budgetary formulas
and budget submission instructions if these are to be.
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fully acceptable and effective in reducing ad noc ie-
..

quests for information ind-in resolving conflicts ovef

PhilbsOphies of budgeting. Too often the requisite
cooperation was not found in the. 17 states.

Higher education's competitive positiOn for. state

funds may be impaired because of statutdrY forMulas. -

that allocate-a high proportion of state funds to:other...

,psectOrs. In 'times of enrollment detlines statutory..

formutis.can. force-reductions that eiceed deCreases.in

costs. .

,s

States shouid apProach carefullY the-Problem of

requiring laistitutions to-set.forth their budgetary'

priorities. In many cases this issue. can be handled

'1 with less-damaging effects through confidential channels

of communication.between institutionaland state officials.

' A better balance.needs to be struck between public knowl-

edge of institutional assumptions, expectations-, and

AeSires, and the.need.to preserve. an atmosphere in.which

&productive intrainstitutional deliberationsand negotia-,,

tionS can take place, avoiding.unsought damage to programs.
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A

State-Level Review of Institutional Budgets

-It is, of,course, no more possible in uni--
versity thansnational government tO guar-.
antee, by any procedure ortby any system
of information gathering and analysis, that.
the "best" decisions will be taken on the
,use of resources, let alone on long-term
objeCtives. The.,very reasons why it iS-

:impossible to. secure agreement on the
nature of "best"-are also the reasons why
no procedures or'techniguesoan solve all
problems. Some improvements may neverthe-

- .1eSs be Obtained through an attempt to
bring the.most Complete available inform- '
tion, in what seem§ to be the most usable
and relevant form, to bear upon problems
at the point in ihe decisionmaking process

'.where the most sensible deliberations can
occur. The aim is to substitute informed
judgement for mere guess-Work and, where

,

2!'appropTiate, reaioned argument and public
debate. for merepower struggles-not that S.

, hunch and struggle can ever be entirely
eliminated from any process of government.
'(Moodie .5 Bustace, 1974, p. 194)

.
A great deal has-been written on the need to,improve

the review of budgets in.generaliand specifically those
of higher education institutions. Much also has been
written,about techniques to-ipProve the review of budgete.
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However, few of these prescriptions have been based on

actual description and analysis of the budget process,

exceptions, being those of Schick (1971), Sharkansky

'
(1968), Wildavsky (1964), and a few others. Most sug-

gestiOns for improvement of the budget process have been

based on normative models cif decisionmakingythe-syalidity

of which, is currently being questioned by a numbei of

,theorists. .The gap between theory:and practice has been

mted by Wildavsky and Haimienn (1968):

One of the difficulties faced by reflective

\people engaged in budgeting is that they

hold implicit beliefs about desirable meth-k

ods of calculation:lcComprehensive and
simultaneous evaluation of means and ends

being considered As synonymous with ratio-

nality--while they pracfice quite different--

incremental and sequential--methods. (to. 153)

This chapter examines the review process in the three

primary state-level agencies'that examine higher educa-

tion'imdgets: eXecutive budget offices,.legislative

budget staffs, and state higher education agencies: We

will dear with the sequence of the review proCess, the

information that is reviewed, the time availableffor

r, reviews, snme-constraints
affectingthe review process,

some functions of the review process, categories of-

budgetary decisions, and some limitations on the adequacy

of reviews.

THE comma, OF STATE-LEVEL BUDGET REVIEWS

, 'The Seguenbe of State-Level Budget Reviews

. Usually a-State-level
budget:agency reyiews the

imdget recommendations of. theagency.or institution whose

review preceded its'own. ,

Campuses submit budgets to

maticampus systems or state higher education Agencies,

whose recammenciations
Are,then reviewed by an executive

budget ofgice'whose
redomiendations areAm turn reviewed

by legislative budget staffs: In practice this order is

not,always obserVed.
Anfexacutive budget.office may
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examine campus budgets, virtually ignoring multicampus
Or4state higher education agency recommendations. 'In
Florida the.staff of one of the legislative budget cOm-
mittees reviewed the state higher education agency's
budget request rathei than the governor's.

Agencies who make kedommendatiOns later in the budget,
process frequently do not wait for the redommendations of .

the immediately preceding agency.before beginning their.
analYsis. More and more often executive,budget offices
receive camput:requests at the tame timetbat they are... ,

submitted to multicampiis systems or to state higher.ed- .

noation agencies. The legislatures also are'more commonly
obtaining campus, multicampus system, and state higher ,.

education agency recOmmendatiOns at-the-same-tine they
got&-the executive budget office. In thelegislature
one hoUse generally receives and considers the executive:-
budget first,- but often staff of both'houses begin their
analytes as soon as budgets are available to them, with-
out waiting for the recommendations olthe "lead" houte.
In some states, one house traditionally first revieWs .,.:

.the governor's budget while in other states the two houset
mai alternate. These differences'and'similarities can be
seen in the flow charts.ofthe process in the 17 States.
included in the'fiist volume of this study.(Glenny et
1975).

Despite thete differendes in the sequence of reviews,
the process within the three'agencies had many similari-
ties. When budget recommendations,were received by an
agency.they,were generally checked.for accuracyand con-
sistency with technical, guidelines:and policy. In'some
states, such'at Washington; a separate Otaff in the.-
executiVe budget office'ieceives the estimates andspends.
a week or.so-checking the accuracy,of_the_calculations

,beforethey are sent-on to the budget analysts, but in .

'mast states the budget analysts.first perform this.check
_ . ing. Once the accuracy of the estimates is settled the-'T.--

alysts review them to determine what the istues Are,.
..,,,toeeek,answers, and p,arrive at.recommendatione'. 'The-

analysts' .recommendations are then reviewed by their
supeiiors:and thi.political policymakers, and .altered .

to conform with revenue constraints and political and
. .



policy Considerations. The analysts may present.their

recommendations as written
evaluations''Or.Orally and less

formally, particularly in Smaller agencies. Once the

recomniendations of.an,agency are agreed on by top policy

officials, including trie boards of state higher education

agencies, a written agency recommendation iS prePared -

-'incorporaping these decisions. For state higheraduca-,

tionagencies this might_range from a simple memorandUm

on institutional budget requests, addressed tO-the execn-

tive budget office, to an extensive formal budget docu-

ment with both quantitative and narrativejustifications.

The recommendations ok the executive budget office are -

presented as
the.gOvernor's,budget or the stett budget.

jhe recommendations of
legislative budget staffs, follow-

ing reviews and reyisions by appropriations cOmmittee .

members and committee "mark-up" sessions, 'are_incorporated

into.appropriations acts,

The differences inthe political leadership of-the

'three agencies have soMe effect on the.internal review

of budgets. The state higher education'agencies have

to prepare.a document for review by their boardS. ThL.

boards, to'evaluate the staffs' recommendations effectively,

need time to review reports, question staff, and arrive at

positions they:want to take at the'board meeting wherb_the

budget is adopted formally. They must receive papers before

meetings, cutting down'on staff time needed to review budg-

ets thoroughly.. Staff must incorporate board changes into

the budget rebonmendations, and these amended recommenda-

tions are .then approved either by the board or an executiva:,

committee delegated power to ,perforM this function.. Boards

often had a subcommittee specifically,for Einancial'matters

that worked 'closely with staff on budget issues during the .

review process.
.

.

-The staff of the executive budget office also pre-

_pares recommendations to present to tne leadership of '

their agency. .Top officials suggest rednctions to meet

budgetary.Ceilings and forsubstantie policy reasons.

Occasionally increases are made. During this period the

top officials generally are in close Contact'with the

governor"or his iliediate staff, adding up emerging

state agency'requests and comparing them,with available.
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revenues as well as getting policy reaction to emerging

issue§. In New York, the governoes office was'given
'executive budgetoffico recommendations some days before .

the deadline for printing,the state budget. He reportedly.'

made=significant changes.. In other states the governor

was heavily involved in the review as it went forward,

sbmetimes having.formal sessions with the budget'Analydts

to go over their recommendations.

.The.typically fixed legal deadline for submitting a

state budget tothe legislature'necessitates setting a

tiMe for completing,materiarto be included in theexecu-
tive.budget, generally a large and complex.document, well
in adVance of the.dite it must go to the legislature.

Many difficult and-controversia/ decisions'that have been

postponed are finally made as the necessity to meet the

painting deadline lbrces action.

The reView in legislatiVe agencied is particularly

difficult to generalize About because, as noted earlier,.

staffs can play many different'roles as they*assist gout
mittees, blurring the.distinction between the Staffs'

and legislators' roles. '71)e-existence in,many states bf

Apooth upper- and lower-houSe appropriations OomMittees

creates, special problems ih récOnciling.their typically

:
differing recommendations. -Staffs often have-to,complete

their reviews before hearings with institutions begin.

,
However, these. hearings Are sometibe§ viewed as contribu-

ting to the analysis rather than as testing conclusions, :

in.which Case staff recommendations are presented to the

legislators after hearings but before "mark-up"-sessions.

.In Californiathe joint legislative budget staff pUblish
avforMidable document near the beginning of the legisla-

:tive sedsion, rivaling in siZe ar_d c6Mplexity the gov-:

ernor's budget. - Preparation of this document necessitates

- a great deal of cloSe,cooperatiOn between the legislative

,and eXecutive-bpdget Staffs during formulation of the.

governor's budget, to permit the.identification of execu-.

'tive recommendation§ and iSsues in time for their analysis '

'and.reaction'in the legislative staff recomMendations. _

_

This volume,:together with the California governor's

budget, forms the basis for legislative consideration of

the budget.
, ,
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The Tinld Available for State-Leyel Budget Reirj.ew

. .

.The aMount of time available to agencies to review

higher eduCatiOn'budgets is'very limited. Most review

takes place during the interval-between the time the'

igencyreceives the budgets and the deadline for tub-

mission of their recommendations to the next agency-or,

in the case Of the legislature, the beginningof the

new fiscal year. Table 26.indicates.the length of the ,

budget review interval for. each of the three primary

state-levei higher education budget agencieS.

. For the year iexatined, n the 17 st,,:!.r. the ten

state higher education agencies that reviewed budgets had

an average of 10.8 weeks in which to revieW and make rec=

ommendations; the range was from four to18 weeks.- Ap -

woUld be ,expected, the statewide governing boads had

more time available ihan did coordinating agencies. For,

.eXecutive budget offices the review period averaged 15.1,

weeks, and the range was from eight,to 28 weeks. The

legislative budget staffs hid in,average periodof-19.5
weekswith a.range of from'eight to 26 weeks, 'The joint

,..........legislative'budget staffs had nearly three weeks more

than did the separate legislative budget staffs of each

;:hopse. The.least time any agency haa for review was one

month, the mopt was seven months. 'The total tine devoted

to budget revieW in-the 17 ptates.averaged40.1 yeeks,

ranging froM 24 to.56 weeks. The five states'with.

biennial budget cycles devoted about 50 weeks to budget

review On the average,.soMewhat more than the states,

'.with an annual review cycle.

The actual-time aVailable to each agency for sub=

stantive analyais and7consideration of Issues is much

s. less than the total.amount timeADetween receipt of

réqueiti:and submission of.a recOmmendation. Actual

review take's place after initial-checks-on data accuracy

are completed and before the analyst's initial reOcat-

mendations are reViewed.by political officials and .

printed as formal documents. This period, in. which a

budget analyst reads documents, defines issuesseeks,

data, reaches conclusions, and makes preliminary rec-

oMmendations, probably ranges from one to four weeks in

2 z.



Table 26

INTERVALS BETWEEN RECEIPT OF FORMAL BUDGET ,

'SUBMISSIONS AND ISSUANCE OF AGENCY._
RECOMMENDATIONS .

NuMber
of

-Type of alency .states

Budget.review period
(in weeks)

Range Mean..

State higher education agency 10 4-18 10.8

'Statewide governing board 5 -4-18 12.0,

Coordinating agency 4 :6-14 10.0

State departmant of education 1 -- 8.0 -

EXecutive budget Office 16 '' 8-28, 15:1

. -.

Legislative budget staff 17' 8-26. 19.5

Joint legislative budget
staff 9 12-26 .. 20.8

Separate legislative /

budget staffs 8 8L24 18.1

Total time.devoed to
budget review 17 24-56 40.1

Source: Glenny et al., 1975.
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in the three agencies.,,Of coUrse, the analyst's recomr
mendations are reviewed by his superiors, but in most

cases-the total number of changes was snall and tended

ta-deal wiih major Political and policy issues. On

routine mattera.the analyst's judgments were rarely,'

challenged; if ihey were challenged tOo frequently, that

individual would likely be fired or transferred. Busy

superiors would have to spend,an inordinate amount of

time on one area of responsibility, something they could

not afford.

Some institutional officials,did not appear tocorgr

prehend fully,the significantrole of.the analystsin
setting budget policy and totals Their'attention was

too oftendirected to top officials, and frequently too

late in the review prOcess to affeCt recommendations.
. _ _

Top state agencY officials will intervene when necessary

to change'an analyst'S recommendations, but they are

reluctant to do sooften. 'They run a risk challenging

,theempertise of the'analysis and dislikegiving a "trate

of.no. confidence" to one of their staff members. unless'

they feel there i8 in important reason to do.so. State.

, tudget agency, officials.Universally.tended totriast the

judgments of,their analysts and to distrust those of

etaffin other agencies, particularly those in institur.

There was'a general tendency, illustrated in Table 26

for .the review period to be longer for each succesSive

agency, the state higher edudation agency having the.

least amount of time ancithe legislative budget staff

:having'the most. Table 21 showed that institutions had

.fron Six to 24' weeketo prepare their:budgets'after,

receipt of instructiOns, averaging less tine than execu-.

tive budget officessand legislative budget staffs had

for their reviews.- Consegnently, there were frequent.

,staff complaints that hasty submissions had to be put

together, with each succeeding agency having a greater

amaiint of time for review:and criticism. Of coursei all

institutioni and agencies knawthat a budget dodument has

be submitted.at an establisheetine every year or tWo.

years,'so campuses can empep!t4ple develop-their budgets

without a great. deal.of statellilvel guidance. The state-
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level agencies also have considerable knowledge of issues
1._____before they-receive budgets. However, changes in budget

formats that restructure data also change the'nature of
analyses and lead to redefinitiens of policy issues.
Additionally, little actual analysis can be done without
ciirrent data, and most such data is contained in budget
documents. Most issues raised during the budget process
have to do with proposed increases. These increases, and
their rationale, are'rarely known with sufficient cer-
tainty to permit satisfactory analysis prior to the te-
ceipt of budget documents.

\

One way in which state-level budget'd4encies attempt
to overcome the ptoblem of limited time is to carry:out
policy studies andperformance audits before formal budget

iew. These studies define areas for attention during
'rev ews and help ident'fy data needed in budget subtilis-

e:1sionS. In most'ofth states the budget anaiysts comr
.:prained that each neWye.r they-haVe less time, than before

to undertake.such,studies.. The procedural demands of new
systeMs of program budgeting in the states,where.they were
being adopted have taken so much staff time that...less was .

available for substantive analysib. Theswitch to annual
from-biennial budgets has also reduced time availablefor
in-depth studies.. The amount of time: delioted to procedural'
.tasks'versus substantive analysis has generally-inCreased.

Oh'the sutface, the demand for-analysis of issues Sug-.
geSts a natural compatibility between,the units doing per-
formance' audits-and those engaged in budget.analysis.:'
Budgetanalysts historically havecondu6ted studies of
Particular facets of'state governmenti.similar in intent
to pekformance audits.. Als.,noted above,.the. growing-comr
plexity'of-the procedural aspects of the'budget review
process uses Up time formerlY-availablefor such studies.
In California an\audit staff of 40 Professionals was
.created and located,' physically and organizationally,
close to those engd ed in budget analysis. The.result ---

was confusion over roles:of the two staffs. Miring
budget review, top off ials wished torconsult With the
most knCwledgeable perso s on particular issues. In the

areas they studied, the pe formance auditors_naturally
had the moat detailed knowle ge, and they were consulted.
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--They-d3d-not4-however, have the-Contextualiknowledge_of
. .

the budget analysti, whose reiponsibillty itwas to

,place issues in the broader context of statewide budg-',

etary Concerns. .The confusion .over rolesand.respOnsi-

- bilities led to a separation-ofthe two staffs.-

;

-

.Sources of Information fbr State-Level

Budget Revielf '

The information available to statep-level higher ed-

ucation budget agenclies has teen extensively'exalined, .

by Purves and Glenny (1976). The primary.information

available is institutional.budget.request.documents. ,

Budget decisions:require the Most current data,'and.the

data.cdntained in formal information systems--when these

existare usually too oUtdated to be of.much use
Whenexamining!changes in budgets. The data,for state,,

planning, for reports to federal statistical genciet,

.and for management control is net necessarily the same

as those needed to make bud§r,zaiy decisions. Further-

more, the extensive collection of useful data is a.comr

plex_and time consuming process. Yet budget analytti'

want priority anclneed the mitt, mArrent data,on awide

varietY of topics:to make their,decisions. Thut, they

commoinly complained that informationsystems were not

producing the right data in sUfficient time to support

their needt: However, an information system that could..

anticipate a substantial number of budgetary decisions

wOuld have to meet impossible standards of currency and

comprehensiVeness.

There has.been too little appreciation of the'

importance of ihe less strUctured and more elusivedata

obtaine&from conversations, corretpondence, and visits

to campUses'. From this-lnfokmation budget analysts

gain many of the insights that form state agency'per-

spectivet and conclusions on budgetary issues. Un- .

fortunately, too often budget analysts,have Short tenure

and thereforefrequently lack the knowledge that is

accrued through longer,exposure to higher education's

characteristics and,circumstances.
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Formal information,comes :organized in many ways.
.

Earlier chapteis described)how budgets reviewed by
state-level agencieamightlbe those of.Campuses, multi-7
'Campus systems, state higherieducation agencies or, in
the case of the legislature, the governor's budget.
.These budgets may prevent iata aggregated at the level
of campus departments, the campUs asa whole, a multi-
campus system, or statewide for all higher education.

-The level of aggregation of data Can permit comparisons
j . across departmentd, forexAmple, among education orP

political dciende schools on various campuses, or among
. i

A campuses or multicampus systemi as a.whole. In some
states, such as Florida, bu gets fortampuSes cannot

'
;,be

identified within statewi e totals that are presented
-

to the executive budget_offide,and.legislative budget
staffs. In others, even.though a state-level agency -

reviews a budget'aggregated at'the.multicampus level!..
,they may also have aVailable campus budgets:for-their.
information.

. .._ -. _...

, !hen a.multicampus system or a state highereducat
tion agehdy reviews higher eduCatiOn budgets, it may.'
retain theseparate identities.of campus budgets, either
altering the amounts requested and submitting.new totals
or retaining the campus requestsintact, but adding ..--
separate recommendations for changes. Such a practice
is termed an aggegated budget recommendation: In other .

cases the budget.: of indiviaual cappuses or multicampus
.systeps may, be'merged so that the ident,Ities of specific
campuses or systems are lost in the figures inclUded in
the.statewide budget recommendation. Thii is termed.a:.
Consolidated budget request. An-executive or legislative
budget agency reviewing a consoliaated statewide budget ',.._...

for higher education generally.cannot determine the
'impact its decisions will have on a particulai campus;

_. thefefore decisionmaking on specific caMpus allocations
is done at the state higher educaticafagency, multicampus
system, or campus leVels. This_decreases executive and

'legislative agencies' opportunities for making decisions
on the basis.of pOlitical interests, but it also-lessens
their sensitivity to the effects of their decisions Since.
they have less grasp of the details of campuS activities.

.
.

-
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Budget reviewt by,state-level agencies vary widely

in their depth and breadth of analysis. A review might

concentrate on specific detailed issues and examihe a

few or several of these issues in great depth. Or a

review might focus primarAly -on the total amounts to be

appropriated and confOrmance of requests to'statewide

plans and policiet. -In the,latter instance tfie depth of

review of specific issues'is likely to be rather super-

ficial.

Data comparability was a major concern $most state-
.

level budget agencies:- Campuses within the same state

fréquently'used different.accounting and information k

systems. Some ProgresS can be made by ,installing common

systems,, but a number of cautions must be.observed when

cdoing sO. !Accounting and information systems must'serve

the needs of campne'managementi.and theSe needs to some

extent are always uniq0e. Achieving comparability

depriving campus Management,of vital data will increase

pOsts rather thin.efficiency. In accounting:systems as

in architecture, form should followHfunction; Forcing

-- campuses to place data in inappropriate'Categories' will .

noi-improvethe formulation of policy.
.

systethi based'on common definitions and aggrei

gations can obscure the4act that, at sone level of

detail,'no two.programs are exactly alike.and.therefore

'their costs to some extent ere different. Too'greata

A preoccupation with data-based comparisons-leads to

'neglect of the actual pircuMstances, imperfectly portrayed

by the. data. In many cases sUbtle differences are more.

.important.than obvioue-similarities.

Some state' policymakera feel.that staie4evel"data

needs are the same as those lor institutional manaigement,

theonly difference being.that state-leverdata is more

aggregated than that at the,campus level. Purves and

Glenny (1976) discpOs the fallacy of this notion. Dif-

'fereht decisions generally require, different kinas Cfs!

data, structured.in
differentyaYs;-'State officials 4ho

presuim that,the data they need will'be,equally.beneficial

to campus officials are more"frequently wrong than right:
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State data cotlection can rarely be justified on.the
basis of Any benefits it brings to campus decisionmaking.
Too often sentralized managenient, information systeis are
installed that eliminate local systems; and the diacovery
comes too late'that the needs serVed by the local syStenis
canriot be accommodated by the central system. The'amount

_

of.diVersified detail reqUired by campuses is too great
to enCompasS in one central system. In addition, the"
costS of Modifyinga.jarge.complex system tend to restrain
desikablechanges in-data collection and analysis. Ef-
forts to improve data comparahiliW should continue, but,

-!with cognizance of the problems discussed above.

State agencies seeking information can go either to,
tthe state higher.educatiOn agency, a multicampus system
headquarters; or directly to campuses. Many_problemscan
.be caUsed.when an:executive., legiiiative, or state higher
educatibn'agenCy'official calls. directly on campuses:for.7
data, bypaSsing.iinterMediate units. There'is. a..great

temptation to speed .up the-process of collecting data by
going directly to the most knowledgeable source;)but this
is done at-the ex.fense of the.intermediate organization.
Going aroUnd an organization because it cannot promptly
.supply accUrate data undermines tts authority, and e?,en-
tually it ceaseSto develop the reservoir of data needed
to respond to requests since it is rarely asked.

ForMal Budget Hearings

Mbst budget agencies use forial or anformal hearings
.or conferences, with institutions, the character of whiOh
are described below, as an important sourdeof.information.

Number and_lewation of bearings. All three types
of state-level_agencies use hearings to hake budget de-.
casions.. Teriof the 16 state higher education agencies,

the,16 exeCutive budget offices; and aft 17 of the
legislative budget committees held hearings. The total
number of.hearings held at the state level on.higher
eduCation budgets ranged fr6mtwo in.Missassippi, Nebraska,
and New York to six in Florida. Table 27.summarizes their
Sponsors and the number of hearings completed immediately
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1 1

States

Table 27

BUDGET HWINGS iN THE 17 OATES: SPONSORS AND NUMBER'

State,higher . Executive (-Legislative budget Total

educatiOn budget office: staff for

, alency Gover- Joint, Upper Lower iall

Staff. Board Staff nor committee house house a encies

California

Colorado

3

3

Cohnecticut
,

x x 1 x 3
...........................__,...............................

Florida ix x x- xi A X x '6

,

Hiwaii x- x . x x 4

Illinois H x , i x x . 4

Kansas , . x x x x , 4

Michigan

lississippi

Nebraska

New York

!)ennsylvania

Tennessee

Texas,

Vlrgia

Washington

Wisconsin

Total

X6 X 4

2

2

J J 2'

4

iT 4

x x 3

J Jx 3

x x 3

xiSponsored solelyty agency checked

J Sponsored jointly by one or more state-level agencies (for examplevin Virginia the

governor held a hearing, the upper and lower houses held joint hearings, and the

lower house held another independentletiof hearings).

Source: ,Glenny et al,, 1975,



prior to the collection of data These hearings vary a
great deal among thesates as tot 1) the sponsoring
officialf2) the instigator of the hearing, 3) the for-
mality oi the session(s), 4) the principal witnesses,
5) who attends, 6) the recommendations under considera-
tion, 7) the level of'd'ata aggregation to which ques-
tions are addressed (department, campus, multicampus
or statewide), 8) the campuses whose budgets 'are con-
sidered in the hearings, 9) the site of the hearings,
10) the length of the hearings, and 11) the total number
of hearings.

.As shown in Table 27;.a staff member of the state
higher education agency or the executive budget office,'
or political officials, the state.higher education agency'
bdard, the gavernor, or legislative commitiees can spon-
sor hearings. Heariiigs were sometimes jointly sponsored,
for example, by the state higher education.agency With
the executive budget office staffs in COlorado, or the
joint upper- and lower-house appropriations committees.
in New:York. Jointly eponsored hearings were.held in
five of the 17 states. tn at least one instance the'
instigator of hearings was not the sponsoring official;
in_Wisconsin the etate higher education agency staff
hearings were held in response to campus requests. .

. ,

Formality.of hearings.' Hearings.may range from an
informaLMeeting intended tO gauge readtions to proposed'
actions, to a highly formal, structuredeession where
designated witnesses testify. In Illinois hearings of
.the state higher education agency'consisted largely of
negotiations that took place over several months. In

Florida, the state higher e4ucation agency hearings
were more formal, with staff making presentations before
the chancellor and the university presidents,. There
appears to be a trend toward making hearings less formal.
In two states, because of "sunshine laws," hearings
were replaced .by informal meetings. One official comr
mented thatin open meetiegs boird'members were.less
effective in their questioning because they were afraid
to appear ignorant in public. Agencies also, apparently,
are apprehensive about publicly.revealing their priorities
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:*aind budget strategies in advance of. their,presentations

and. nertiaticiAs-with otheretate-level agencies. Their

ability'to compromise'and negotiate is:reduced ohce A

public.positiori is-taken.

Witnesset.at hearings. -The principal-witnesses at

hearingd,. those. Who make the major presentations and re

spond to questions, are institutional officials or staff

memLersof state-level agenties. Institutional officials

.typically provide the rationale for their requetts along
ti with.evidence supporting the request. They also use

hearings at an.opportUnity to al5peal earlier.decisions

made by other stae-Aevelagencies. The stiffs of state-

level agenciet generally-present-and defend their recom-,----L

mendations.

Attendance at hearings is affected by such factors as

-whether the bearings are public, the number of witnesses

that can be'accommoodated within time constraints, and

the size of the hearing roo4. In Tennessee-the legisla-

ture preferred to-have only the director.of the state

higher education-agency and-presidents-of the multicampus

systems present. of the six states where the state

'higher education agency staff held hearings, three were

open to the public. Of the ten wherestate higher educa--

-tion agency boards held hearingt, six were open to the

, public. Of the 14 states that held.executive bUdget

office staff and/or governor-sponsored hearings, five were

'open to ,the public. Data was not obtained on whether
legidlative hearings were open Or closed to the general

public. In Connecticut, the legislature held a large

-public hearing neai the end of its budget deliberations

to solicit'public reaction, rather like a New England

town meeting.

Attendance at hearings is shown in Table 28. In

almost one-third of the states where the state higher

education agencies held hearings, they were attended by

the executive budget office or legislative budget office

staff. In fewer than half of the states that held execu-

tive budget office hearings, these were attended by the

1.
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'Table 281

NUMBER OF STATES HOLDING HEARINGS AND TYPES OF OFFICIALS ATTENDING

Mam=111M1==,

....22es of officials.attendin9'hprings,

State 'Execu7 Legis-

Number Number.' higher tive lative

ofestate holding Multi- education budget budget g

SponsorS Cfhear4gs

tState higher education

agency staff 16 6
/

State higher education

agency board 16 ' 10

Executive budget office

or governor 16 14

Joint legislative budget

committee 9

Upper house budget

committee

Lower house budget

committee /

13

a
13

13

a

13

10

5

8

7 3 I ,

11

6

9 10 b

10 10

a
Data on attendance at hearings for two states--Mississippi and Tennessee--was not-obtained

and is not included' in the tabulations, 'In Mississippi the two,houses hold separate

hearings and in Tennessee they'hold joint hearings,

b
Not applicable

Source: Glenny et al., 1975.



:A.egislative.budget office staff liowever,.the state

highersducation agendy staff attended the executive
budget office hearings in all but three pf the 14 States

jlaving such hearings. In the seven states with joint: .

.legislative:budget committee hearings, institutional,
'state higher educatiOn agencY, and.executive.budget office
staffs generally all attended. :The same was true of the
hearings held in 12.states'by upper- and lower*house
budget committeed: .HoweVer, in some states where the ex-
ecutive budget office and the legislative budget ofifice

staffs were invited to the state'higher eddcation-agency
ilearill§sitheY Sometimes failed to-dtt-dh-C-7-"'

Recommendations consideted at hearings. The hearings

held by the state higher education agencies can'focus on
.the budget recomnendations of either the campuses or of
4ulticampus systems. The executive budget office and
gioVernor can also examine the recommendations of the statefl
higher education agency. *At appropriations committee hear-
ings the governor's recommendations are eVailable and,_in'
some.cases, so are formal recommendations of legislativs

Abudget ttaff including those of the other house.

Table 29 shows that the execUtive budget offices gave
primary consideration to the state higher education agency,
reCoonendations inonly five of.the 16 states that have an
executive budget office.'. The legislative budget staffs
used the recommendations of the State-higher education
agency as a.basis for their hearings in only three of the

riine states with joint legislative budget staffs and in
three of the 13 states with separate'upper- and lower-
house legislative budget. staffs. More startling, only
four of the nine states 'with joint legislative budget
staffs used the governor's budget recommendations as the
basis for their hearings. These jointstaffs might have

'Imre time for independent analysis than do the somewhat
Smaller staffs in each house, but this practice of not
basing reviews on the governor's recommendations seems
likelY to increase duplication in the budget review pror

Cess. In the 17 states, joint staffs bad an average Of

12..3"grofessional.eMployees each compared to 9.1 in
lower-house committees and 6.5 for those of upper houses.
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Table 29

FOCUS oF HEARINGS ,

rin s

Recommendations considered
a

'State,. Joint

higher. , legisla-

'Numbei educa- tiye

of state Multi- tion . Gover- budget

aenciis . us cam us a enc nor's staff

ducation agency staff 16 6

ducation agency .board 16 7

et office of

b
ommittee

dget committee
b

b
dget aommittee

16 6

9 4

1.3 6

13 '6

7 c

6

c c

c c

5 .c c

3 4

3 10 1

3 10

recommendations considered is moie than the number of agencies holding

cause one hearing can deal with the budget recommendations of two or more

ns.

ented does not include that of two statesMississippi sand Tennessee.



These figuresi of course,, do not'reveal the-extent to
_ whicb.coOperation exists between upper- and lower-house

staffs or how much tine these staffs devote to higher
education budgets..

The budgets of. all-campuSes were not nedeiSarily.
reviewed.. For example, the executive.budgetoffice.in
Pennsylvania held-hearings attended by the major uni-
versities but4 not for the state colleges. In-Midhigan
the governor or the executive budget:office staff held
separate hearings for the three major universities, but,
held hearingsfor groups of three to five presidents for
the other.institutions. Hearings most commonly.took
place in state capitols, but in some cases they were

- held at campuses,'as in the executive budget.office
hearings in New York.

The aggregation of data used at hearifigi. The.degree
to which data is aggregated,into campus, multicampus, and
statewide'totals has an impact'on.thekinds.of issues:
identified and the kinds of decisions that can be made
by state-level.agencies. Examination of multicampus system
and state'higher education agenc requests focuses atten-
tion on'issues raised by those organizations in contrast
to those,of campuses.

Data used in hearings may be totaled by subcampus
units such as departMents and research centers, or by
functional categories such as student services. ._TotalS
also May be aggregated for the campus as a whole, for the
multidampus systeM, or statewide. Data aggregated at the
multicampus system and the State higher education agency
leVel is likely to preclude, or at.least discourage, de-
cisions.made on the basis of idiosyncratic campus interests.
Attention.is focused on the requirements of the total
system rather-than on.those of separate campuses,..--.

A focus on subcampus or campus data at hearings pro-
vides a means for these units to Make their cases before
state-level agencies on the merits:of their individual
dircumstances. However, it also provides state agencies
with data that can allow,substitution Of their judgments
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for those Of campus officials. Politicians canuse'dis-
aggregateddata to award funds on the basis of noneduca-
tional and regional benefits or personal, self-interest
rather than orithe basis of. educational.merit. A focus

on campus data can also have the effect of substithting -
governmental and local campus judgments for those of the

--multicampus systems,and the state higher-education
agendies. A campus can uSe executive and legislative
possesion of its data to "go around" multicampus systems
and the state higher education agency officials. Simi-

larly, these branches with detailed data can bypass
intermediate levels and go directly to the campuses.

Length of hearings. The length of hearingsvaried
greatly between states and over time within the same 'state.
Generally,, a hearing took up to a half-day. The legisla-'
tive.hearings were generally the most Aetailed and time-'

consuMing. The total.time spent. on All of higher education
legislative budget hearings exceeded six days in eix of the
17 states (Glenny et al., 1975).. More significant,per-
haps, is.the total number of hearings that the,institutions
have to attend. As shown in Table. 27, the number of hear-
ings in the states ranged from two to six.

ThecImpact of. Revenue Constraints on Review
of Budgets

.
The limitation thatrevenue estimates place on budget

allocations is the Most significant factor affecting the
state higher education budget.revieW process. At.leaSt
35 states have specific constitutional provisions pro-
hibiting deficit spending. In five other states Consti-;

tutional provisions limit the size of deficits: One

state constitution requires a budget surplus in any year .

that follows a deficit budget, and four have statutory
provisions requiring the presentation and enactment of
a balanced budget. Only foUr states can legally enact
budgets that project a significant deficit. (Joint.
Economic Committee, 1975). As a resultof these limits;
the Overriding concerh of the budget review process is
reduction of amounts requested by agericies to produce
a balanced budget.
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The states are under a great deal of pressure to

appropriate all of their revenues. State treasuries'

balances are.the target of.various interest_groupd: and
there id virtually an unlimited demand foryorthy uses
of staterevenues. New Problems are always.demanding
attention and qualitative imProvements.can be made in
existing programs that will marginlly increase the
public welfare. Given.these circumatances, the major
control on state:apPropriationsis not state plansand
policy.objectives but the.amount of revenue that can be

raised. Operational priorities are largely Set during
the budget process,.not the planning process. Public

preferences for allocations between private and public
purposes and among,public'programs over the longer term .

establisirmajor prioritiea. Plans establish common
assumptions, evaluative criteria, and common expecta-
tions, but short-term operational decisions get' made
In a context.of revenue constraintssequently, a
distinction can be drawn-between. budgeting and planning
that too frequently has.eluded those seeking to marry

the two processes. Budgeting is programrcontractiOn
driven, seeking,reasons to justify reducing demands to
fit revenue limitations. 'During budgeting, specific'
detailed aecisions-have to be made about funds needed

to carry out a multitude of purposes. Planning, in

contrast, is programrexpansion driven, seeking a ratiOna].e

for providing more and better services, requiring more

resources. Too much detail in plans is unrealistic;
powers to predict are.limited and consensus frequent1y

cannot be achieved when.dealing. with specifics without

revenue and time constraints to force choices.

This divergence between the requirements of budg-

eting and those of planning adversely affects efforts

to coordinate these activities at the state level. The

relationships between planning and budget review staffs

are often uneasy. A good deal has been written ibout

integrating planning and budgeting but no ideal solutions

seem to have evolved. Wildavsky. (1973) notes:

Thus planners are the natural allies of

large spending departments, whose projects

they believe desirable to promote economic
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growth., For .thiS came reason, planners are
also the natural enemies of financial con-
trollers, who wish to place limits on ex,-
penditure and to preserve their authoritY
to do So by maintaining their right-to
approve allocations within the total.

-(p. 94)

The essence of planning is establishing stable coMmitments.
.of.resouxces to aCcomplish specific ends. HoWever, chang-

ing revenue prospects and shifting political priorities
create.the need for flexibility in allocation of resources:
The long-term,.coherent program objectives of the planners
Conflict with'the short-term constraints and political
demands placed on budgeters. In this conflict planners
are accused of utopianism and budgeterS with making de-

cisions that lack coherence.and consistency.
. .

Ttie effect of revenue ceilings'can be seen in enroll-.

ment estimating. Enrollment projectionS are the most.
signifiCant,factor influencing the amount requested for

higher education. During the budget process agreement is
reached, or_a legislative decision is.made, on.how much
will be appropriated based on enrollmentestimates. Should

these estimates prove too high after appropriations'have
been enacted, the state frequently does'not permit the
"excess" funds to be spent, or funas are withheld the-.
following year tO compensate for the previous year's lower

enrollment. However, when enrollments turn out to be .

'larger than anticipated, stateS rarely provide the fundS
required to support the added students. The principles

that supported,the original budget allocations typically
are breached to avoid exceeding spending limitations.

Revenue limits.triumph over the principles a planner

would promote: maintenance.of policy Consistency.
_

Small changes in either revenue or enrollment pro-
jections can have a significant impact on 'the size of the:

higher education budget.. Since both revenue.and enroll-
ment projections are at best informed estimates,.there is

norMally some conflict between the algencies producing the
projections'ind those whose'interests are affected. A

governor who wants to.increase higher education budgets
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is likely to prefer-an optimistic interpretation of reve-

nue and enrollment prospects:. A governor.who.wishes to

contain higher education is more likely to want a.con-.

servative'interpretation,oftheie projections. Conse-

qpently, budget officials are.likely to be critical of

projections that cOnflict with executiVe aspirations.

Legislators have similar interests. In many states both

revenue and enrollment projections are:prepared,by two

or more state agencies. This leadi tO,Problems in

\achieving interagency consensus, particularly when the

legislature is controlled by one party and the-executive'

by another. In states that had single professional state-

level*staffs producing each of these estimates, whose

Competence was generally accepted, less ,time.seemed to

be wasted in fruitless debates sometimes concerned more

withpoliticai interests than accuracy.

''State Agency Discretion.to A/locate Funds

for Higher Education

A large.portion of state revenues areallocated on

the basis of'formulas established by law. For example,

typically elementary and secondary schools receivestate

monies on the basis of average daily attendance at each.

school or school System.. Welfare recipients are entitled

' to amounts established by law for all whoiqualify. Other.

state funds'are allocated to meet federal matching require.'

ments. Of the money that-remains after the.states have

met all of these "uncontrollable" budgetary requirements,

the largest amount is devoted to higher education. With

the-exception of two-yearColleges in some states and

siatutory.formulaS providing funds to independent insti-

.\.'tutions in others, the moniesprovided to higher education

can be allocated, at least in theory, at the discretion of

those'reviewing institutional budgets.
_

N

In some states formulas have been developed and

adopted by\legislativemandate or by policy decisions- .

that illocate'funds among inatitutions. However, in none

of the l7 states did these formulas guarantee higher ed-

ucation a Particular sum, The
formulaswere either de-

veloped with a\realistic eye Onthe amount of.funds .
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available, as in Texas, or the states appropriated sone
percentage of the formula-generated-amount, as in
Washington. Given the requirement-that stateamust

,balince their budgets, they are not likely'to give up
their ability to.,controlihigher education budgets by
enaCting-inflexible statutory formulas.

_

This discretionary nature of the funds allocated
to higher education,results in its budgets being among
the last consid6red during reviews. The higher education
budget often takes up the slack between.state revenues
and competing-demands. -States generally try to prorate
budget reductions across various.programs, for .the con-
cept of equity is very powerfUl; btit diacretionary
higher education appropriations are particularly sua-
ceptible to budget cuts.,

...

When cuts are required to meet revenue.constraints'
the resulting decl.siona can hie.jUstified on-technical_
or political grounds, or both. Technical j.ustifications

. contain.such assertions as: Institutions could not spend

a bigger increase efficiently; there,are not_enough
faCilities to house projected enrollments or enrollmene
.estimates are likely to be rower than originally expected
because'new assumptions appear more realistic. Political
justifications-contain statenents such as: The prograni
doeS nat meet state ptiorities; educational quality will
nOt.unacceptably_deteriorate with a small increase in .

student7faculty ratios; or enrollment Ceilings are justi-
fied because thOse.potentially excluded are not likely
to do well enough in higher education to profit front the
experience. Animportant distinction between such de-
cisions made during budget review and similar decisions
made during planning is that budget ceiling decisions
create a need for-plausible rationales td guide or, fie-.

'quently, to explain ,cuts.made to meet,constraints; the
:activities are not eliminated because they are intrinsi-
_cally undesirable.

J

Institutions attempt to reduce uncertainty resulting
from the discretionary nature of state budgetary alloca-
tions in a number'of ways. Wisconsin was attempting to
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produce multiyear.projections,of budgetary neep to gain

.,some.measureof commitment to pOlicies;. if not the spe-

cific ambunts containedin thelirojections. Given the

political environment howeVer, governors and legislators'

.are understandably..Feluctant:to mAke,adVance commitments

or,decisions before they areabs9lutely necessary.

Am:4er ApprdiCh to reducing uncertainty is gaining

acceptance of the concept of "fair shareg." .filis approach,

advocated by The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education

(1971),.invoives getting a state to accept'a ratio among

the percentages of'higher education costs borne by the

various parties: the students, private donors', the fed-

eral government, lócal governments,, and the state.' Most

states view their appropriations as.the amount needed to

make up the difference between an acceptable definition

of institutiOnal need and the amount institutions can

obtain from other sources This does not-motivate insti-

tutions to increase their nonstate revenues and ,in times

of fiscal stringency may lead-to a declining-at:tate share.

Of total-institutional reVenues since no standard.of fair

sfiares is accepteth In recent years theie has been a:,

-trend in some.states--Maryland, for example--io.increase

tuition to compensate.for-a lower state proportion o;

their. revenues.. EstabliShing a "fair share" principle

helps solve this prOblem but'in difficult tiMes.states

will probably be strongly tempted to violate such agree-

ments. tormulas are another way to establish standards of

itate support based' on A conseniUs that one hopes will'

prove.strong enough to withstand tetptations resulting

from shifting revenue prospects. '
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THE PROCESS OF STATE-LEVEL AGENCY
REVIEW OF BUDGETS

Budget revieW performs a number of tasks. Consensus

must be reached on how to allocate
Aresources in accordance

\with political realities and technical constraints. These

must be identified to determine the feasibility of'de-

cisions. Knowledge,must be gained of current allocations

of resources to determine their legitimacy. Knowledge

about the consequences of proposed allocationA.must be
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a develoPedto min.tn4ze unintended effects of decisions. .

jiow dedisions,to c ry out these. functions are made is ,

examined below.

Decision Areas

Budgetary decisions can be made across a.number of
areas, including the lowing:

Budgetary decisions explicitly or implicitly
determine the sources of reVenues for higher ed-

.,

hcation--the share\cf the costs borne by students,
private donors, institutional enterprises, and
.different levels of gowrnment.

Budget decisions explicitly or implicitlx
affect the distribubion of the benefits of
higher education among'persons with particular
social, economic, ethnic, or geographiC baCk-
grounds'.

^

Budget decisions Influence whether the primary
recipients of funds.are institutions, through
direct appiopriations, or students, through grants,

. loans, and tax reductions for'themselves or their
parents. A cutback in direct appropriations to
,institutions forces greater reliance On student
tuitions.and fees; these sources then bear an
increasing proportion of the costs, Creating pres-
sure for direct grants, loans, and-tax-breaks.

Budget...decisions affect the distribUtion of
funds among missions (instrUction, resgarch, and
service), levels of education (undergraduate,
graduate, and Continuing)', and programs.(profes-
sional preparation, disciplinary fields, areas
of research, and public service'enterprises).

Budget decisions.distribute funds among various
functions performed by institutions by supporting
programs such as libraries, student services,
-health services, central administration, plant
'maintenance, and many-others.
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Budget.decisions allocate funds'among-various

objects of expenditure, for example,-staff salaries

and behefits, tra,. 1 expenses, supplies and equip-

ment.

Budget decisions are made on the availability

of inputs to higher education such as students6

faculty, and goods and services.

Budget deci 'ons are made on the capacity of

institutions to accommodate students and programs.

Budget-decisions are made on the basis of -

society's demand for graduates, research, and

'services, and for various fields.of study.

This listing is by no means complete -and there are com-

Rolex interrelationships among these dlasses of decisions

'in specific situations. .The list merely illustrates the

-- complexities of the budget process, and shows why all

possible budget decisions in all possible areas are not-

examined each year. The'futility of totally coMprehensive

or "zero-based" budget reviews is. apparent. Aside from

the impOssibility of total comprehension and analysis of

.an area as large and complex as highereducation, there

is little reason to reexamine areas where a high level

of consensus exists, where possibilitiesfor making,

changes are small, or where costs of analysis exceed

potential benefits.

Techrniques of Analysis

The uses of infOrmation and the kinds of analyses

employed in the review of budgets were.examined thoroUghly

by Purves and Olenny (1976), .0ne,of the"mmdist common

techniques.is the Use of comparisOns. The comparisons

uSedmost frequently were those,relai,ing proposed expendi-:

tuires tO expenditures of previous years.
Previous expendi,-

tures have met tests of equity and legitimacy sufficient

.foetheir acCeptance; they have the stability of'the

status quo. The'status quo generally had, a measure of

acceptance even.when there were cases Of seeming inequity.
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Changes proposed tO xorrect inequities rarely were'Made

.

if one of the parties would lose funds in the process.--
For a change tobe adopted each party generally had to
gain something. A

Another type.of comparison was exaMination of cost
differences among programs, functions, and objects of

_ expenditute in departments,' campuses; systems, or states,.
with .the objectives of ascertaining whether other insti-
tutionS or activities performed. comparable.tasks at a
lower cost and whether there was comparable'funding for
comparable activities. Statehigher education agencies
had an interest in interState coMparisons but executive
budget offices and legislative budget staffs focused
more frequently on within-state comparisons. Unit-cost
comparisons rarely proVidecl:a basis fcr decisions on

Specific issueS: programs are never.completely.comr
parable, accounting.systems and information systems
employ different definitionSand conventions for aggrer.
.gation of data, and considerable discretion always
-exists in assigning godesto individual_transactions:
The primary Usefulness of such studies was that they'
identified areas where costs appeared to be Out:ofAine,
peimittingmbre selective, detailed examinationd... Unit
costs were, however, being used as a.basis for budget I

formulas in'Tennessee and Flotida. Their usefulness .

rests op whether they more accUrately represent costs
than formulas based on factors such.as-level of courses;
types of instruction, and student-faculty ratios.

A third type of budget compariion was relating
institutional practices to normative standards, which
may or may not have a basis in' actual experience. A
coMmon,eXaMple noted was state comparisons of insti-
tUtional management against a_theOretical model of an
.efficient management decisions process. .Compared with
these ideals, of course, institutions were usually
found wanting. It appeared that younger, less experienced
.budget analysts .urifamiliar with higher eduCation and'its

practices'were most likely to use inapPropriate norma-
tive standards. Many misunderstandLigs and interagency.
'hostility could be traced;to unfair compariSons.
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Another analytic technique was the use of ratios

such as the nUmber of Students per faculty member, the

number of maintenance personnel per square foot of build-

ing space, and the number of administrators Ter faculty

member. Less direct attemps were made to discover the .

-priority of and real need f..)r items in"the budget. On- '

'site examinations sometimes were made of the state of

repair of buildings; if the quality of maintenance

appeared to be declining that was sometimes taken as

evidence that the budget for such activities had been

reduced too much. Another technique was to propose cuts

in an area and then try to gauge the strength of insti-

tutionals.appeals, which presumably gave analysts a

better sense ok institutional priorities. As noted in

Chapter 7, scme states required institutions to Aist

their priorities in budget'submissions, but state-level

-budget analysts generally found these ranking's insufficient

for their analytical needs.

Zudget analysts engaged in-workload measurements.

_to some extent, such aS requesting'breakdowns of the

Workload of faculty and performance teasurements-such

as the time-to7degree.of.graduate students or the .

tranafer rate of two-year college students tO four-

year institutions. No 'entirely successful attempts were_

.filade to relate.costs
tothe.ouiputs of higher education.

The problemS of output measurement and the related prob-

.lem-pfmeasuring eduCational
productivity haVe been

'. explored in detail by Wallhaus (1.975).. The article

in his volute by Meisinger, Purves, and Schmidtlein

(1975) examined this Problem in the light of informa-

.tion gained during the course of this study ofetate

higher *education budgeting;

l'he Bases of Allocations

The different methods of structuring budget deci-.

sions provide different basci'for making allocative

judgmenis: The incremental approach to budgeting

places a great deal of weight 'on historical costs. JThe

formula approach emphasizes
allocation of funds on the

e
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basis of statewide averages. Program budgeting empha-

sizes the judgments of policYmakert. Each of these bases

.' for-allocation has.strengths and weaknesset. BIstorical

-costs May.not reflect.changes in Priorities that have.

..taken place. Using siatewide.averages leads to ignoring. .

unique characteritticSof programs and campuses, and also
leadt to an "averaging down" effect, since state policy-.
Makers tend to think of the least eXpensive program as
the,most efficient. Because the program is surviving, .
it has.demonstrated the featibility of operating at a

lower'cost. This leads to pressure to.reduce the costs
k..f other programs to match those of tbe least-cost

.
example, and tubtle quality factord easily can be ignored.

major universities 'were particularly apprehensive About
state formulas for fear that their higher-cost programs
would suffer by comparison. Since neither historical'

'costs or systemwide averages can accurately reflect the'.

. actual costs of diverse:programs and institutions, a
good qrgument can be Made for uning sorie discretion when

allocating funds. However, a gOod deal of distention
occurted in states Wher c. institutions did not clearly
understand the basis formaking'allOcative decisioni.

Favoritism,was frequently Charged and'interinstitutiOnal
cooperation was hindered bisuspicions of unfair.practices.
It is obirious that a fine balance must be established

among bisiorical costs, comparative costs, and informed.

judgment.. Aweffective allocative procest MUit allow
for all,three to accurately match budgets with legitimate'
costs..

Structuring Budgetary Decisions

The lengthy .list of decisiOn'areas, the intricate
interrelationships among them, and the 'limited amount of

'time and staff available for reviews Meansthat deci-.
sionmaking must be structured te simplify the process of

choice. One attempt to d0 so is the incremental method

of budgeting: Another is the formula method.

The incremental approach separates the budget
request into:
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c.

the "base".amount received by the institution

the previous Year adjusted for.annuiAlized program

costs and other factors such as salary longevity

increments;

increases needect:to maintaid the program levels

of the.previous year given workload increases,

inflation, and technological changes; and

increass for new programs.

This approach leads'to focusing :anarytic attention

on budget "increments," the validity of. workload data,

"uncontrollable" cost increases, and the value of new

programs. The virtue Of this approach is that it'limits

.areas of analysis to those requiring immediate attention.

'Institutions are presumed to have reshaped priorit3.es

withinthe base and new programs are presumed to be of

lower state priority than-thOse supported in-the base--

though this may not always be true because programs

develop constituencies that support them after their

initial p4Ority has diminished.

,
Issues in the base, howeverp4requently..do get :

attention.during reviews focused the increment.

The difference.is that the.examinat n of the base is

less extensive_and the likelihood o .missing .&-potential

issue is greater. But given time constraints, no system

of review canthoroughly'identify and analyze all issues.

Priorities have to be set as.to what areas moat need :

examination and.what issues.are most important to pursue

once they are.identified.. A further faCet of incremental

revievvis its frequent lack of attention to equitable

allocations of funds among institutions. Amounts in ,.

institutions' budget loses are often not comparable for

similar aCtivities.

Pormula budgeting, the second approachto budget

review, also accommodates time and resource cOnstraints .

arid, in addition, deals more satisfactorily with inter-.

institutional equity: This approach was explored in

depth in this study by .Meisinger (1976): A tormula
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relates some measure--unit costs, workload (student-
faculty ratio), or.productivity (faculty-credit hours)--
to the ahounts requested in a budget. Such a funding
.model structure6 and simplifies budgetary calculation
and creates a common funding policy for all institutions,
leading to'equity in.allocations(24eisinger,.l976). A
formula is useful in proportion to-its accuracy in re,
flecting actual costs of institutions. A simple formula
doeS not deal adequately'with subtle cost differences
among institutions, while too complex a forhula'is
difficult to understancland frustrates review of budgets
by those who lack technical familiarity.

All budget review processes focus'primarily On.a
4. series of policy issues or problems that structure_and

delimit the scope of reviews. Analysis does not begin
with a comprehensive analysis of.data thatilluminates
a set of issues. More commonly; problems.or issues are
apparent and define the information'needed tosupport
solutions that oftenare already agreed .upon. The
"garbage can model of decisionmaking (Cohen, March, & !

Olsen,..1972) accurately describes the pragmatic approach
used when budget examiners grapple withhultimillion-
dollar budgets in very limited time.

Much.has been Written in recent.years about crOgrah
budgeting. One weakness in prograh budget.apProaches !

to structuring budget review isrtheir failure to compre,
hend the constraints of complexity, time, resources, and
revenues. Attempts.to focus budget reviews on the.ends
served by programs and to modify outdated programs is:

7--admirable. However, such efforts are unproductive-when
they envision more analysis than is-possible because of .

lack.of resourceS or iricapacity to comprehend complexity.
The most feasible attempts at program budgeting appeared
to be those that structured budget revieW arouncFrela7
tively fewHissues, which .were.analyzed at Varying dagrees
of depth depending on their priorityand the cOnstraints
on analysis. .The results were then used as a partial-.
basis for decisions on amounts to-beallocated among:
yarious purposes. This approach to structuring.the .

budget process was still largely incremental; most issues
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tended to deal with proposed budget increases but these

incremental issues received moze thorough analysis,

However; this method of review restated in relatively

pore decisions on issues affecting the base as-a result

of special studies that usuallY went beyond the data

contained in buklget requests. .

A nuMber of statesrincluding Washington and.

Connecticut, were experimenting with highly formalized

program_budgeting systems aimed at more.comprehensive

reviewsof budgets.,-These attempts seemed destined to

faii-beCause'they created an elaborate set of'procedures

for budget review that cut down on the time available for

substantive analysis. Moreover, they did not contain an

inherent logic for diseinguishing ithong priority areas.

The less procedurally.bound process used by.Wisconsin Showed

more promise for .expanding andredirecting the review-of

budgets without time-cOnsuming.procedural requirements.

The Wisconsin System relied on much analysis taking place

prior to sUbmission of,formal budget documents.

,

A final problem was a frequent assumption that more

decisions on program ends and priorities could and should

be made at the state level. PrOfessionalism assumes-that

-Some decisions must be made by those mostexpert on and

familiar with a subject. For example, to-a large extent

lawyers .and doctors regulate their professions. This

practice is Rongruent with the tradition of academic

autonomy. gak only are faculties most expert in their

fields, but historically an assumption has been made

that the state should not interfere in institutional

conduct of the pursuit of knowledge and teaching.

Concepts of program budgeting typically assume that

:_entral decisionmakers have comprehensive knowledge,

disregarding_the tenets of profesSionalism and.insti-

tutional'autonomy. These ConcePts, furthermore, run

contrary to the realities that confront dedisionmakers,

as described.by Hunt (1968). More thinking must be, done

about approptiate organizational leyels for making various
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decisions before elaborate program budgeting, systems can
be accepted by higher education: More understanding is

also needed of the constraints on comprehensive, central-
ized decision systems before most state policymakers can
design workable program budgeting concepts. 1

CONCLUSIONS

; The concepts of comprehendiveness and end-oriented
budget review do not apPear_to'be feasible in the forms
often aL.vocated and prOmoted by budget process reformers.
There are obvious,benefits to be gained from revewing
higher education budgets more:thoroughly and being More-,
concerned About the ends of higher !!,:ducation. These ,

values, however, have to be worked out!in the context
of-the need to set priorities for review of areas\and
issueS, the lack of so4al consensus on the ends Of
higher edUcation, and 'the need to define the proper
levels fOr making deiailed Programmatic decisions.\ On
the whole, the formula approach appears to have the most .

promise.fOr budgeting'for higher education if supplemented
by in-depth studies of specific issues and if cost'assump-
tions contained in the formulas are.tested from time to
time. Formulas should not be applied' so rigidly that
unusual cothts are not,recognized.'

Furthermore, a distinction dhould be drawn between
the pricing function of a formula and the'need for
costing higher.education as a basis for the loimula.
NO formula that is simple enough to perMit effective
budgetary review reflects.actual costs closely enough\
for itto be used to Measure institutional.compliancel
witlithe intentions of-legislatures. AVeraging of
costs 'cannot allow for the many cases that deviate froM

the norm, nordoes it reflect the many changed that take
place during the time-:-often more than a year and a half-

between budget formulation: and'budget administration. .\

Periodic cost studies andperfOrmance evaluations, pre-\
ferably'by-state higher education.agenciei, appear'to. y

be more productive and less costly ways for'legislaturesC
to discover deviations froM their budgetary intent. \
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The budget review process of agencies should .be

timed so that recotmendations of the state higher educa-

tion agency are available to the executive budget office

before it has begun to firm up.its own.recommendations.

Similarly, the legislature should have the recomtendations

of-the governor before reaching firm conclusions. The

two houses of.the legislature should.use the same set of

budget recommendations on which to base their analyses, ,

to.lessen problems of reconciliation when they .finally'

have to agree on.specific amounts. Institutional officials

ehould know.who makes what kinds.of decisions in the state

agencies and when appeals can be effeCtively made.

A balance must be obtained between the size of tne

cor, of data that is regularly available to budget analysts

-,end the ad hoc data that will be collected in response to

particular issues. Data collected regularly is.expensive

to obtain and store and must be used regularly to.justify
.0

its costs. Ad hoc data, on the other hand, does not per-

mit longitudinal analyses of trends. A stable structure

for making budget reviews,,with established rules, helps

define data needs and decreases expensive changes in

collection-systems. (The lack of a structure for budg-

eting, such as a formmla, was likened to "playing tennis

without a net" by one state higher_education executive

officer.) There-was some indication in the 17 states

that too, much data was collected on a regular basis that

was not used by budget analysts.

lawny states.the, burden on higher education

officialsccould be reduced by holding joint ratherethan

individual agency hearings. Joint hearings would also

have the virtue that all officials would hear the same

comments: There. would be legs opportunity.for insti-

tutions to play one agency off against another by

placing different emphases on-differentaspects of

their.budgets.

Theconflicts between planning.and budgeting need

to be more widely recognized and understood. Planning
a
is a valuable means to crystalize decisions on program

goals and help build consensus.on policies. 'However,

it is not immediately constrained by resource limitations.
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Therefore, plans are always modified to some degree by

, budget staffs as they seek consensus on specific fund
allocations. Policies that in theory appear attractive
often run aground when confronted with technical and
political constraints.

A mix of allocative techniques are required during
reviews of budgets that reconcile' analyses of:historical
costs, comparative Costs; and normative costs. Some'

discretion is needed in tailoring budget allocations to
new programs that ladk historidal or comparative cost
data. Care should be taken to avoid using standards for
judging fund allocations that7a!re unrealistic in terns .

of-the experience of comparable prograns or organizations.

State budget agencies, caught up in conflict over
preferences, frequently use technical analyses to resolve
budgetary differences in an attempt to determine objec-

tively appropriate amounts of'money for higher education.
The search continues for theultimate budget analYsis
,system. However, if one accepts a-democratic theory of
choice, there'are no standards or criteria for judging
the value of educational services beyond those held by
individuals. There.is no empirical'basis for maintain
ing,that one person's preferendes are better than

...another's. In a.democratic society, conflicts are
'settled by bargaining in the political arena. This
bargaining is influenced by analyses of fhe constraints'
on producing services and the anticipated outputs of
a given service. . However, even technical considerations
are often misused to gain politioal objectives. Greater
awareness of,,the limits of technical analysis as a means
to reduce the controversy in budget decisions will.not.
nakethe life of a budget.apalyst any'easier, but he will
at,least.appreciate better the circumstances affecting .
'his function and be spared unrealistic expectations.
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9.
Future Trends in State Higher

Education Budgeting

TO complain of the age we live in, to mur-
mur at the present possessors of.power,.to

lament the past, to conceive extravagant
hopes of the future are the common disposi-
tions of the greatest part of mankind.

(Burke, 1953, p. 101)

Yet is one good forwit worth two afterwitS.

(Heywood, 1942, p. 416)

The process of budgeting for higher education is

affected by'a complex web of-social, econoMic, and

organizational factors. These factors.will'affect
:amOunts'budgeted as well as processes of budgeting in

the. futUre. During the next few years, highereduCition

Appears likely to continue to lose its recent high social

priority, making it more vulnerable to criticism. This'

w3ll result both from its success in-educiting a large

.portion of the Population and from its current inability

to define a clear role and mission serving a central

national concern.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIc TRENDS AFFECTING
BUDGET PROSPECTS

The proportion of people attending institutions of

higher education increased dramatically until recently.

As a result, more persons are familiar with colleges,
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causing institutions to lose some of their mystique and
become more vulnerable to the type of criticism that has
been leveled at elementary and secondary schools. Further-

more, a degree no longer assures the same possibilities ,

for upward social mobility as in the past. The gap be7
tween the salaries of college graduates and thosO without
a degree is rapidly narrowing. The growing familiarity
of the public--including legislators--with higher educa-
tion, together with its diminished role as a conveyor of
social siatus, will no doubt adversely affect its competi-
tion with other state programs.for public dollars.

Historically, higher eaucatiOn not only conferred
status, but also-was viewed'as the.primary agent promoting
soCial mobility; it was i significant component of the
American "melting pot". and a major mean's for achieving
the goals of a democraticsociety. The successes of the
1960's civil rights'initiatives have focused attention on
ethnic differences. Concerns about the-preservation of
ethnic customs and traditions have weakencd earlier.
potions of an ethnically blind.AmeriCan society. Conse-

Auently, higher education's role ih. blurring "old world"
distinctions:has given way to the prOm6iion of culturia
diversity and consequent confusion.over its purposes.:'

During the,war yearSand "coldmar" period, higher
education,, both in Providing highly.trained manpower and
in providing research, had a clear mission that helped it
attract public monies. Public disenChantbent with the
military resulting from the Viet Nam war--the failure of
a large technically advanced nation to defeat a small
nation of peasants-"has called the supremacy of technology
into qUestion. Reductions have been made in the federal .

commitment to research, and this fiscal restraint, is likely
to continue until a new threat or a major political'
initiative, like the .space program, deVelops.

During the 1960s, higher education-was seen'as a
means to solve problems such as poverty, criiej_and'
structural unemployment. Money was channeled into social
research and innovative projects, much of it going-to
institutions of higher education and professors. Theae
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.

programs.did not achieve.the high hopes of their pro-

ponents, andtheir failure reduced confidence'in higher

education.
Z-

Finally, the rapidsdecline in birth rates and a

leveling in recent years in the percentage of high.school

'Students going directly on to college undoUbtedly will

.have a-majOr effect on institutions and programs that

-traditionally have relied on this age grolx. for'enroll-

ments. -The-dedline in.the number of cull-time residential

students will simultaneously reduce state'appropriations

and leave'sone institutions with expensive, 6)ccess

facilities.

The changing social funCtions of higher educationl.

its'failure to' be seen as a major instrument,for progress

"in a highly visible major national-miSsionnd declining

birthrates seem likely to continue'tb erode budget Pros- .

pects in the foreSeeable future.' .1

The rising.costs of energy and other natural'resources

! Are limiting the percent of national income available for

the Service sector of bur eCOnomy which includes higher

education. The rising cost of resources has been accom-.

panied by economic stagnation and inflation,' further re-

straining revenues for higher education. lax increase

measures have been horedifficult to pass'as thegrowth
4

of disposable income has slowed.

'This situation is certain to haVe a depressing effect

on a legislature's willingness to'maintain and increase

current levels of support fcl higher education. Higher

education, in fact, will befbarticularly susceptible to

reductions because it is not funded by statufory formulas

except for.two year institutions in some states: Many .

other state programs are funded by formulas'established

by.law; elementari/secondary education and welfare.are

two major examples. Additionally, ot4ler. mandatory State

costs. are inOreasing rapidlY, such as.public employee '

retirement programs. In this increasingly competitiVe

atmosphere, higher education appropriations,comprise the

largest single block of "discretionary funds" in most

state budgets, and'governmental budgft agenciop are
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tempted'to.use them to adjuSt differences between revenue
levels and budget demands.. Thus, even with a-higher

degree of state commitment tochigher education, its.funds
will-remain highltvulnerable.

_The recent shifts toward Supporting.students"directly
:through loans and schol4r'ships will 4Urther rechice monies
-otherwise available for direct sUpporeof institutions'

operating costs. Thieehift will,require institutions to
raise.tuition'to offset losses of direct operafing State

aid. These tuition increases are likely to reduce enroll- .

ments, further-eroding; direct aid; tiiition income hay be

More than offSet by subsequent decreases in enrollment--.
generated.state appropriations for opeiating expenses:

The foregoing social and economic BactcTs paint a
rather bleak proSpect for. highereduCation's-future ecpan-
Sion... There are,-hoWeVer, other faCtors 'that may mitigate

' the effects of these trends.

The demand for,highly qualified persons will rikely

increase as our sogiety grows morecomplex,and automation'
and technology advance. 'There will.be a greater need
for persons with the broad understanding, knowleage, and

'skills obtainable-through higher education-. The-employ-

,
ment opportunities available may not:match the'expecta-
tiohs of,00llege graduates, but the qualifications,
.required fOr'positions will continue to inerease as more
highly trained-people become available: More and more

jobs will require a'college degree because of'the exioan-')
- sion of technical fields and increasing qualifications

required for existinspositions. The costS of providing

higher education for a larger proportion of the popula-
tion will.be,cOntroversial, but students will Continue- to

seek more education to increase their competitive-position
:in the job market as long as education is affordable.
Furthermore, a major national commitment to a.goal §uCh

as developing new sources ofenergy, would provide a

.: stimulus to higher, education. Interest in the. benefits

of a liberal education could inCreasesin,reaction to.,
.current emphasis on vocatiOnal-speciaIization'with_a
growth in.enrollMents in the humanities. The increaSing

participation of adults in postsecondary.programs and

I 3
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the growing.number.of adults as a result of the postwar.

--IS-alloy-Axiom will provide new sources'of'students. The in-

,
creasing demahd,for in-service and mddcareer training

will stimulate'adult'enrollments.
However, these adults

will not go to the same institutions-and take the same

courses as those taken by recent'high school graduates.

Therefore, their.growing articipation will have

ferent

dif-

ences.for various kinds of institutions.

Furthermore, the basic economic situation is always sub-

ject to.change.

ORGANIZATIONAL TRENDS
-

In recent years concepts of.bUreaucratic organiza-

tion have gained acceptance in.state government in comr

parison to earlier notions of governmental checks and

balances and traditions of local autonomy. A' greater

interest in concepte of functional specialization, plan-

ning, and program ,coordination has resulted in strengthen-

ing state higher education agencies and increasing

executive and legislative oversight of higher education.

The basic factors that influenced this move toward more

detailed state-level review of higher education budgets

seem likely to continue (Meisinger,' Purves, & Schmidtlein,

1975). However, this trend is likely to be moderated by

increasing appreciation of the political implications of

bureaucratic organizational designs and the limitations

and effects of centralizing and compartmentalizing budget

decision processes.

TRENDS IN THE .DESIGN OF BUDGET STRUCTURES

'AND PROCESSES

The process of budgeting will continue to evolve in

response to changing conditions affecting higher educa-

tion. However, theories of budgeting will remain weak

because of the complex interplay between countlesi vari-

ables. Generalizations about budget practices will re-

main dangerous because the processes of decisionmaking

have to be tailored to the
unique'circumstances found in
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each state. Politicians should reMain wary of new fads

andAlostrUms promoted-to improve the budget process;
there are no easy waya to simplify and improve such a.
complex ProcesE. Effective changes occur only as a
result of well.thought out incremental,variations that
.axe tested in practice, not because.of major departures
'from:past practice. A great deal of wisdom is.incor-
porated in existing practices even though some of it is
based.on historical factors that no.longer hold true;,
current_practices should not be dismissed too lightly..

Some changes irvbudgeting, however', do seem.to be.
indicated by current.trends_ Concepts of budgeting are j
becoming more.sophisticated, state studies of higher
education policies and practices are likely to expand,
and justifications for budget increases will no longer
rely as"heavily on enrollment increasts and will indor
perate concepts of marginal costs.

Budget Process Design

Bulget processes must be designed. to provide co
sistent data on areas of policy concernin a format Jthat
permits easy comprehension. Data that,are too comp ex, or
that pertain to areas not meriting priority attenti n,;
impede effeetive decisiOnmaking. Recent concepts s ch as
Program Planning.and Budgeting Systems.(PPBS), and Zero-
Based Budgeting have ignored limitations on time a d com-

- prehenAon affecting budget reviews. A process tIat.
attempts to deal with,the near infinite number of poten-
tial budget issues, failing to distinguish betwee their

priorities, is bound to be ineffective.

Traditional incremental budget processes so ve the--
problems,of priority and complexity by focusing fprimarily
on budget increases. In contrast, formula budg ting
focuses analyses on areas where costs diverge f om forMula--

calculated expectations. Both of these approaq es to
budgeting Can be supplemented by specific stuees of'
priority areas, recently termed performance au its in

.many states.
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Of these two approaches, the.formula concept appears

.most likely to gain in popularity. The Primary advan-

,
tage Of formula budgeting is its potential for identify-.

ing areas in the budget 'base" for.attention.at a tine

whenbudget increases in one area maybe Linked to de-

creasei in other areas. A second advantage of formula

budgeting is its more "objective," or at least visible,

method for allocation of funds at A time When institu-

tions will have to compete harder to maintain enrollments

and will be increasingly sensitive to presumed.budgetary_

injuatices.

Productivity Improvement

' The impact of state-level budgetary actions on insti-

tutional.productivity is much-more limited than is popu-

larly supposed. Budgetailiactions canoincrease student/

faculty ratios and similar cost/output ratios.- However,

there is no way of knoWing,Whether these changes are more

than offSet by losses in quality. Budgetary actions can

more demonstratively.decrease productivity. Restrictions

placed on use of institutional resources can result in

inefficient allocations.' However, the major "ineffi-

ciencies" in higher education result from political

pressures to maintain institutions and programs.that,

from-a professional perspective; are of low priority or

dUbious quality or from pressuxes to create.unnecessary

new programs, facilities, or institutions. Such decisions

are typically beyondtheinfluence of budget.staffs.

.

There islikely to be a. growing sensitiVitY toward .

of-productivity_improveMent_4114_a recognition_

that major increases will have to result primarily froM

'difficultpolitical decisions. Other avenues for improve-

ment will beunscheduled breakthroughs in new knowledge

and new products from research, development, and innova-

tion.'
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Cost Analysis for Budgeting,

Budgets are rarely able to reflect thereal costs of

activities and detailed plans of operation. Real costs

are difficult and expensive to determine. The complexi-

ties of separating marginal costsfrom average cOsts and

allocating the costs of activities that have joint pro-.

ducts resillt in the use of conventions to simplify budget

estimating. These cOnventions 'make it difficult to trace

a clear, simplelink to costs.

Plans Of operation. can rarely be specified far enough

in advance to serve as precise guides for budgeting. Such

detailedplanning is very expensive for activities that
often are not funded. Furthermore, circumstances change

rapidly because Of unforeseen problems and opportunities.

Thesecosting problems are becoming clearer to budget .

staffs, and.a more sophisticated distinction is develop-

inqbetween the "pricing" role of.a. budget in contrast to

the "costing" needed for internal management control and

for developing a basis for budgetarY "prices."

Use of Output Measures

There is considerable hope that the outputs of higher

education can be identified and measured, thus giving

,greater precision to debates over the virtues of various-

patterns of budgetary allocations.

The benefits of higher education have been debated

for as long As formal educational programS haye existed

with ,little visiblegroWth in agreement. They,aremany

and subtle, and often.they can be identified only in

retroSpett. :Individuala-differ in how they-value-various--

'educational achievements. -For.example, the liberalizing

-etfects-of-higher-7edutattoarmost-prized-by-many'academics
are ofteh detested by parents who see their children

questioning and abandol:ing traditional family values.

Too much emphasis on output measurement leads to the

selettion of performance indicators that are easily

measured rather than those that are more important.
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Furthermore, it can lead ta polarizing attitudes and to .

cOnflict that might be avoided if outputs, which are .un-

oertain in any case, are left more ambiguous.. 'Peopl

obvioUsly wish to know .;ihat they can expect from higher

: education, bUt spurious attempts at precision Will.only

to overexpectations about higher education's ability

.t.0, specify results in areas where it cannot gain agree-

mentjlor measure 'achievements._

.

CUrrentresearch on the.use of output meaq%lres in

higher education budgeting is likely to increase the

sensitivity of policymakers to limitations affecting

their use. These studies may also encourage institu-

tions and the higher education community to be more

modest in their assertions to avoid generating expecta-

tions for accomplishments that cannot be fulfilled.

' ...State-Level Studies of Higher Education
-

The rapid increase in:state agency.studies of

higher education.programs and processes is'likely.to

ormtinUe._iThese studies permit an in-depth examination

of.a limited area of policy and budgetary interest.

Specific, in-depth analyses are a,far more feasible

approach to the policy objectives of state gOvernment

thanare comprehensive PPBS and,Zero7Based Bud4et systems.

Policy studies dan be conducted imost effectively by

competent state higher education agencies. If:these

agencies do not initiate such studies, legislatures and

executive agencies are certain to fill the voidto satisfy

their concerns. The staffs established to conduct poilicy

studies may become &significant source of employment for -...

highly trained researchers who, in earlier times, might

have obtained faculty posifions.

--the gi6Wiiii-RiPhiStiCAtibn-tif-st&te-=Ievet analytic

staffs and political officials will slowly dispel the

prevalent misconception that.more and better data, by

,itself, will improve decisionmaking. This misconception

-has lead to attempts to create overly complex "compre7

'hensive"'information systeMs that are not cost effective

.

and have lead tec a misunderstanding of the value-laden,
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political nature of most-budget decisions. Increased
information, in some cases, can make decisions more dif-
ficult because a broader range of values and effects are
apparent and.more variables are visible to contend with.

Because of the-complexity of data related to budgetary
decisions, major decisions will continue to have to be
made to some degree on the basis of philosophical dispo-
sitions, degrees of confidence in lower-level decision-

makersT-and-personal-relationships.

Juatification of Budget. Increases

Enrollment growth will no longer.serve as a basis
for budget increases'for many institutions beginning in

the 1980s. Increased funding will depend ondevelopment
of programs to meet urgent new Prioritiesand on careful
justification of qualitative improvements. Furthermore,

new initiatives often will depend on evidence of realloca-

tions of.funds from areas of lesser priority. Institu-,.

tions will more and mov need to'indicate the nature
and extent of their internal reallocations in order to.
build the confidence in their-Stewardship that will be
necessary to obtain additional funds.

Currently, when enrollment:declines takeplace;
institutions often lose state support on'the basis of :

average, rather than.marginal costs. Decreases.in
marginal costs aS a-result of enrollment declines:

generally are less than.decreases in average costs.
.Fiked plant and.operating expenses do not decline in oon-

cert wibh lower enrollments, and there are unavoidable

time lags in making faculty and staff reductionS. .Insti-

____tutions,__to_avoid injurious reductions in appropriations,
will haVe to develop budget justifications based on''
marginal cost. analYsis. New budget formulas based on
marginal changes in budget requirements will need to be

.developcl.
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Appendix A

Taxonomy of Budget Process Dimensions

A. Structural/Functional Dimensions

1. State agency structure
a. -Statewide'structure
b. Internal agency structure.

2. Institutional structure
a. Statewide structure

b. Internal campus structure

3. State agency Ibnctions
a.-- Authority for functions

b. Intra-agency functions

c. Interagency functions

4. Institutional functions
a. Systems functions

b. Campus functions .

5. Interorganizational relaticnships

B. Budget Unit Resource Dimensions

1. Staff characteristics
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2. Agency budget

, 3. Inormation available

4. 'AUthority, .prestige, legitimacy, and
influence .

. Technology emplOyed in acdomprishing tasks- -

.C. .
Budget Process EnVironment.. Dimensions

1. State, edonomic, demographic, political, and
social trends
a. Enrollment forecasting
b. Revenue forecasting

2. State traditions

3. Statewide plans

-

4. Budget lirocess concept
-a. ;Formula budgeting e

' (1), Formula generated amounts are.

indicative _

(2) Formula genetated amounts are
mandatory

b. PrograM budgeting
c. 2ero-based budgeting
d. Base/increment or decrement budgeting

é. Performance budgeting
f. Object class budgeting
g. Functional budgeting

5, .Time available for budget reView

6. Information available
a. Trend data
b. ComParative data
p. Norn(referenced data
d. Output data
e. Input data
f. Process data

7. Contingency and suppleMental budgets
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D. Pre-sUbmission Phase Dimensions

1. Interagency contacts
a. Budget instructions
b, Staff visits
c. Meetings and hearings

d. Studies and audits
%

e. Exchange of internal communications

f. Budget preview documents

2.. The institutional request
a. Annualor biennial
b. Cc:intent

c. Format

E. State-Level Agency Budget Review Dimensions

1. Agencies and their structure and staffs

a. State higher education agencies

b. Executive budget offices

c. Legislative budget staffs

-d. Other state-level agendies

2. Sources of data

3. Areas of.review
a. Accuracy
b. .Compliance with instructions and intent

=. TI.rpe of activity

(1) Continuing prograns
(2) Workload changes ,

(3) New prograns
(4) cost estimates

cl. Efficiency considerations
(1) Input mdx appropriateness
(2) Prodess and technology effectiveness

(3) Relation of ini.uts to outputs

e. Allocations.of funds among:

(1) Objects of expenditure
(2)yrOgrams
(3) Functions
(4) Organizations
(5) Student. populations_
Sources of.revenues ind Uses of each:source
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4. R.wiew techniques
a.. Use of performance criteria

(1) Norms set for activities
(2) Comparative standards
(3) Reputation
(4) Ad hoz examples

b. Measures of performance
(1) Unit costs '

(2) Ratios
(3) Productivity indices

c. Computational tool's

(1) -Tabulatleft----

.(2) Statistical analyses
(3) Simulation models

d. Definition of issues
(1) Compilation of-Issues, lists
(2) 'Establishment of priorities
(3) Discrepancies between revenues and
' requests '

(4) Analysis of external criticisms

5. Types of Decisions
a. Political judgments
b. Professional/technical judgments,

6. Uses of budgets as toO1s for change and
political purposes
a. SyMbolic uses

(1) Signal policy changes
(2) Express political philosophy
(3) Enhance organizational self interests

b. _Cuts and increases as signals of state
policy priorities

c. Alteration of budgetary incentives to change
policies andpractices

7. Sources of information
a. Budget requests
b. Hearings
c. Reports
d. Studies.

e. Friends
f. Press
g. Information systems
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F.

-s

8. Staff budget recommendations

9. Political officials',action on-staff.
recommendations

1Q. Reports and language for budget bill

Governor's Budget Dimensions

1. Annual or biennial eequest
a. Content
b. ForMat
c. Concept.

2. supplemental requests

G. Appropriation Process i.."imensions

1; Committee structure

2. Sources of data

3. Areas of review

, 4. Review techniques

5. Types of cler.icions

6. Useq of budgets for-policy and political purposes

7: SoUrces of information

B. Staff recOmmendations

9. Committee actions

10,'%Bills and reports.

H. Appropriation-Act and Veto Dimensions

1 Annual or biennial

a. Content
b.- Format
c. Concept

2. Supplemental

3., Veto
\

a. Line-item deletion

b. Reduction of amaunts

c. Void entire bill
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Appendix B

Extent of Budgetary Authority of State High6 Education Agencies

State and agency

Alabama

Commission on giqher Education

Alaska.

Board of Regents, University

of Alaska,

Commission on pcstsecondary

Ebtation

Arizona

Board of Regents'

Arkansas

D'partment of High'er Education

California .%

*Oft%
Postsecondary Education

Commission

Colorado

Commissionon.sigher Education

Connecticut .

1:amm1ssion for Higher &cation

Delaware

Postsecondary Education

Commission

Florida

State Board Of Education

Board of kents:

Comiunity Caleges

Georgia

oara of Regints;!UniVersity

System1.1.1YME

re-

view

of

budg-

ets

No

SHEA

-Agency has statutory responsibility

for bud et review & recommendations

Review Review Rem

indiv. 6 rec-.
send

instit. mond

budul

consol.

If yes for:

Pub. Pub.

sen.

Agency Als fesponsibilitOor budget

review i recommendations fs policy

Review Review Rem- If yes fox:

.indiv, 6 rec. mend *Pa Pub,

ommend consol. sen. jun.
jun11 instit,

budgetbud et.



State and agency

No

re-

view

If

budg-

,ets

APPENDiX B (continued)

Agency has'statutory-respasibility

for bud et review 6 rectmendations

Review

indiv.

instit.

budgets

Review

6 rec-

ommeld

Recom-

mend

coml.

budget

If yes for:

1577g7indiv.

Agency has responeibility for budget

review i recoiendatiosjlicy
Review ,Review. 001* If Yes fOr

re,e- Ind 737151T.

ju'n.

Hawaii

'Board of Regents, University

of Hawaii

Idaho

Board of#Education

Illinois

Board of-Higher. Education

Indiana

Commission for Higher ,EL-Oor

.Iowa

State Board of Regents

Kansas

State Board of Regents

'Kentucky

Council on Pub.lic Higher

Education

Louisiana

.B6ard of Regents

1 maine

BOard of:Trustees, University

of Maine

Maryland

Council for Higher,Education

Massachusetts

Board of Higher Education

Michigan

State Board of Education

1

(Al

(b)

( a

budgets"

mend coned.

budiet

o'

sen.
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APPENDIX B (continued),

State and agency
1

Minnesota

Higher Education Coordinating

Commission

Mississippi.

Board of Trustees, Institutions

of Higher Learning

Missouri

pepartment of Hither Education

Montana

!card o.f Regen'ts of Higher

,Education ;

Nebraska

7 Coordihating Council foi

Postsecondary.Education

Nevada,,

Board.of Regents, University

of Nevada System

New Hampshire

Postsecondary Educatith>,/

Commission

New Jersey

Board of Higher Education ,

New Mexico .

Board of Educational Finance

New York

Board of Regents, University

of the.State!,of New' York

No

re -

View Review

of indiv:

budg- insit.

Agell'cy haS statutory responSibility

for!bud et review & recommendations.

No

SHEA

Review

rec-

4imend

Racomr

sand

consol,

If yes, for:

7-7137
Sen. jun.

Agency has resOonsibil ty for budget

recommendations s policy

Review

indiv,

instit,

budget ,brigets

,

Review Recous

rec- mend

ommend tonsol,

'4 budget

If yes for:

P Pub.

sen. Jun'.

V.

1



State and agency

North Carolina

'ward of Governors, University

of North Carolina

North Dakota

Board of Higher Education

Ohio

Board of Regents

Oklahoma

State Regents for Higher

Educatitn

Oregon

Educational Coordiriting

Council

Pennsylvania

State Departmen. ,f Educatic

Rhode Island

Board of Regents fOr Education

South Carolina

Commission on Higher Education

South Dakota

Board of Regents

Tennessee

Higher Education Commission

Texas

Coordinating Board, Texas

.
College & University System

No

re-

view

of

budg

ets

APPENDIX B (continued)

Agency has statutory responrii.ility Agency

larludget review & recommendations review

has responsibility

krecOmmendatioss

Review levity Recomr If ye, for: Review

indiv, & rec. . mend IT67771Y indiv,,

inetit, amend coned! sen, jun. instit.

budgets budget budgets

(c)

(d)

X

Review

rec -

mend

,Recom-

mend

ccesol.

budclet

for budget ,

sjolicy
If yes for:

Pub. Pub,

sen, jun,
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APPENDIX B (continued)

State and agency

No Agency has statutory responsibility

re- iforldget review ; recommendations

view Review Review Recur

& rec-

omend zonsol,

budget.

of

budg-

ets

indiv.

inetit,

budgets

If'yes for:

NE7737
sen, jun,

Agency has responsibility for budget,

review ; recoemendiag4.221A.:

leview Review

Indic rec-

instit. ommend

budgets

Recom-

mend

consol,

budge_t

Utah

State Board of Regents

Vermont

Higher Education Planning

Commission

Virginia

State Council of Higher

Education

Washington

Council on High!r Education

West Virginia

Board of Regents

Wisconsin

Board of Regents, Univeaityl

of Wisconsin System

Wyoming

.Higher Education Council

District of Columbia

Commission on Postsecondary

Education

Total

No

SHEA

f

/f yes f6r:

stn. 'An.

P lb.

Source: Education Commission of the States, 1975, 308-316.

a) The Regents, jointly with the State Board of Public Instrution, approve the area schools and community colleges

4or them to receive state aid; the Board also plays a small role in reviewing and recommending their budgets,

b) This responiibility
is inherent in the statute, but is not so stated,

c) State junior colleges,

d) No public.junior colleges in South Dakota,

e) Devises and designates
formulas for governor and legislative budget board to make appropriation recommendations,

f) University centers,
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